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President's Column
"To the Best Lawyers in the World"
As we begin our eighteenth year it seems
appropriate to reflect on the origin of the
TCDLA, and how it relates to what
TCDLA can do to best serve you and what
you can do for your Association in the
coming year.
The Honorable Robert Jones, Judge of
the 167th District Court in Austin and Clifton "Scrappy" Holmes of Kilgore, both
past TCDLA Presidents, have traced our
history to a cab ride during the 1971 State
Bar Convention in Dallas. The passengers,
they say, were the Hon. Joe Kegans, Emmett Colvin Jr., J. Anthony Friloux,
George Gilkerson and Charles Tessmer.
Many of our traditions and programs can
be traced to the conversation that took
place in those close quarters and a subsequent social gathering at the Sheraton
Hotel that evening.
The following day about 17 men and
women met in the Chaparral Room of the
Adolphus Hotel and the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association was founded; the individuals there assembled each
agreed to put up $200. The plan-and it
remains a good one-was that this Association should divide its financial resources
as follows: one-third for education, onethird for legislature efforts and one-third
for administration. The purposes of the
TCDLA were discussed in general terms
and are now set out in Article I1 of our
Bv-Laws:

. . .To protect and insure by rule of law
those individual rights guaranteed by the
Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases; to resist the constant efforts
which are being made to curtail these
riehts: to encouraee coooeration he-

common gooa.
During the past year we have made plans
to continue our pursuit of these lofty
objectives by continuing the best of our
traditional offerings and giving our mem-

bership something new. Let me review two
significant programs created this year, the
Federal and State Criminal Law Short
Courses and the Friends of the TCDLA.
Then I will make a few final comments
about the health of our Association a
"prayer for relief."
Educating the Profession
The MCLE presence in the State Bar
(SBT), with a $75,000 per year Director
and half-million dollar budget, has more
bureaucratic and financial impact than
anyone anticipated. We have analyzed the
arithmetic of MCLE coupled with the Advanced Criminal Law Course. This year
we expect enrollment to number around
700 paid. At $350 per, that's $245,000
gross. The StateBar sponsors other, larger
programs (family law, personal injury,
etc.). Bar leaders paid the SBT Board
Chairman $75/hr. to sell MCLE around
the State, and MCLE has resulted in enormous growth in CLE programs in Texas.
The Advanced Criminal Law Course has
traditionally drawn most of its faculty and
enrollment from TCDLA inemhers. No
disrespect to the annual contributions of
several fine prosecutors and judges is intended, but the preeminence of defeme
lawyers on the faculty is obvious.
This vear the TCDLA is sharing the
We
benefits-of our labor with the S B T ~
have, in effect, divided the Advanced
Course into separate federal and staie sections to be offered as complements or alternatives to the main course. Each TCDLA
Short Course will offer one year's worth

Ed Mallett

Terry McDonald promise an intense educational experience coupled with nighttime
entertainment in the most popular vacation
city in Texas. We expect substantial
numbers of out-of-state lawyers and their
families to join us for the federal course,
the River Walk, Sea World, the McNay
and San Antonio Museums of Art, the
Spanish Missions, the King William Historical District and so on.
There will be a slow week in the district
courts in late September as most of our
judges attend the Texas Judicial Conference in Fort Worth. The Texas Criminal
Law Short Course will be held simultaneously with the judges' meeting, at Fort
Worth's Hyatt Regency, WednesdayFriday, September 28-30. Dain Whitworth
is putting the program together and Tim
Evans has promised a major social event
for Friday night. We invite all TCDLA
members to stay over for the first regular
meeting of the 1988-89 Board of Djrectors on Saturday morning.
These MCLE-fulfilling and obviously
worthwhile seminars are entirely new
TCDLA projects, and they need your
attendance and endorsement. They are
traditions in birth!
Friends of TCDLA

at the Plaza Hotel in San ~nconio.
We've had so much fun at this hotel,
during the years it was known as the Four
Seasons, that the TCDLA should own it.
Course Directors Gerry Goldstein and

Rita (Mrs. Tim) Evans adapted this idea
from her experience in the Auxiliary of the
National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers and from strong interest within
June 1988 / VOICE for the Defense 3

the TCDLA membership.
The FRIENDS will give spouses, and
others not in careers associated with
criminal defense, a way to support the
business of practicing law, particularly at
seminars, board meetings and conventions.
The purposes of the FRIENDS are threefold:
a) To cooperate with, support and further the objectives and purposes of the
TCDLA.
b) To do law-related philanthropic and
educational work.
C) To promote social relations among
the members of the TCDLA, their families, supporters and acquaintances.
There were seven FRIENDS at the first
meeting, December 12, 1987, in Austin.
They agreed to meet again in the same
town and time as your Board. There were
10 FRIENDS in New Orleans, 15 in San
Antonio, and we expect this growth to continue at the first regular annual meeting,
at the Fort Worth Convention.
The FRIENDS have taken on the job of
completing the minimum endowment required by the University of Texas for the
Richard lhornton Scholarship Fund.
Hopefully, a day will come when every
law school in Texas will honor one of the
giants of criminal defense with a TCDLA
sponsored scholarship for the student
showing the most outstanding potential for
achievement as a criminal defense lawyer.
The FRIENDS are making this happen
through a celebrity auction, and they are
plaming social activities and other events
to coincide with TCDLA meetings and
seminars throughout the year. This new
organization is truly worthy of your support. It's another new tradition, with great
promise for the future.
Leadership
A constructive criticism of our past
leadership selection process-and I share
responsibility for what's gone on-has
been that we are inbred and self-perpetuating; that we are, mostly, anglo males
working in jails and courthouses peopled
by Black and Latino defendants; that we
are "clubby," and that admissions to the
club are largely closed; that our Association is more democratic in appearance than
substance. That we are a closed shop has
4 VOICEfor the Debwe I June 1988

been given as the reason that our size has
been fairly stable at 1000-1200 members
and as the reason some board members
have been casual about their job performance and attendance.
In reply, let me say that some "tradition" is both healthy and unavoidable. For
example, the Criminal Defense Lawyers
Project operates on a State grant, plans
seminars a year in advance in conjunction
with its grant application, and has a board
of mostly former TCDLA presidents that
reselects itself in conformity with the
State's recommendation that there should
be an institutional memory in programming. This year the CDLP is asking for
a $160,000 grant to support a $267,000
budget, all to train lawyers representing indigents. The "tradition" of continuity in
management helps secure the funding.
As TCDLA President, I will, ex-officio,
join the CDLP Board. But there is, in fact,
coordination between TCDLA and CDLP.
CDLP Chair, Scrappy Holmes, and Executive Director John Boston worked with
me while the CDLP grant application was
being drafted, to make sure CDLP dates
and programs conformed to the plans of
the incoming TCDLA officers.
On the other hand, we may have fallen
into the habit, year-to-year of assuming
that all TCDLA Committee Chairs want
to be reappointed, and that all officers,
directors and associate directors desire and
deserve renomination. Some members
may have felt excluded from opportunities
for service, because there are so few
vacancies at the top.
Things have just changed: 1 hereby
declare that all jobs are open, for this year
and thereafter. No committee chairs will
be appointed before the Bar Convention,
and your 1989 Nominations Committee
will be instructed that no one is to be
"automatically" nominated for anything.
Nominations will be based on demonstrated commitment to the strength of this
Association.
At or shortly following the Fort Worth
Convention, Committee appointments will
be made, based on genuine enthusiasm for
hard work. During the year, each Executive Committee member will be assigned
to monitor at least one standing or special
committee, and will be responsible along
with the committee chair for a quarterly
progress report. In short, we plan to raise

our standards for the amount and quality
of work expected of our officers and
directors.
Membership Participation
Now is the time to became involved.
Write me, and tell me what you would like
to see from your Association. I promise to
personally answer every letter, to pass
your ideas along and to make new projects
and services happen.
Please do not make a general offer. Telling me you are available for "whatever we
need" or "anything we want you to do"
doesn't help much. We want you to enlist
new members, attend Board meetings,
share your special knowledgeat seminars,
and so on. That's obvious. Inmy 15 years
in the TCDLA, no member of this Association has ever refused my direct request
for help, so a general offer doesn't really
separate you from the masses.
What I need are new ideas and specific
offers-tell me what you want to do, and
1'11 work to create your opportunity. You,
our members, are the lifeblood of Association work, and this year you will beheard
and given a chance to perform.
It's been a lot of fun, being on this Board
for most of the past twelve years. I chaired
committees and attended meetings even
when not a board member. Being a guest
or "on-board committeeperson has advantages: You need sit in on these lengthy sessions only when subjects of interest are on
the floor; the rest of the time you can visit
with your friends out in the hall.
We also share some private business in
connection with travel to Board meetings.
Being active in the TCDLA won't make
you rich, but, over time, you can pick up
a few cases by coming around and getting
known. You can also get some tips on winning the cases you already have, and on
how to make a decent living practicing
criminal law. This year, through the Voice
for the Defense, we're going to honor and
recognize the folks that spend their time
and money on the TCDLA, and I hope that
everyone who has read to the end of this
article gets the message.
At the age of 13, in Houston, in the summer before entering the ninth grade, my
mother noticed that the Alley Theatre was
conrimred ma poge 50

Summary of Significant Courts of Appeals' Opinions
(Criminal) for the First Quarter of 1988
(January
by Roy E. Greenwood
Introduction

I have been requested by the Honorable
Kerry FitzGerald to provide a summary of
the most significant criminal opinions
handed down by the Texas Courts of Appeals for the first calendar quarter of 1988.
Of the literally hundreds of opinions which
have been handed down by the individual

Roe 6. (;rren~voud clrlrrlrrnred ~ I I the
I
~ n i v k s ofi ~Texas L& ~ c h o o l h1970,
and thereafer, at the request of Dr.
George Beto, then Director of the Texas
Department of Corrections, assistedirr the
organization of the Legal Services Ofice
for i~onatesat the TDC-now known -as
Staff Corrnsel for Inmates.
61Noven~ber1971, Mr. Greenn~oodwas
hired by the Terns Corrrt of Criminal Appeals to serve as Adminisfrative Assistant
to the Court, and served in that capacity
rintil November 1978, at nhich time Mr.
Greernvood entered private practice in
Ansrir~,specializing e.rclusive/y in criminal
defense practice.
Mr. Greenwood is a longtime nie~nber
of the TCDLA and served as chairman of
the Afnicrrs Curiae Committee from
1983-1985.
Mr. Greenwood senled on Governor
Dolph Briscoe's Co~nn~ission
for TEXAS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND
GOALSarrd is afiequent lecturer at criminn/ law seminars and has written nrmeroris articles on Texas law for vnrioi~s
publications.
Mr. Greenwood is admitted to the Bar
of the United States Supreme Corrrt, the
United States Cou~tofAppeals for the Fiph
Circr~it,concentrating in cri~ninalnppeals
practice, crirnirtaldefense trial work, postconviction habeas corplrs litigation, and
appearances before $he Tet-as Board of
Pardons and Paroles.

14 Courts of Appeals during tbat time, the
standards for determining the "most significant" are subject to numerous considerations. Therefore, arbitrarily, I have
decided that those Courts of Appeals' opinions which are published, and are received
by myself for review during that calendar
year period of time are eligible for consideration. Per curiam opinions will not be
considered. Of those cases which must be
determined as "most significant," I have
arbitrarily included the following categories: (I) all rdxcs in wh~chthc convictions
were rcvcrscd bv ihc Court of A~neals:(21
all cases which ;leal with substa&e din:
stitutionality of a Penal Code statute; (3)
all cases which substantially deal with an
interpretation of a new mle of evidence or
a new rule of appellate procedure; (4) all
cases which are controversial enough,
dealing with an important question of
Texas law, wherein a Petition for Discretionary Review most probably will be filed
and might be granted; (5) all opinions by
one Court of Appeals which apparently
conflict with another Court of Appeals'
decision on the subject; and (6) any opinion that, due to its unusual fact circunistance or unusual ruling by the Court of
Appeals, might provide for interesting
reading to members of the bench and bar.
As to the format for summarizing the
cases, it must be realized that with the
literally dozens of cases which may be included, only short individual summaries
will be provided. If an attorney thinks a
case is relevant to preparation for a trial
or appellate brief, the text of the full opinions can be easily obtained either from
the Opinion Summary Service, P.O. Box
1262, Austin, Texas 78767, (512) 3461804; from an associate; or from the clerk
of the individual Court of Appeals. The
opinions will be categorized by subject
matter as to general generic subjects, with
individual cases summarized therein.
While consideration was given to summarizing the significant opinions by indi-

vidual Courts of Appeals, for geographical
purposes, it is felt tbat a sum'mary by subject matter would be more useful to the
practitioner, since it provides for a quick
survey of all the comparison opinions
within the one section.
Amendments to this format might be
made in the future, and any comments,
constructive criticism, etc., would be
welcomed to increase the efficiency of the
reader's use of these summarized opinions.

I. Statutes and Rules
CA #1-Texas Seat Belt Law-Court
holds that the Texas Seat Belt Law is Constitutional, witb J. Levy dissenting. [Raymond Richards v. State, - S.W.2d
-,
#1-86-00780-CR]
CA #7-Rule
803(24) Statements
Against Penal Interest-Where PO testified
that A had made an out-of-court statement,
CA reviews the rule to determine whether
statement was sufficiently corroborated to
permit admissibility as an admission
against interest; in this case, CA holds that
such statement was corroborated by physical facts, thus rendering statement admissible. [Oris Reynolds v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#I-87-003-CR]
CA #1-Rule 803(2)-Where thirdparty witness was called to testify as to
conversation witness overheard concerning two other persons, shortly after the
event, CA finds that the conversation of
the other persons was obviously not excited
or spontaneous, but was merely normal
discussion and therefore not admissible as
a spontaneous utterance under Rule 803(2).
[Joe Lewis v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#1-85-00778-CRI
CA #8-$28.0j(c) Penal Code Presumption-Where A was charged with stealing
natural gas from gas company by altering
gas meter, special statute permits presumption that last named owner on the bill
"knowingly tampered" witb the property
and holds that since evidence showed that
June 1988 1 VOICE for the Defense 5

A was the only one residing at address,
presumption was Constitutional; compare
Gersh v. State, 714 S.W.2d 80 (Dallas CA
1986). [Robert Edmondson v. State, S.W.2d -,
#8-86-00305-CR]
CA #5-$42.05-Where
A makes massive challenge to constitutionality of statute
prohibiting the disrupting of a lawful meeting, which involved his intermptiou of a
private speech given by Jesse Jackson, CA
holds statute constitutional-especially in
view of A's conduct. [Gardell Morehead
v. State,
S.W.2d -,
#5-8700038-CR]
CA #]-Article 6701d-9, V.A.C.S.Where A contends that he was illegally arrested by a constable who was not in a
police uniform, thus in violation of Article
6701d-9, CA notes that this same provision of the law was held unconstitutional
in Scogginv. State, 38 S.W.2d 592, there
fore CA holds this prohibition is also unconstitutional, therefore arrest was valid.
[Joe Douaherty v. State, - S.W.2d
-, # ' - ~ 7 4 6 7 9 - ~ ~ ]
CA #]-Rule 804 (Unavailable Witnesses-Where A had been tried for capital murder and mistrial declared. and A's
defensewitnesses from Mexico had testified favorably for him, but he apparently
could not find them for second trial and offered prior testimony into evidence, which
was refused, CA holds that A's failure to
specifically request witnesses' appearances
prevents witnesses from being declared
"unavailable," thus prior testimony inadmissible. [Salvador Otero-Miranda v.
State, - S.W.2d -,
#1-87-0192CR1

-

11. Court's Charge
CA #l-Parole Law Charge-Where an
objection was made to the parole law
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charge, there was error under Rose v.
State; however, CA holds error harmless
where A received nine-year sentence for
burglary of a motor vehicle, enhanced.
[Lekeith Beasley v. State, -S.W.2d
-, #I-86-00952-CR]
CA #4-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to court's parole law charge under
Rose, CA finds harmless error. [Augustine
Rodriguez v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#4-86-00069-CR]
CA #13-Insanity-Where
A had been
previously found incompetent to stand
trial, and no new jury trial was invoked to
restore competency, and A raised sanity
defense before trial on the merits, and requested a charge placing burden of proof
on state to show sanity beyond a reasonable
doubt, CA notes that under recent CCA
opinion of Manning v. State, 730 S.W.2d
744, the prior finding of incompetency
does not shift the burden on the sanity
issue, and since there is no prior adjudication of insanity, the burden of proof to
show sanity during trial on the merits is
on A, by a preponderance of evidence.
pavid Morris v. State, - S.W.2d
-,
#13-86-545-CR]
CA #13-Self-defense-Where evidence
tended to show a brawl and shootout between two hostile groups, and A returned
fue in self-defense, trial court erred in failing to give self-defense charge against
multiple assailants. [Jorge Hinojosa v.
State, - S.W.2d -,
#13-86-566CRI
CA #13-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to parole law charge, and received
&-year sentence, CA assumes harmful error under Rose which also mandates reversal. [Jorge Hiuojosa v. State, -S.W.2d
,
#13-86-5%-CR]
CA #I-Parole Law Charge-Where
DA argued for life based upon A's service
of 20 years, CA holds that error was harmless sincejury only returned verdict of 40
years. [Lawrence Howell v. State, S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00255-CR]
CA #2-Voluntary ManslaugbterWhere evidence shows that A and husband
were in fight, and she shot him, voluntary
manslaughter charge required. [Alice
Frazier v. State, -S.W.2d -,
R87-029-CR]
CA #2-Suffxient Time to Review for
Objections-Where A's counsel requested
time to review charge for making objec-

tions, the trial court would not allow such
time, stating that he would make no
changes under any circumstances, CA
holds that this is a violation of the statute
and requires reversal, but does not apply
harmless error rule. [Robert Lewis v.
State, -S . W . Z d , #2-87-023-CR]
CA #lo-Parole Law-Where A objected to parole law charge, and A received
45 years, CA finds harmless error. [Billy
Anderson v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#lo-87-010-CR]
CA #13-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to parole law charge, CA finds
reversible error. [Francisco Rodriguez v.
State, -S.W.2d A, #13-87-234CR1
CA #2-Limitation of Extraneous OffenseslPunishment-Where a number of
extraneous offenses were admitted during
guilt-innocence, which CA held admissible, and during punishment phase A
asked for charge instructing jury that they
should not consider extraneous offenses for
punishment purposes, CA cannot find
authority for such a charge, thus dismisses
complaint; compare Brown v. State, 530
S.W.2d 118; Klueppel v. State, 505
S.W.2d 572; Lomas v. State, 707 S.W.2d
566. [Michelle Bell v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#2-87-001-CR]
CA /&-Parole Law Charge-Majority
of CA holds narole law instruction constitutional, absent an objection, thus no error;
since case reversed on other grounds, J.
Burgess concurs, as CA opinion of 1/27/87
does not even acknowledge existence of
Rose v. State. [Douglas Sunday v. State,
-S.W.2d -, #I-86-124-CR]
CA #I-Parole Law Charge-Absent an
objection, Almanza review shows no error, even though A did get rnaxinium
sentence. [Jorge Rodriguez v. State, S . W . Z d , #1-87-00296-CR]
CA /&-Parole Law Charge-Where A
contends that charge was unconsiitutional,
CA once again summarily rejects this complaint-not even mentioning Rose v. State
or Alrnanza analysis; J. Burgess dissents,
as he recognizes Rose as the law. [Alvin
Hawkins v. State, - S.W.2d -,
#9-87-047-CR]
111. Prior Convictions

CA #2-Shock Probation-Where State
alleged prior conviction for enhancement

which showed assessment of pen time sentence, but A put on evidence showing that
this was a "shock probation" sentence,
CA holds that there is no final conviction,
thus prior not eligible for use as enhancement, thus reversal required. [Ricky
Rodgers v. State, - S.W.2d --,
#2-86-280-CR]
CA #2-Nunc Pro Tunc ProceedingsWhere A had been convicted of prior
felony offense, had received probation,
had lived out probation and had prior conviction dismissed, and State discovered error in judgment in that prior which they
sought to he admitted before the jury on
A's plea of guilty to the jury, and State
sought nunc pro tunc judgment to correct
original judgment of prior conviction,
which was granted by trial court, CA holds
that the entry of a nunc pro tunc order was
improper, since a new trial had been
granted after A had successfully discharged original probation, thus there was
error in admission of nunc pro tunc corrected judgment; however, harn~lesserror
under facts. [Timothy Blackshear v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
#2-86-212-CR]
CA #I-$31,03(e)(4)(C) Penal CodeWhere A is charged with felony theft, as
a result of conviction of two prior misdemeanors, this statute does not require
subsequent finality of prior convictions as
does the enhancement statute under $12.
42(d), thus theft convictions occurring on
same date may be used for "enhancing"
this offense to felony. [Alfred Campise v.
#1-87-00202State, -S.W.2d -,
CRI

IV. IndictmentslInfnrmations
CA #4-DWI Information-Where A
filed Motion to Quash asking that State
provide notice as to whether they were
seeking conviction on "loss of facilities"
or by "alcohol concentration," the motion
is denied. CA finds reversible error. [Johnnie Solis v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#4-86-00514-CR]; opinion would appear
to make sense under recent CCA opinion
of Garcia v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#1241-86,2124188, requiring State to give
notice as to the type of substance alleged
in proof of intoxication.
CA #4-InformationslUnsworn Complaint-Where A filed Motion to Quash
and proved that a secretary signed the complaint as the affiant, but was not sworn,

and that County Attorney subsequently remanded case back to trial court solely for
filled in information in blanks, withontbe- sentencing purposes; in trial court, A ating sworn, this renders complaint defec- tempted to withdraw original plea, but trial
tive and requires dismissal of information. court denied request and resentenced A,
[Douglas Morey v. State, -S.W.2d and A took another appeal. CA finds that
pursuant to mandate of CCA, A was only
-,
#4-87-0030-CR]
CA #4-DW-Where
A filed Motion entitled to resentencing procedure in trial
to Ouash.. askine that State inform him court, and not to be given the oppomnity
whether prosecution was based upon intox- to withdraw the guilty plea; however, CA
ication by loss of faculties or by blood implies that there is a serious question as
alcohol concentration, and motion over- to the voluntariness of A's original plea,
ruled, reversal required. See Johnny Soliz, but finds that they are prevented from
#4-86-00514-CR. [Jeffrey Ray v. State, allowing withdrawal in view of CCA ofiginal mandate ordering only a resentencing.
-S.W.2d -,
#4-86-00352-CR]
CA #13-Joinder-Where
A's counsel CA may certainly be correct in view of
filed frivolous appeal brief, but A pro se Shannon v. Stale, 708 S.W.2d 850.
complained that indictment improperly [TheopilusTarlton v. State, -S.W.2d
#5-86-01040-CR]
joined two nonproperty offenses arising -,
from same transacfion, i.e., aggravated
kidnapping and aggravated robbery, CA VI. Search and Seizure
agrees and reverses kidnapping conviction
CA #5-Auto Search-Where A was
raised by A pro se. [Carl Lang v. State,
observed by police sitting in vehicle in
-S.W.2d -,
#13-87-026-CR]
parking lot, and police considered this
suspicious activity and arrested A, there
V. Guilty Pleas
was insufficient probable cause for arrest
CA #5-Withdrawal of Plea-Where A requiring reversal; further, the consent
entered plea of guilty to drug offense sub- coming as a result of the illegal arrest is
sequently declared unconstitutional in Ex tainted, thus search of vehicle must fall.
Parte Crisp, 661 S.W.2d 944, A appealed [Anthony Green v. State, -S.W.2d
#5-87-00232-CR]
to CA, and then took PDR to CCA; CCA -,
CA @-Search Warrant-Where affound that sentence was improper, and
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fidavit does not identify the date or time
sequence in which informant purportedly
saw obscene photographs leadiig to charge
for aggravated sexual assault, warrant is
defective under Schmidt v. State, 659
S.W.2d 420; furthermore, CA holds that
amendment to Article 38.23, V.A.C.C.P.
as of September 1, 1987, is ineffective and
is not retroactive, thus State cannot rely
upon "good faith" issuance of warrant.
[James Lighter v. State, - S.W.2d
-,
#9-86-254-CR] .
CA #I-Street Search-Where PO'S
were called on a "suspicious person" call,
with no crime being identified, and A was
seen walking down the street carrying a
blanket, and was arrested, and later on
property possessed was found to be stolen,
after the fact, CA finds sufficient probable
cause for arrest and search; also, incrimhating statements made also rendered involuntary under Brown v. Illinois. [Steve
Jones v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#I-8700502-CR]
CA 6'14-Auto
Stop-Where A was
stopped on traffic offense, and PO saw
piece of pipe in car which might be bomb,
but found that it wasn't, and then searched
t ~ n k o f c a r a n dfounddope, CAholds that
subsequent search of trunk was improper
as being without probable cause and warrant, requiring reversal. [Jerry Carver v.
State, - S.W.2d -,
#14-87-080CR]
CA #5-Proper Objection-Where A
filedpretrial motions complaining of illegal
search and seizure of A's vehicle, CA
writes lengthy opinion holding that nowhere in A's written or oral arguments to
the trial court did A ever mention the term
"pretext search," and A's brief on appeal
raised the pretext search question, thus CA
holds that under CCA opinion of Bennett
v. State, 742 S.W.2d 664, apparently
where the issue of "pretext arrest" is an
issue, it must be specifically stated to the
Court in order to perfect error. [Joseph
McNary v. State, - S.W.2d -,
#5-87-00408-CR]
CA #4-Search Warrant for BodyWhere informant provided tip that A was
in possession of drugs, and prior to arrest
A swallowed balloons, possibly containing dope, A was arrested and detained for
a substantial period of time awaiting the
"natural discharge" of the balloons; eventually, search warrant was issued for
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search of body of A, and A was transferred
to hospital and enema was administered
forcing the retrieval of the balloons, which
subsequently contained heroin. CA notes
that while A does contest his illegal detention, A did not contest issuance of the
search warrant to forcibly remove the
balloons, thus CA does not rule on whether
Chapter 18, V.A.C.C.P. permits such a
search warrant. [Jose Alvarado v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
#4-86-0013-CR]
CA #14-Street Search-Where PO
noticed out-of-place vehicle in driveway,
with A standing outside, and PO arrested
A for public intoxication in driveway, CA
holds that driveway of private residence is
not a public place, thus A should not have
been arrested, thus subsequent seizure held
invalid. [William Commander v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
#14-87-00245-CR]

VII. Sufficiency
CA #I3-Burglary of Habitation-Court
fmds that an unfinished apartment, with no
resident, under the facts of this case, was
unfit for accommodation thus evidence is
insufficient to show burglary ofhabitation.
[Elroy Chandler v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#13-87-100-CR] J. Kennedy
dissents and J. Nye concurs.
CA #3-Destruction of EvidenceWhere A was stopped by PO and A
attempted to dispose of a marijuana
"roach," and roach was found and used
to prosecute and convict her in the case,
CA holds that evidence of A's attempting
to destroy roach was insufficient to prove
this case, since there was evidence to actually convict her of possession of the contraband, thus conviction reversed. [Laura
Spector v. State, - S.W.2d ,
#3-87-039-CR]
CA #13-Theft(Shrimp)-WhereA was
charged with theft of shrimp by giving hot
checks on behalf of corporation to purchase shrimp wholesale, CA finds evidence insufficient to show initial theft by
deception. [Thomas Debrook v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
,413-86-386-CR]
CA #14-Deadly Weapon-Where A,
during robbery, threatened CIW with airpropelled pellet pistol, and firearm examiner testified that such a weapon could
cause death or serious bodily injury, evidence is sufficient to show deadly weapon.
[Leonard Francis v. State, -S.W.2d

-,

#14-87-475-CR]
CA #I-Possession of Controlled Substance-Where A was passenger in a car,
and marijuana found in console of the car,
and there were no other affirmative links,
reversal required. [David Copeland v.
State, -S.W.2d -,
#1-87-00304CR]
CA #I-DWI-Where
A apparently had
single-vehicle wreck, and no witnesses
were present, and PO did not arrive for
more than an hour after wreck, evidence
insufficient to show A was actually driving while intoxicated-thus acquittal required. [Brigid McCafferty v. State, S.W.2d -,
#I-87-004527-CR]
CA #1-Dm-Where
A was found
passed out behind the wheel of his car, off
the road with engine running, CA finds
evidence insufficient to show A drove on
public road, thus reversal required.
[Charles Ballard v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#1-87-00132-CR]

VIU. Witnesses
CA #3-Fifth Amendment PrivilegeWhere codefendant entered plea of guilty
prior to A's trial, and then A called codefendant to testify, and codefendant
asserted Fifth Amendment privilege, CA
holds that even though codefendant did not
have privilege as to trial on merits, codefendant nevertheless could be charged
with perjury as a result of his testimony,
if he committed perjury during this win/,
thus CA holds that witness's Fifth Amendment privilege was properly taken. Compare Franco v. State, 491 S.W.2d 890.
[Donathon Chandler v. . State, S.W.2d -,
#3-85-165-CR]
CA #I-Bolstering/Har~nless ErrorWhere CCA remanded back to CA holding
that witness's testimony was improperly
bolstered by inadmissible "prior consistent
statements," CA notes that bolstered witness was the only eyewitness to the murder, who gave evidence directly contrary
to A's claim of self-defense, thus error
harmful requiring reversal. [Louis Campbell v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#I-8300755-CR]

IX. Appeals
CA #4-Indigency-Where
A filed
Motion for Court-appointed Counsel and

free record, and trial court's hearing on the
subject was extremely summary in nature,
CA holds that indigency hearing was incomplete, and that A was shown to be a
true indigent, thus case remanded for purpose of determining a reasonable attorney's fee for attorney who proceeded to
represent A anyway, without pay, and won
the case. (See Indictments and Informations.) [Douglas Morey v. State, S.W.2d -,
#4-87-0030-CR]
CA #5-Dallas County Magistrate's
Act-Where A received probation from'
magistrate, which was subsequently revoked, and A contends he is entitled to
Statement of Facts of original guilty plea
proceeding before magistrate, but CA
holds that statute does not necessarily require Statement of Facts to be reviewed by
District Judge afier plea, thus no Statement
of Facts absolutely required in revocation appeal. [Allen Louis v. State, S.W.2d A, #5-87-00289-CR]
CA #14-Proper Notice of AppealWhere oral Notice of Appeal was given on
date of sentencing, and was reduced to
writing by district clerk, but not signed by
either A or attorney, appeal dismissed
under Shute v. State, 744 S.W.2d 96.
[Wayne Corbett v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#14-87-252-CR]
CA #14-Deferred
AdjudicationWhere A entered plea, got deferred adjudication, and then A filed Motion to
Adjudicate six months later, trial court
granted it and sent A to prison; A appealed, and CA holds that A's Motion to
Adjudicate was not filed within 30-day
period proscribed by statute, thus CA clismisses appeal on the grounds that trial
court was without jurisdiction to adjudicate
guilt; however, CA completely neglects
that the dismissal of the appeal fails to
vacate A's penitentiary sentence, thus A
is still in the pen, as his appeal is dismissed, where CA did not vucure original
adjudication in its opinion. [Gerhard
Helmle v. S t a t e , S . W . 2 d - ,
#1487-090-CR]
CA @-Loss of Appellate RecordWhere A was convicted of capital murder
and received life, and no appeal was perfected, but5th Circuitorderedout-of-time
appeal in Martin v. Texas, 737 F.2d 460,
and then portions of original record were
not available, CA finds that original conviction must be reversed; J. Brookshire

dissents. [Glen Martin v. State,
S.W.2d -,
@-85-160-CR]

X. Hearsay
CA #I-Spontaneous Utterance-Where
third-party witness was called to testify as
to conversation witness overheard concerning two other persons, shortly afier the
event, CA finds that the conversation of
the other persons was obviously not excited
or spontaneous, but was merely normal
discussion and therefore not admissible as
a spontaneous utterance under Rule 803(2).
[Joe Lewis v. State, -S.W.2d A,
#I-85-00778-CR]
CA #l-Arrest Warrant AffidavitWhere State introduced affidavit supporting arrest warrant into evidence, contending that A "opened the door," CA
holds that even if A had opened the door,
hearsay not admissible under these circumstances, under Rule 107, and that information in affidavit was harmful-thus
requiring reversal. [Eugene Pratt v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00257-CR]

XI. Juries
CA #?-Batson v. KentuckpCA holds
that Batson v. Kentucky does not apply to
a white defendant, as CA holds that U S .
Supreme Court opinion of Peters v. Kiff,
92 S.Ct. 2163, should not apply in conjunction with the Butson rationale. [Jimmy Mead v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#2-85-192-CR]
CA #I4-Limitation of Voir DireWhere A entered plea of guilty to jury, and
trial court improperly limited A's voir dire
where there were numerous challenges for
cause and A was not frivolous in questioning, reversal required. [Theo Wheatfall v.
State. - S.W.2d -,
#14-86-825CR]
CA #I-Reviewing Physical EvidenceWhere State introduced video tape into
evidence, and jury, during deliberations,
requested to see evidence and trial court
denied jury's request and chastised jurors,
over A's objection, this was error under
Article 36.25 requiring reversal. [John
Parker v. State, - S.W.2d -,
#I-87-0402-CR]
CA #I-Batson v. Kentucky-Where A
objected to exclusion of blacks on panel,
prior to Bntsorr decision, and trial court

apparently denied further hearing on the
issue and then A filed MFNT asking for
hearing, and hearing was denied then too,
CA holds that A has not shown prima facie
case and denies remand for further hearings. [James Kemp v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#I-85-00501-CR]
CA #lo-Batson v. Kentucky-Where
State struck various blacks because prosecutor explained they had "children approximately the same age as A," CA holds
this was a sufficient reason to reject black
jurors; how about white jurors who had
children the same age? [Willie McKinney
v. State, - S.W.2d -,
#lo-87071-CR]
CA @-Challenge for Cause-Where
juror testified that the only time she could
give probation was in a mercy killing, then
CA finds this answer sufficient to bias
against the law of probation and since A
had exhausted peremptories and was
forced to take objectionable juror, reversal required. [Douglas Sunday v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
@-86-124-CR]
CA #14-Batson v. Kentucky (Findings
of Fact)-Where A requested that trial
court make Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law with reference to DA's explanations, and trial court wouldn't do it,
CA notes that the making of such findings
may be better practice, but since they could
not find any requirement-either in Butsot1 or CCA opinions-that this is necessary, then complaint overruled. [Peter
Levy v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#1486-872-CR1
- - .. - - - .
CA #?-Batson v. Kentucky-Even
though CA reviews complaint under Atrd e n brief, CA makes exhaustive analysis
as to DA's explanation of reasons for
strikes, and holds that some of the excuses
were improper, in the first cuse by CA
which gives some standards for appellate
review. [Larry Rice v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#?-86-286-CR]

XII. Sentences
CA #I-Cumulation Orders-Where
State filed motion to stack sentences, and
State did not put on evidence at cun~ulation hearing to show that A was one and
the same at the prior conviction, CA holds
that State has not shown proper stackingeven absent an objection-under CCA
opinion of Turner v. State, 733 S.W.2d
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218. [Ralph Johnson v. State, S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00272-CR]
CA &-Deadly
Weapon PindingWhere indictment alleged that A committed murder by strangling deceased
"with her hands," and did not allege that
deadly weapon was used, A contends that
under Ex Parte Patterson, 740 S.W.2d
766, deadly weapon finding must be set
aside; however, majorily of CA holds that
since this was a plea bargaining case, with
State orally informing Court that they
would seek deadly weapon finding upon
plea of guilty to jury, then majority finds
that this oral notification was sufficient
notice; J. Keltner dissents to majority's
theory that oral notice is sufficient. [Vicki
Kirkpatrick v. State, -S.W.2d -,
&-86-292-CR]
CA #13-TDC Transfer--Where A
received two 10-year sentences which were
stacked, and Sheriff sent A to TDC pending appeal, CA holds that this was correct
in that no one sentence was more than
15 years, under Ex Parte Norvell, 528
S.W.2d 129, thus transfer order vacated.
[Felix Rodriguez v. State, -S.W.2d
-,
#13-87-435-CR]
CA #2--Assessment of No Punishment
by Jury-Where A, a California bail
bondsman, was convicted of UCW, and
jury found him guilty of Class "A" misdemeanor, but refused to set any pnnisltnient for offense, trial court accepted the
verdict, and A appealed the conviction, CA
affirms conviction on all points; however,
under the provisions of Article 42.01,
V.A.C.C.P., a judgment is not complete
without a sentence, and therefore since no
judgment was assessed, 1 do not believe an
appeal should have been permitted as appeal should have been dismissed. [Lawrence Hawkins v. State, - S.W.2d
-, #2-87-065-CR1
CA #lo-Deadly Weapon FindingAbsent notice to A in indictment or other
pleadings, deadly weapon finding cannof
be made under Ex Parte Patterson, 740
S.W.2d 766. [Martin Wong v. State, S.W.2d -,
#lo-87-132-CR]
CA #I-Deadly Weapon Finding-CA
finds that strangulation of deceased by a
piece of fabric was sufficient to show that
fabric was a "deadly weapon" nnder the
facts-even though indictment may not
have alleged it was a deadly weapon; compare Ex Parte Patterson. [Sidney Shockley
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v. State, - S.W.2d -,
00987-CR]

#1-86-

XIII. Counsel
CA #l-Improper Conduct-Where CA
finds that attorney for A on appeal clearly
misstated various authorities and references to the record in his brief, counsel is
chastised and con~plaintis ordered filed
with disciplinary committee. [Anderson
Grogen v. State, - S.W.2d -,
#1-87-005031
CA #6-Ineffective Counsel-Where
A's counsel had not been paid prior to trial
and tried to withdraw, but court wouldn't
let him do it, and counsel not prepared,
reversal required. [Charles Strickland v.
State, #6-86-0086-CR]
CA #1-Ineffective Counsel-Where
A's counsel promised A he would get probation in murder case, and A actually got
25 years, reversal required. [James Messer
#I-87v. State, - S.W.2d -,
00568-CR]
CA #I-Ineffective Counsel-Where
A's counsel advised A to waive jury and
go to court for punishment, where A was
charged with murder by use of a deadly
weapon, which deprived the trial court of
jurisdiction to grant probation, this advice
rendered A's counsel ineffective. [Ralph
Stone v. State, -S.W.2dP,
#1-8700014-CR]

XIV. Double Jeopardy
CA #I 1-Parole RevocationlTrialWhere A was charged with parole violation for certain offense, and parole officials
dismissed revocation based upon insufficient evidence, and then State indicted A
for same conduct, CA holds that administrative proceedings conducted by Parole
Board cannot be likened to prior trial proceedings, thus no jeopardy attaches. [Ex
Park Bowen, -S.W.2d -,
#11-87249-CR]
CA #lo-Parole Revocation-Where
Board of Pardons and Paroles conducted
revocation hearing, and found evidence insufficient to revoke parole, and A was indicted and convicted of murder, CA holds
this was not double jeopardy; see Ex Parte
Bowen, #11-87-249-CR. [Alvin Collins v.
State, - S.W.2d -,
#lo-87-141CRI

XV. Character Evidence
CA #3-Character, Truth, & Veracity-Where A attempted m put on character evidence as to "truth and honesty,"
CA holds that even though A testified,
there was no attempt to impeach her, thus
character evidence as to her truthfulness
and honesty was not admissible; however,
under Rule 608(a), it appears that such
reputation evidence is admissible-especially in a case like this where A and arresting officer were having a one-on-one
swearing match. [Laura Spector v. State,
-S.W.2d -,
#3-87-040-CR]
CA #l-Defense Reputation Evidence
Excluded-Where A was charged with
delivery of marijuana, and defense called
witness to testify that A had a character
trait and reputation in the community for
selling "bogus drugs" and such reputation
was that A was a "parsley salesman,"
where it was A's defense that the dope in
question was not marijuana, but parsley,
CA holds that this offered evldence was not
a character trait and certainly not a good
character trait, thus A cannot put on bad
character traits from his own witnesses,
thus evidence inadmissible; no discussion
of possible application of Rule 404. [William Spivey v. State, -S.W.2d -,
#1-85-0495-CR]

XVI. Confessions
CA #11-DWI Audio Tape-Where
State introduced video tape, as well as
audio tape, into evidence, where evidence
showed that A was clearly nnder a m t and
requested an attorney, but was not given
one, and audio tape showed various questions asked of A concerning merits of case,
CA holds audio tape improperly admitted
-thus requiring reversal. [Gayle Jones v.
State, -S.W.2d ,
,411-85-1 10CRI
CA #8-Warnings-Where
arson was
being investigated, and A was taken into
custody for interview with fire investigators and no warnings were given, CA
finds A was clearly a suspect and in custody, thus confession held inadmissible.
[George Meek v. State, - S.W.2d
-,
#8-87-00098-CR]
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Vehicle Forfeiture Under the
Texas Controlled Substances Act
by Steve E. Couch
I. Introduction
With the recent societal campaign to
"say no to drugs," law enforcement is
more likely to say yes to the seizure of
vehicles linked to felony offenses under
Texas's Controlled Substances Act. The
statutory provisions that allow the state to
forfeit vehicles' are somewhat obscure and
have been substantially altered by our
Texas Legislature since 1981.2 However,
the legislature seems to be finally satisfied
with the substance of the current statute.'
Accordingly, the State now has an added
weapon within its arsenal with which to
fight drug offenders.

11. History
Thirty-three years ago Article 7 2 5 6 of
Vernon's Penal Code (eff. 1955) a l l o d
for the forfeiture of an)! vehicle used to
transport, carry, conceal, or possess ANY
contraband narcotic. A divided Supreme
Court in State 1'. Richardss' held that under
this statute, the State could forfeit the vehicle of an innocent owner used by another
who was arrested with two narcotic pills
in his pocket. Subsequently, in McKee 1,.
State,' the statute survived and an innocent
Oklahoma man's car6 was forfeited when
his daughter's boyfriend was arrested in
Dallas with two and one-half marijuana
cigarettes in a suitcase in the car. Finally,
in 1973 the New Controlled Substances
Act precluded a repeat of McKee by prohibiting forfeiture if the owner had no
knowledge of the act co~nmitted.~
The current forfeiture provisions of the
Controlled Substances Act have been
amended every year 'since 1981.8 Such
amendments have not been applied retroactively; the law at the time of the offense
a p p l i e ~Between
.~
1983 and September 1,
198.5, a vehicle could be forfeited if it was
linked to an aggravated offense under the
act.1° Since 1985, a felony offense under
the Act will invoke forfeiture."
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Texas courts presently hold that an acquittal in a criminal prosecution does not bar
pursuit of forfeiture even though both actions may involve mutual parties and like
subject matter .I9 Similarly, a defendant's
plea of guilty to a lesser offense is not tantamount to an admission of the facts to support f o r f e i t ~ r e . ~ ~

IV. Statutory Guidelines
In order to forfeit a vehicle in Texas, the
State must comply with several requirements. The statute demands that the State
must file a "Notice of Seizure and Intended Forfeiture" within thirty (30) days
of seizure.2' A defendant must counter2'
the seizure of his vehicle by filing a
verified answer2' within twenty (20) days
after the notice.24Although the2O-day restele E. Coucl~earued his undergrad- quirement is expressly stated in the statute,
uate degree in Political Science (B.S.) a t the Beaumont Court of Appeals recently
tile Ultil~ersityofHolrstoll. He is cun.e~~tl>8broadened the scopeof the literal language.
the
a 3~ student a t the ~orrthTexas College of In 4 Acres of Real Property 1,.
h , v alld is el~lployed a t tile Ian, fill Court was presented with a situation
Motion for Summary
,f f+bl1, plercller, H
~ B ~ ~ &~, , wherein
~~ ~ ~~the State's
,
Judgment
was
granted
because the defensauIrders.ffe is a melllber of~olrtllT~~~
dant filed an autir~~ely
answer. In reversL ~ W
Review.
ing, the Beaumont Court held that "a verified answer filed outside of the 20-day
period, but prior to a default judgment, (is)
timely ."26
III. Civil o r Criminal
If a defendant files the verified answer,
Forfeiture under the Controlled Sub- a hearing shall be set within thirty (30)
stances Act is a civil proceedingt2and thus, days of filing the answer.27 The Texas
is governed by the Texas Rules of Civil Courts of Appeals are currently in disProcedure." Accordingly, civil means and accord as to whether the hearing must be
measures may be utilized throughout the set or heard within thirty days. The Waco
forfeiture proceeding." For example, both Court of Appeals in Smte 1,. B o r e P mainthe State and the defendant can appeal from tained that the hearing nus st be heard
the trial court'' (only the defendant may within thirty days, whereas, theBeaumont
do so in a criminal case) and the state court Court of Appeals more recently held in
of last resort is the Texas Supreme Court.16 Clark 1,. State29 that Section 5.07 means
As a civil action, the burden upon the the hearing must be set, not actually heard,
State is to prove that the vehicle was linked during the 30-day period.'O
In the event that an answer is uot filed,
to the criminal offense by a preponderance
of the evidence." Unlike a criminal case, the Court shall hear evidence and may,
the State is not bound by the "beyond a upon motion, forfeit the vehicle." With
reasonable doubt" standard.I8 Hence, this, the notice of seizure may be intro-

duced into evidence and is prima facie
evidence that the vehicle is subject to
forfeiture. 32

V. Probable Cause
If contested, the State's initial burden
will be to show probable cause for seizing
a person's vehicle.)' Probable cause in the
context of forfeiture is a reasonable belief
that a "substantial connection exists between the property to he forfeited and the
criminal activity defined by the statute.")'
It is this link, or nexus, between the property to be forfeited and criminal activity
that establishes probable cause, without
which the state lacks authority to seize a
person's p r ~ p e r t y . ~If' probable cause is
shown, the state must then establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that the
seized vehicle was
used or intended for use to transport, or
in any manner facilitate the transportation, sale, receipt, possession, concealment or delivery of a controlled substance amounting to a felony offense
under the . . . Act."

VI. Evidence
Direct evidence that a vehicle was linked
to an offense under the Act is not required.)' In fact, many times, the nexus
between the criminal offense and the vehicle to be forfeited can only be established
through circumstantial evidence.
Without direct evidence, a defendant's
statements may become critical.38 In a
forfeiture of money case, the Court in
Velles v. State39 relied on oral statements
(admissions) made by the defendant to the
seizing officer without question or comment as to their admissibility. Specifically, the Velles defendant admitted that he
had been dealing in the sale of narcotics
for many years, that he had not worked and
that he was using the money derived from
the salc of n:trcotics to suplw,rthis faillily
With this. the VeNcs Court found it nrone r to infeithat the money was derived from
the sale of a controlled substance.
Likewise, in Gaston v. State,'' the defendant, at the timeof the seizure, stated that
the seized Toyota ". . . was his, that it was
in his father's name for insurance purposes." This statement was deemed admis&

sible by the gar to^^ Court apparently as an by the statute extends to those with a bonaadmission by a party-0pponent.4~
tide security interest in the v e h i ~ l e . The
~'
Evidentiary issues bring to light the burden is on such party to prove that he
amorphous nature of forfeiture in that neither knew of nor consented to the act
Texas case law is amiss in clarifying which caused the vehicle to be s e i ~ e d . ' ~
whether evidentiary considerations are
Although not set forth within the statute,
controlled by civil or criminal rules. In in- the defense of entrapment has not been enterpreting the Old Narcotic Drug Act, the tirely ruled out. This defense was raised
Dallas Court of Appeals in Mosse v. S t ~ t e ' ~ in McKee v. State,"' wherein the Court
held:
ruled that the facts did not raise the issue
of entrapment.541twould seem that if enwhile . . . this . . . is a civil action . . . trapment was not available in a forfeiture
its basis is a criminal statute; the burden case, the Court could have so stated, but
resting upon the State to prove as in did not. If a nonstatutory defense is raised,
other penal cases, the violation of the the defendant will bear the burden of proprovisions of this Act . . . and similar- duction and persuasion.
ly we are bound by the Criminal Statutes
and holdings of our Court of Criminal VIII. Miscellaneous Provisions
Appeals in the matter of admission and
exclusion of evidence . . .4'
Section 5.06provides that vehicles may
be replevied by the owner, lienholder,
Notwithstanding Mosse, Courts in recent secured party or other party holding a
years have relied on civil rules regarding security interest affecting the p r ~ p e r t y . ' ~
A good and valid bond with sufficient sureevidentiary matter^.'^
ty in sum double the amount of the appraised value of the vehicle is required to
VII. Affirmative Defenses
replevy the vehicle.56 Such bond is condiThere are two statutory affirmative tioned upon returning the vehicle to the ofdefenses that may be asserted in a for- ficer on the day of the forfeiture hearing.
feiture case. First, the owner will he able Thereafter, the fate of the vehicle will be
to recover his seized vehicle if he can determined at the hea~ing.~'The option
prove that the criminal act giving rise to provided by 5 5.06 certainly enables one
the seizure was "committed without his to replevy his vehicle until the Trial Court
knowledge or consent."46
hearing. If a defendant were to appeal a
An issue which could arise relevant to forfeiture ruling, however, there is no
this defense is the meaning of the word judicial answer as to whether a 5 5.06 bond
owner." In Gastori 19. State," the only would entitle a person to keep his vehicle
case on point, the Court of Appeals clear- until the ruling has withstood appellate
ly stated that there is a rebuttable presump- review.58
tion of ownership in the record owner.'S
The statute further provides that the state
Nonetheless, not only can such presump- or seizing agency will be liable for storage
tion be overcome, the State may argue that charges if a seized vehicle is returned to
~ statuthe penal code definition should apply.49 the owner after final h e a ~ i n g . 'The
Although the latter proposition has yet to tory language i.e., "final hearing," imbe litigated upon, the Gastoiz authority plies that the state would also he liable for
coupled with the fact that forfeitures are storage charges pending a p p e a P but this
civil proceedings may be sufficient to dis- issue has not yet been addressed by a Texas
suade the application of the penal code Court.
definition.5"
Another issue which may exist is wheth- IX. Conclusion
er this defense would apply if the owner
had knowledge of the criminal transaction
After many years of legislative alterabut did not consent to the same. The plain tion, forfeiture remains a primary weapon
meaning of 8 5.03@) seems to suggest that which thestate frequently uses to augment
such scenario would fall within the scope its deterrent-aimed actions against drug offenders. Expressly, the statute appears to
of the statutory defense.
The second affirmative defense provided be very harsh. Judicially, however, there
'6
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appears to be a lack of favorable sentiment
for the expeditious forfeiture of a vehicle
at the hands of an unwary attorney. Collectively, it appears that forfeiture under
the Controlled Substances Act has finally
struck a balance.
Meanwhile, Texas Legislators wait in
the wings for this balance to be disturbed.

-
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STATE OF TEXAS LICENSE NO. A4169

JOE WINTER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Private Investigations
1001 Texas Ave., Suite 340
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 221-1 900

CITATION & SUBPOENA SERV., INC.
1001 Texas Ave., Suite 1 10
Lobby Level
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 222-1400

FORENSIC LAB DIVISION, INC.
1001 Texas Ave.
Suite 61 50
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 224-1800

INVESTIGATION SERVICES
0

Accident lnvestigations

0

Divorce Work

0

Personal Injury

0

Assets Located

0

Electronic Debugging

0

Pilferage Control

0

Arson lnvestigations

0

Embezzlement lnvestigations

0

Product Liability

0

Background lnvestigations

0

Financial lnvestigations

0

Surveillance

0

Child Custody

0

Fire lnvestigations

0

Undercover lnvestigations

0

Corporate Espionage

0

Fraud lnvestigations

0

Vehicle Registration Checks

0

Corporate lnvestigations

0

Internal Theft

0

Witnesses Located

0

Court Research

0

Investigative Shopping

0

Witness Statements

0

Criminal Background Checks

0

Malpractice lnvestigations

0

Worker's Compensation

0

Criminal Defense

0

Mergers-Acquisitions

CITATION & SUBPOENA SERV. INC.
0

All Citations Served

0

Skip Tracing

0

Citation Preparation

0

Subpoena Preparation

0

Clerk's Filing

0

Subpoenas Sewed

0

Full Civil Process

Law Firm Incentive Program
or
Secretarial lncentlve Program
World Wide Service

FORENSIC LAB DIVISION, INC.
0

Arson Debris Analysis

DWI Consultations

0

Paint Comparison

Blood Alcohol Analysis

0

DWI Video Analysis

0

Sexual Assault lnvestigations

0

Blood Stain Testing

0

Hair and Fiber Comparison

0

Urine Alcohol Analysis

0

Clandestine Lab Investigations

0

Homicide Investigations

0

Urine Drug Analysis

0

Controlled Substances Exams

0

lntoxilyzer

0

Whole Blood Testing

0

Cross Exam. Questionaire
Dan Kirby
Former DPS Crime Lab Supervisor

Licensed By:
Drug Enforcement Agency
Dept. of Public Safety
State of Texas

FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMINER
Lillian I. Hutchison

FINGERPRINT EXAMINATION
Herbert Foster

Mount Sinai Revisited:
Ten Commandments for Representing
Your Clients Before the Internal Revenue Service
by H. Campbell Zachry, Dallas
I. The environment in which controversies between taxpayers and theInternal Revenue Service are resolved has
changed dramatically over the past
decade.

(6) accountants who prepared financial can Institute of Certified Public Accountforecasts; and
ants, included:
(7) "any person acting in concert therea. "While CPAs do prepare the best
with."
returns, CPAs also prepare the worst
h. The Supvlement states that in the returns."
course of examinations of certain abusive
h. H o n e s t p r a c t o e r s "should not be
A. The Internal Revenue Service (the tax shelters, an office interview is a "more paranoid about" the government's interest
"IRS") has become much more aggressive
satisfactory" way to determine the depth in setting forth new ethics standards.
in its efforts to penalize, and in some cases and scope that the examination will take.
3. Contrary to what many practitioners
punish, taxpayers whom it deems to have
Another provision is that the taxpayer had predicted, newly-appointed IRS Comviolated provisions of the Internal Revenue should attend the initial interview, "even missioner Lawrence Gibbs has stated that
Code (the "Code") as it interprets them. if an authorized representative is present." there will be "no retroactive pardon for
B. The IRS's aggressive attitude is in It is the IRS's po&on that thepresence abusive tax shelter investors and prolarge part an outgrowth of the vigorous of the taxpayer at the office interview gen- moters" stemming from the enactment of
war against tax shelters that it undertook erally has a more "positive effect" on the Tax Reform Act.
voluntarv compliance.
4. Considerable confusion has arisen
in the earlv 1980s.
out of the IRS's recent statements address1. This is apparent from the number and
C. Recent proposals and statements by
variety of civil penalties that have been IRS personnel further underscore what ing the question of when taxpayer audit inadded to the Code over the course of the Congress for the first time acknowledged terviews will be required. The confusion
has been enhanced by the disparity in the
last six years.
in the Legislative History of the Tax
2. A recent supplement to the Internal Reform Act of 1986 (the "Tax Reform handling of cases from one district to
another.
Revenue Manual (the "Supplement"),
Act"). That is, the initiation of a civil ex5. The IRS has taken the position that
dealing with Nationally Coordinated Proj- amination by the IRS is the commencement
ects, highlights the emphasis being placed of an adversarial proceeding. Examples of a conflict between the provision of the
on those shelters which the Service regards those recent proposals and statements Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1986's provision increasing the penalty for
as abusive (IRM 42[17][13] ).
include:
substantial understatements of tax liabilia. Accordinea to the Sunnlement.
the
-~~,
-~q r - ~ - ~ - - ~~-~
1. A statement attributed to a Dallas IRS ty from 10% to 25%, effective for penprimary focus of the program will be the
assertion of penalties and injunctions spokesperson who, when announcing that alties assessed after the date of enactment,
against persons responsible for abusing the the IRS would disallow any deductions and the provision in the Tax Reform Act
tax system. Among those the IRS is most taken for points paid in connection with increasing the same penalty to 20%, effecrefinancing, also added that taxpayers who tive for returns filed after December 31,
interested in "interviewing" are:
had taken such deductions in prior years 1986, is to be resolved in favor of the
(1) promoters;
should amend their returns. The spokes- Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. That
(2) salespeople;
(3) attorneys who wrote the tax shelter person also said that the members of the position is being advanced even though the
local accounting profession should "make Omnibus Act was signed by President
opinions;
certain" that deductions were not taken in Reagan prior to his signing of the Tax
(4) appraisers;
the current year and that amended returns Reform Act. (IR-86-149).
(5) return preparers;
6. Other IRS information releases,
were filed for prior years in which points
were deducted.
relating to the deductibility of prepayments
H. Car~~pbellZachrypracticesprimarily 2. IRS Director of Practice Leslie for multi-year subscriptions to business or
in rlre a r w s of c.ivil riu liripriotr, o.i118i1ml Shapiro's slatcmcnts to rcprcscn~ativuso i invcslmcnt puhlicirtions and the utiliziition
a I i t a r i o and rininal I "i i o i 1 a 1 1 the Anierican lnslitt~tcof Ccrtilictl Public of inco~ucdcfcrral arranaemcnts. further
ing lmhks and savings & loan associations. Accountants concerning the proposed advance the notion that ;he IRS'S policy
Mr. Zacl~r)]
is secretar)y-treasrrrrerof the tar changes and rules governing tax return today is "taxpayer beware."
section of the Dallas Bar Association. He preparation. His comments, made in the
I a
r
Ih
r I v I , M I , course of a panel discussion at thc Deccm- 11. The proposed nmcndmcnts to CirO I W I I SCollier
,
a110Z i d ~ r y .
bcr 3, 1986 national mecling~~fthc
Anieri- c d a r 230 vividly den~nnsfmtethe :ig~
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gressive nature of today's IRS.
A. The Department of the Treasury's
position.
1. The proposed amendments are premised on the concern of the Department of
the Treasury (the "Treasury") that the
professional responsibility of some of those
eligible to practice before it with respect
to tax return preparation and advice relative to positions on tax returns has eroded
over the years. It is the Treasury's belief
that this has led to serious problems concerning taxpayer compliance with the
Revenue laws.
2. The introductory language to the proposed amendments expresses the Treasury's concern that there may be some
situations where a practitioner is required
to decide whether h ~ sobligation to the
client or his obligation to the tax system
prevails. That language strongly suggests
that, in such a situation, the practitioner's
obligation to the tax system is paramount.

B. The Treasury's proposals concerning "due diligence" and Code § 6661.
1. Included in the proposed amendment
is a requirement that a practitioner exercise "due diligence" with respect to advice given concerning positions on tax
returns.
a. The Treasury takes the position that
"due ddigence" requires a pract~tionerto
b e assured that any reporting position is in
compliance with and supportable by the
revenue laws.
b. It is the Treasury's contention that
unless a reporting position is "reasonable,
meritorious, and made in good faith," a
practitioner has not exercised the necessary
diligence imposed upon him or her.
2. The thrust of the proposed amendment as it relates to Code § 6661 is that
a practitioner should not, in the exercise
of "due diligence," place his or her client
in a position of being assessed any penalty or addition to tax in connection with §
6661.
a. 6661 imposes an addition to tax for
any "substantial understatement" of
income tax equal to 25% of the underpayment due to the "substantial understatement."
(1) As noted above, there is a conflict
between the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 and the Tax Reform Act
as to both the amount of the penalty and

the effective date for which the increased
amount will be applicable.
(2) 5 6661 provides certain exceptions
if there was substantial authority for the
taxpayer's treatment of an item or the treatment was adequately disclosed. However,
those exceptions do not apply in the case
of items attributable to a tax shelter, in
which case the taxpayer must establish that
he reasonably believed that the tax treatment of a questioned item was more likely
than not the proper trcatnnnt.
13) It is imoossible to armdctelv understand the IRS'S position concerning $6661
without a careful review of the regulations
promulgated under that section (Reg. 5
1.661-1 through 1.661-6).
b. The proposed amendment would also
require a practitioner to advise a client
fully about the addition to tax provisions
of $6661 of the Code with respect to any
tax return if, in the exercise of due diligence, the practitioner determines that the
taxpayer filing the tax return may be liable
for an addition to tax under this Section as
a result of a position taken with respect to
the tax treatment of any item on the return.
c. In addition, the proposed amendment
would prohibit a practitioner from recommending or advising a client that a position be taken with respect to the tax treatment of any item on a tax return it, in the
exercise of "due diligence," the practitioner determines that the taxpayer filing
the return may be liable for an addition to
tax under 5 6661 as a result of the position.
d. If adopted, the proposed an~endment
would prohibit the preparation andlor signing of a tax return if, in the exercise of
"due diligence," the practitioner determines that the taxpayer filing the return
may be liable for an addition to tax under
$ 6661 as a result of any position taken
with respect to the tax treatment of any
item on the return.
(1) In a non-tax shelter situation, the
practitioner advising a client to take a position on a tax return should be assured that
the position is supported by substantial
authority or that the relevant facts are
disclosed.
(2) In a tax shelter situation, disclosure
is not sufficient to satisfy a practitioner's
responsibility; advice to take a tax shelter
position on a tax return must be supported
by substantial authority and a more likely
than not belief that the position will be

.~,

. .

upheld if challenged.

III. The Tax Reform Act contains important additions and amendments to
the existing compliance sections of the
code.
A. Code $ 6653, dealing with additions
to tax for negligence and fraud, has been
amended. The amendments can be summarized as follows:
1. Negligence (5 6653[al).
a. The scope of the negligence penalty
is cxoanded hv making- it applicable
to all
-taxes under the Code.
b. Included within the scope of the
definition of negligence is any failure to
make a reasonable attempt to comply with
the provisions of the Code as well as any
careless, reckless, or intentional disregard
of rules or regulations. However, the definition of negligence is not limited to only
these items. All behavior that is considered
negligent under present law will remain
within the scope of this negligence penalty.
c. The amendment expands the scope of
the special negligence penalty that is currently applicable to failures to include income interest and dividends shown on an
information return. The section is expanded so that it is applicable to failures
to show properly on the taxpayer's tax
return any amount that is shown on any information return.
2. Fraud (5 6653[bl).
a. The rate of the basic fraud penalty is
increased from 50% to 75%.
b. The scope of the fraud penalty is
reduced so that in effect it applies only to
the amount of the underpayment attributable to fraud.
(1) Once theIRS has "established" that
any portion of an underpayment is attributable to fraud, the entire underpayment
is treated as attributable to fraud, except
to the extent that the taxpayer establishes
that any portion of the underpayment is not
attributable to fraud.
(2) Thus, once the IRS has established
that fraud occurred, the burden of proof
shifts to the taxpayer to establish the portion of the underpayment that is not attributable to fraud.
3. The amendment of Code 5 6661,
dealing-with the penalty for substantially
understating a liability, is of great significance. (See 11, supra).
4. The amendments to Code 5 7430
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i. The availability of conference opportunities and the importance of making the
proper presentation at the appropriate time.
(1) C.I.D.
(2') District Counsel.
(3) Department of Justice.
(4) U S . Attorney.

C. Thou shalt always assure that the
IRS plays by the rules.
1. Insist that each IRS representative
you deal with operates within the "Statement of Principles of Internal Revenue Tax
Administration," the highlights of which
are as follows:
a. The IRS is to perform its work in a
fair and impartial manner, with neither a
government nor a taxpayer point of view.
b. Each IRS representative is charged
with the duty of interpreting the law to try
to find the true meaning of the statutory
provision, and not to adopt a strained construction in the belief that he is "protecting the revenue."
c. The IRS is to apply and administer
the law in a reasonable, practical manner.
IRS representatives should only raise
issues when they have merit, never arbitrarily o r for trading purposes.
d. The administration of the tax laws
should be conducted with as little delay as
possible and with great courtesy and considerateness. The IRS should never try to
overreach, and should be reasonable within
the bounds of law and sound adtninistration.
2. Always be alert to possible violations
of Code 5 6103.
3. Whenever possible, posture your
case so that relief may be affol-ded your
client under the provisions of Code 5 7430.
4. Focus on the possible abatement of
interest provided by Code 5 6404(e).
D. Thou shalt treat all IRS representatives as the professionals they are supposed to be and deal with them fairly and
honestly.
E. Thou shalt not let any IRS representative intimidate you or your client.
1. Know your rights when a representative insists on interviewing your client or
conducting an on-the-premises examination of your client's books and records.
2. Carefully examine any request by the
IRS for an extension of the Statute of
Limitations.

F. Thou shalt know what justice is and
not obstruct it.
1. 18 U.S.C. 5 1001 makes it a felony
to, among other things, knowingly and wilfully falsify, conceal or cover up a material
fact or make any false, fictitious or fraudulent statement or representation, or make
or use any false writing or document in
connection with any matter within the
jurisdiction of any department or agency
of the Un~tedStates.
a. This statute is often utilized by the
IRS to convert what would otherwise be
a difficult and time-consuming investigation of substantive tax issues into a
comparatively simple one-count offense
for which an indictment can be easily
obtained.
b. Certain applications of this statute are
time sensitive. It may only be invoked after
certain triggering events have occurred.
However, it is not absolutely clear what
those events are. This is particularly true
in the case of document destruction.
(1) Only after an investigation has been
commenced by the convening of a Grand
Jury or the issuance of an Administrative
Summons?
(2) Prior to that time, if the individual
involved had reason to believe that an investigation was going to be commenced?
2. See also 18 U.S.C. 5 1505 (Obstruction of proceedings before departments,
agencies, and committees) and 18 U.S.C.
5 1510 (Obstruction of criminal investigations).
3. Be particularly familiar with 18
U.S.C. 5 1512-Tampering with a witness, victim, or informant.
a. The elements of 5 1512 are:
(1) a person knowingly;
(2) uses intimidation, force or misleading conduct;
(3) with an intent to influence testimony
or alter or destroy an object.
b. Note that the claim that the defendant
engaged in "solely lawful conduct" and
that his singular intention was to encourage
the witness to tell the truth is only available
as an affirmative defense. Thus, the defendant has the burden of proof, by a preponderance of the evidence, that he did not
want the witness to lie or cover up. 18
U.S.C.
1512(c).
4. Always follow the two-witness rule
at any interview.
5. Never permit your client to be pres-

ent in the course of interviewing a thirdparty witness.

G . Thou shalt never hesitate to be
creative in analyzing, and vigorous in advancing, good faith positions available to
your client.
1. Argue the existence of a Statute of
L~mitationsin regard to the penalty provided by Code § 6700.
a. 5 6671(a). Penalty assessed as tax.
b. 5 6501(a). Amount of any tax imposed to be assessed within three years
after return filed.
(1) Form 1065?
(2) Promoter's, organizer's, etc. Form
1040?
2. Question the applicability of 5 6700
to examinations of so-called "research and
development" tax shelters.
3. Urge that the overvaluation penalty
contained in Code 6659 does not apply
to Code 5 174 expense deductions.
4. Evaluate carefully whether or not
Code $5 6621(d) and 6661 are applicable
to your particular case.
5. Study the provisions of Code 5 6229
dealing with the period of limitations for
proposing adjustments at the partnership
level.
a. Consider whether or not the Statute
of Limitations has expired because the IRS
is not treating the partnership in question
as a TEFRA partnership when, in fact, it
is.
b. Familiarize yourself with the
specificity required in extending the Statute
of Limitations through the use of a standard 872 or 872a (Code 5 6229b[2] ).
c. Avail yourself of all opportunities to
conduct discovery in the course of any
closing conferences when handling a
TEFRA partnership examination.
6. Always challenge any refund freeze
initiated pursuant to the provisions of Rev.
Proc. 84-84.
7. Use the Freedom of Information Act
to access information that may be useful
in representing your client.
8. Posture your kase to maximize the
possibility of obtaining waivers of potential penalties.
a. 5 6659 and 5 6700.
(1) Reasonable basis for valuation.
(2) Claim (valuation) was made in good
faith.
continrred OA page 46
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Gag Orders: Controlling Publicity
in Sensational Criminal Trials by Restrainins
- the Speech
of Trial Participants
by Michelle Chadwick

Part Ill
3. The Trial Itself.
In a sensational criminal case, once the
trial begins, the need for protection from
prejudicial publicity is the greatest. The
news coverage is likely to bemost intense
during this time as well.lz7 During this
period, the jurors are selected and hear the
case. If prejudicial publicity reaches their
eyes and ears, it is quite likely that the
defendant will not receive a fair trial.
Accordingly, during this time, broader
proscriptions upon extrajudicial statements
are permissible. DR 7-107(D)offers the
following restrictions during this time
period:

words, in a case of this nature, you are
not to discuss it with anybody except of
course, for the purpose of the preparation of the trial . . . . lawyers, judge and
court clerks . . . don't talk about it.130

.

The defendant and his attorneys sought to
have the order vacated, claiming that it was
a violation of the attorney's First Amendment right^.'^' The appellate court held
that the order was justified due to wide
publicity. In fact, the court noted that some
damage had already been done. In one
incident, the defense counsel had made a
statement to the newspapers concerning
certain potential evidence, which had not
yet
been offered or received in the case.
(D) During the selection of a jury or the
After
the newspaper report came out, one
trial of a criminal matter, a lawyer or
juror
requested
that the jury be advised as
law firm associated with the prosecution
to
when
they
could
hear the evidence in
or defense of a criminal matter shall not
question.132
The
court
also noted the fact
make or participate in making an extrathat
public
figures,
including
Mohammed
judicial statement that a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by
means of public communication and that
relates to the trial, parties, or issues in
the trial or other matters that are
reasonably likely to interfere with a fair
trial, except that he may quote from or
refer without comment to public records
of the court in the case.128

A number of cases have also addressed
gag orders and the problenls caused by
prejudicial publicity during the trial itself.
In People v. Dupree,lz9 a New York
appellate court reviewed a gag order
entered during jury selection in a murder
trial. In the order, which was oral, the trial
judge stated:
I will instruct the clerk to give no information out. These instructions also
apply to the lawyers. In others [sic]
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Ali and Angela Davis, had appeared in the
courtroam as friends of the defendant, and
that Ali had made a statement tp the press
that he was attending as a moral witness
for his friend, the defendant, who was a
deeply religious man.
The appellate court in Dupree concluded
that the trial murt had the power to prohibit certain extrajudicial statements of
attorneys, parties, witnesses, jurors and
court personnel, whenever, in the opinion
of the court, those statements have a
reasonable likelihood of tending to prevent
a fair trial.L33However, the court did conclude that the order was overbroad. When
the order was made; no jurors had yet been
selected, so it was necessary to insure that
no statements of any kind were made, in
order to obtain an impartial jury. Once the
trial itself began, however, trial evidence
was being received and became a matter
of public record. In order to provide for
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a proper, more limited restraint on the trial
participants, the appellate court modified
the order.
The modified order prohibited trial
participants from publicly releasing any
extrajudicial statement of the defendant or
witnesses relating to the case, any
documents, exhibits or other evidence not
yet received in evidence, any opinion or
comment regarding the weight of the
evidence, or any statements as to the
nature, substance, or effect of the
testimony given.134The order also prohibited identifying prospective witnesses
and their probable testimony, making any
statement regarding the nature, source, or
effect of any evidence accumulated in the
investigation, or making any statement
regarding the content, nature, substance,
or effect of any testimony which might be
given in any proceeding related to the
case.13' The order did allow witnesses to
discuss any matter with attorneys of record
or their agents, however. It also permitted the following types of statements: (1)
a factual statement of the defendant's
name, age and residence; (2) the time and
place of the arrest, the identity of the
investigating and arresting officers, and the
length of the investigation; (3) the text of
the charges and a brief description of the
charged offenses; (4) exact quotations or
reference to evidence admitted to the jury;
(5) the scheduling and result of any judicial
proceedmg in open court; (6)a request for
assistance in obtaining evidence or the
names of potential witnesses; (7) any
inforniation concerning any person not in
custody sought as a suspect or witness, and
any warning to the public of danger
because of such person.136
The order from the Dirpree court is a
good example of a gag order that is narrowly tailored so as to prohibit prejudicial
speech but allow as much room as possible for non-prejudicial speech. If this type
of order had been entered in the Yo~rnger'~'
case, Younger's sterile report of the testimony before the grand jury would probably not have been in violation of the
order. This order would also allow reference, without comment, to any evidence
given to the jury in the case. Thus, if a
rumor began that a foreign government
was behind an assassination, the prosecutor
could probably say, w~thoutcomment, that
h e had no evidence to support the rumor.

Gag orders that are properly tailored, such
as the one in Dupree, allow the attorneys
to speak to the press about limited matters
and allow some room for the "public's
right to know." A narrowly tailored order
will prohibit prejudicial publicity but also
allow non-prejudicial publicity, so that the
press will not run wild with unsupported
rumors because it finds that its only
legitimate sources are shut off.
A second case whlch involved attorney
comment during the trial itself is the
Hinds138 case, discussed earlier, where
disciplinary proceedings were brought
against attorney Lennox Hinds under DR
7-107(D) for his extrajudicial comments
concerning the murder trial of Joanne
Chesimard, the reputed militant black
radical. As I noted earlier, Hinds had
observed the initial stages of the trial.
While the jury was still being impaneled,
Hinds held a press conference, calling the
trial a travesty, a kangaroo court, and a
legalized lynching. '" In reviewing Hinds's
case, the New Jersey supreme court discussed the importance of prohibiting extrajudicial statements by attorneys that have
the capacity to interfere with a fair trial:
The right of the State to a fair trial
cannot be imperiled or diluted by [an attorney's] out-of-court assertions . . . to
news media on the subject of his client's
innocence. The courtroom is the place
to settle the issue and comments before
or during the trial which have the
capacity to influence potential or actual
jurors to the possible prejudice of the
State are impe~missible."~
Obviously, Hinds's comments were just
the type which would be prejudicial and
which a proper gag order would prohibit.
In KPNX Brocidcasring Company 11.
Superior C o r r ~ r , ~the
~ ' Arizona supreme
court considered a media challenge to a
gag order entered in the murder trial of
Murray Hooper and William Bracy, who
were charged with the murder of two people. The murders had received a great deal
of publicity because of overtones of
organized crime and contract killing. After
the jury was selected, both the defense
counsel and the prosecution requested the
trial judge to limit contact between the
media and the trial participants. The trial
judge complied, entering an order which

stated, in part, "no attorneys, court personnel, jurors or other participants in this
matter are to be in contact with the media
during the course of this matter."142 The
court also appointed a member of the county court administrator's staff to handle inquiries from the media so that there would
be "a unified and singular source for the
media concerning these proceedings. "Ia3
The order also stated, "no other source of
information will come from participants in
these proceedings."l44
The Arizona supreme court upheld the
gag order, and held that it was not a prior
restraint upon the media. The court stated
that the governmental interest in a fair trial
for both the prosecution and the defense
outweighed the media's desire for pretrial
interviews of thc wit~icsses.'~~
In u~holding the order, the court implicitly recognized the critical need during the trial stage
to prevent prejudicial publicity.

4. Sentencing.
The last stage during which a gag order
may be necessary is during sentencing. DR
7-107(E) provides the following rule for
this period:
After the completion of a trial or
disposition without trial of a criminal
matter and prior to the imposition of
sentence, a lawyer or law firm associated with the prosecution or defense
shall not make or participate in making
an extrajudicial statement that a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by public communication and that
is reasonably likely to affect the imposition of sentence. '4"
In Chicago Corincil of Lmvyers v.
Barrer,14' the Seventh Circuit evaluated
DR 7-107(E) and found it lacking. The
court held that speech prohibited by DR
7-107(E) could never be deemed a serious
and imminent threat of interference with
the administration of justi~e."~This is
because of the wide latitude given to judges
in exercising their sentencing discretion.
In sentencing, judges may conduct an inquiry which is "largely unlimited either as
to the kind of inforniation he may consider,
or the sources from which it may
come.""9 Since the judge may consider
d11iio~tilnytliing i n dctcrmining scntcnw,
I! is not likely that any extrajudicial cwiJune 1988 1 VOICE for the Defeirse 21

ment by attorneys could cause prejudice.
The court also refuted a second rationale
for the rule, which argued that comment
by attorneys during sentencing could place
public pressure on a judge to hand down
a particular sentence. The court agreed that
judges should be given the opportunity to
arrive at an appropriate sentence free of
public pressure, hut noted that life-tenured
federal judges are already protected from
this pressure. The conrt stated, "the First
Amendment does not authorize restrictions
on 'pure speech' merely for the purpose
of protecting judges from criticism."15o
Accordingly, the court held that DR
7-107(E) could not stand constitutionally
because the comments it prohibited could
never be deemed a serious and imminent
threat of interference with the administration of justice.'S1
Notwithstanding the holding of the court
in Chicago, other courts have upheld gag
orders which extend through the sentencing period.1s2When the sentence is determined by the jury, the safeguards provided
by a gag order do still serve their purpose
of protecting the jury from prejudicial publicity (some of which may include matters
not admissible in sentencing before the
jury) and from public presaure.15'

D. Proof Required To Obtain A Gag
Order.
In addition to containing narrowly
tailored proscriptions on the speech of trial
participants, a well-drafted gag order will
also contain findings of fact and statements
ekplaining why other available alternatives
are insufficient to maintain judicial integrily and to guarantee that the defendant will
receive a fair trial. First, I will consider
the need for findings of fact, included within the gag order itself or issued within a
few days after the gag order.

I. Findings of Fact.
The cases are divided as to whether findings of fact are necessary to support a gag
order. In Chase v. R o b ~ o r r ,the
' ~ ~Seventh
Circuit held that before a trial court may
limit defendants' and their attorneys' exercise of their rights of free speech, "the
record must contain sufficient specific
findings by the trial court establishing that
defendants' and their attorneys' conduct is
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'a serious and imminent threat to the administration of j u ~ t i c e . " ' ~ ~In~ In re
Russell,156 however, the Fourth Circuil
held that neither an evidentiary hearing nor
specific, articulated findings were necessary in order for the gag order to be constitutionally permissible.lW The Russell
court cited the Supreme Court's opinion
in Nebraska Press Association v.
noting that when a trial judge is considering a gag order, some speculation is necessary, because he is dealing with factors
"unknown and unknowable."159 In other
words, at such an early stage in the trial,
the judge would not be able to tell just exactly how much publicity would result or
what effect it would have on the trial. It
is interesting to note, however, that the
trial judge in R~tsselldid accompany his
gag order with a ten-page memorandum
explaining the basis of his decision, and
citing the widespread publicity in the
case. I6Q
Although several courts have held that
specific findings are not required, they are
quite helpful and do appear in a number
of cases. For example, in KPNX 1,. Superior Court,16' which involved a gag order
in a murder trial with organized crime implications, the trial judge entered the following findings to support his order:

his decision.16' Other courts have entered
oral findings of fact in support of a gag
order. 165
In light of the split in the courts on this
issue, the safest course for an attorney or
a judge seeking to inlpose a gag order
would be to draft specific, articulated findings of fact concerning the publicity in the
case. An appendix of newspaper articles,
and even videotapes of television coverage
of the trial would be most helpfuLL66Thus,
an appellate court reviewing the gag order
would be able to see for itself the exact
reasons why the trial judge concluded that
there was a need for the order to preserve
the defendant's right to a fair trial and the
integrity of the judicial system.
2. Other available alternatives.

Another important part of drafting a gag
order includes articulating the fact that
other alternatives to control publicity are
unavailable or ineffective. Because a gag
order is a restraint on speech, some courts
have suggested that the trial court clearly
illustrate why other, less restrictive alternatives are inadequate. In Levi~te11. United
States Distr~ctCourt,'67 the trial court
specificallylisted several alternatives to a
gag order and discussed why those alternatives were not satisfactory. The Ninth
There are allegations of organized Circuit reviewed the trial court's analysis
crime and gang activity in both Chicago of the situation and upheld the decision.
and Phoenix. Allegations of widespread The Levine court focused on four alterand serious criminal activity in the natives to a gag order: (1) voir dire, (2)
metropolitan Phoenix community. Alle- jury instructions, (3) change of venue or
gations of professional contract murders, postponement, and (4) ~ e q u e s t r a t i o n . ~ ~ ~
a business takeover, brutality in the
a. voir dire.
homicides to "send a message." Intrusion into the privacy of a residence to
In examining whether voir dire would
commit the crimes charged herein. Extensive allegations of conspiracies, con- have been an adequate alternative to the
spirators, known and unknown, captured gag order in Levine, the court noted that
and prosecuted and remaining free in the the Supreme Court had suggested a thorgeneral Chicago and Phoenix com- ough voir dire as such an alternative:
munities, and elsewhere. Massive pub- "searching questioning of prospective
licity since the night of the occurrences, jurors . . to screen out those with fixed
The
December 31, 1980. At least one of the opinions as to guilt or inn~cence."'~~
attorneys involved has been the subject trial court in Levine had concluded that
of a magazine article-"Joe Brown- voir dire would be wholly ineffective as
lee-a prosecutor who plays hard- long as the attorneys in the case continued
ball"-November,
1982, issue of to make prejudicial comments during the
trial itself. The appellate court agreed,
Phoenix Magazine.
noting that, while voir dire could be used
The trial judge in Younger l r
also to eliminate any bias due to prejudicial
entered specific findings of fact to support pretrial publicity, it could not eliminate

.
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for the order, and correctly state why the
constitutional standard has beenmet in his
case. Most gag orders that have been overturned were thrown out because they failed
to meet constitutional standards. Courts are
divided on what showing is necessary, but
the question comes down to whether there
is a threat to the administration of justice
substantial enough to justify the restrictions
on the speech of the trial participants. The
Supreme Court has never directly addressed the issue of what constitutional
standard is necessary for a gag order
directed against trial participants. Accordingly, the lower worts are divided behveen
two standards: the "serious and imminent
threat to the administration of justice"
standard, and the "reasonable likelihood
of interference with a fair trial" standard.181

I . Serious and imminent Threat.
The Seventh Circuit and the Ninth Circuit have accepted the "serious and imminent threat" standard for gag orders. In
other words, before a gag order may issue,
there must be a serious and imminent threat
to the administration of justice. The
Seventh Circuit first announced this standard in 1970 with the case of Chase 11.
Rob~on.'~'
In Chare, the court dissolved
the order of a lower court in the criminal trial of Chase and others, who were
charged with destroying selective service
files. In the trial court's order, which was
delivered sua spante, the court noted that
the defendants had actively sought publicity about their case by contacting thepress
and issuing statements and press releases.185 The trial court also noted the
defense counsel's association with another
attorney who had actively sought publicity in another case involving a raid on a
selective service office.Ie0
The Seventh Circuit held in Chase that
before a trial court could limit defendants"
and their attorneys' rights of freedom of
expression, "the record must contain sufficient specific findings by the trial court
establishing that defendants' and their attorneys' conduct is 'a serious and imminent threat to the administration of justice.' "L8S In invalidating the order, the
court noted that the newspaper articles considered by the trial coua in determining the
need for the order were seven months old
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cluded that the district court's order could
only be upheld if the government established that: (1) the activity prohibited posed
either a clear and present danger or a
serious and imminent threat to a protected,
competing interest; (2) the order was narWhile we agree "[ilt is fundamental rowly drawn; and (3) less restrictive alterBased on the
to our system of constitutional democ- natives were not a~ai1able.t~~
racy that issues of law and fact in a evidence before it, the Levine court concriminal proceeding be resolved in the cluded that there was a serious and immicourts, and not in the news media nor nent threat to the administration ofjustice,
in the streets," we believe equally fun- and upheld the order, with some modificadamental to our system is the right of all t i o n ~ . ' ~ ~
Thus, in the jurisdictions which require
citizens, even if they he criminal defendants to exercise their first amendment a "serious and imminent threat to the adrights. In the absence of a clear show- ministration of justice," a stronger showing that an exercise of those tirst ameud- ing must be made before a gag order may
ment rights will interfere with the rights be obtained.197 Attorneys drafting such an
of the government and the defendants for order must take special care to show the
a fair trial, we reject this prior restraint imminency of the threat, perhaps by showon first amendment freedoms.'s'
ing how recent the publicity is, and how
close to trial the statements were made.IP8
Another factor in determining the seriousTheseventh Circuit later elaborated on ness of the threat is the size of the jury
its decision to use the "serious and immi- pool.19g The larger the jury pool, the more
nent threat" standard in Chicago Cou~~cillikely that it will still be possible to obtain
o f L a q ~ e r sv.
In Chicago, the an impartialjury despite prejudicial publicwurl held that DR7-107 was constitutional ih,
.., " 0
pcovided that it incorporated the "serious
As noted by the Levine court, the atand imminent threat" standard. The court torney or judge drafting an order under the
held that, while DR 7-107 was not a prior "serious and imminent threat" standard
restraint, it did call for close scrutiny so must also take special care to narrowly
as to determinethat it is neither vague nor draft the order, as well as to clearly exoverbroad.1x9The objectives are clearness, plain why other alternatives are unavailable
precision, and narrowness: "the limitation or unsati~factory.~~~
Under the proper cirof First Amendment rights must be no cumstances, such an order will be upgreater than is necessary or essential to the held.2n'
particular governmental interest inv ~ l v e d . "The
~ ~court
~ reasoned that when
a lawyer must gauge his comments by a
test that prohibits comments which are a
127. Chicogo, 522 F.2d at 255.
serious and imminent threat of interference
128. Excerpted at 522 P.2d 264. It is itteresting
with a fair trial, he will be put on stricter to note that DR 7-107(D) maker, no distinction bs
notice than if he is only prohibited from tween bench trials and jury trials. TWOcourts have
making comments which create a reason- considered whether DR 7-lW(D) may properly be
to bench trials, and have wme to different
able likelihood of interference with a fair applied
wnclusions. In ChicagoCouncil of Lawyers v. Bauer,
trial. I9l
522 P.2d 242 (7th Cir. 1975). the Seventh C~rcuit
In I
v United States Distrid decided that DR 7-lW@)does apply lo bench uials.
Cor~rt,"~
the Ninth Circuit also held that The Founh Circuit reached a different result in
v. Swd, 594 F.2d 356 (4th Cir.1979).
the "serious and imminent threat stan- Hirschkop
in Hirsehkop,the court held lhat DR 7-107@)could
dard" was the proper constitutional stan- not constitutionally be applied to bench trials. 594
dard for a gag order. The Levine court F.2d at 371-72.
129. 388 N . Y S 2d 203 (NY.S.Ct. 1976).
based its conclusion on its characterization
130. 388 N.Y.S.7.d at 204.
of a gag order as a prior restraint.'9' Be131. In the malion to vacate. the affidavit of the
cause of the peculiar dangers presented by defense
attorney stated
prior restraints, they are subject to strict
[That they desire to have] the full airing
scrutiny.I9' Accordingly, the court conof the case to the public, which has a right
when the order was issued. The court also
noted that the defense attorneys' association with other attorneys was irrelevant and
could not help to support the order.ls6 The
court stated:

.

Post Conviction Remedies
Pursuant to Article 11.O7, V.A.C.C. P.
by John G. Jasuta

Part I1
Delayed Writ Letters
As noted ahove, sometimes time limits
set out within the statute are not followed.
Some courts enter orders extending the
time, a practice which has not been
seriously questioned by the Court. Absent
an abuse of discretion in utilizing this
practice it is doubtful that the Court will
intervene.
When an attorney, inmate or other interested person brings a matter of delay to
the Court's attention, letters are sent to the
trial court with copies to the district clerk
and distr~ctattorney inquiring into the
delay. If no reply is received in 30 days
a second, stronger letter is sent. If nothing
is heard in response to the second letter a
third letter, over the signature of the
Presiding Judgeis sent. We rarely have to
A graduate of the University of Texas at
send the second letter and have never failed
to gain a response to the third letter. This Austin and St. Mary's University School
procedure is used instead of mandamus of LRW,he has been a member of the Staff
and, on the whole, accomplishes more with Corinselfor Inmates, Texas Department of
Corrections, the General Corinsel to the
less effort.
Board of Pardons and Paroles, a StaffAttorney for the Court of Criminal Appeals
Deciding the Merits
atid, for the past several years, the Chief
Staff Attorney for the same Court.
Introduction
Prior to deciding whether an application
for habeas corpus relief is meritorious
there are a few general rules to keep in
mind, most of which spring from THE
general rule set out ahove and throughout
this paper. The application must allege
facts which, if true, would entitle the
applicant to relief. An easier way to
remember the rule is that thefact or length
of confinement must he altered by therelief
sought. It is thus easy to understand &
parte Renier, 734 S.W.2d 349 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1987), wherein the Court held that
without some form of confinement flowing from the conviction, jurisdiction
through Article 11.07, Section 2 et seq.
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could not he obtained. In E.r parte Elliott,
No. 69,964 (Tex. Cr. App. 1988) the
Court of Criminal Appeals held that one
who is on parole is "in custody" for Article 11.07 purposes. The Couit has consistently refused to recognize attacks under
Article 11.07 on the conditions of confinement, lawsuits which should more properly
be brought under state or federal civil
rights statutes. Preisser 1'. Rodtiguez, 41 1
U.S. 475, 93 S.Ct. 1827 (1973).
Misdemeanor convictions are generally
not attackable pursuant to 11.07.
However, where what should have been a
misdemeanor theft was not properly

enhanced to a felony hut the applicant has
been convicted of a felony and given felony
time it is properly attacked through 11.07.
Erparte Jones, 682 S.W.2d 311 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1984). Misdemeanor writs are appealed through the normal procedures to
the Courts of Appeal. Ex parre Jordan,
659 S.W.2d 827 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983).
See and compare Ex parte Pennell, 606
S.W.2d 303 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980). See
also State ex rel. Rodriguez v. Onion, 741
S.W.2d 433 (Tex. Cr. App. 1987) which
case is not a decision relating to Article
11.07, however, it is instructive as to the
powers of the district court in the area of
misdemeanor convictions.
Any contention which would not result
in relief on direct appeal, or which was
raised and reiected on direct aooeal., will
not he the iasis for relief pursuant to
Article 11.07. Er parte Chambers, 612
S.W.2d 572 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
Certain issues, as we shall see, are
waived by the failure to raise them on
appeal. Search issues are one example. Ex
parte Kirby, 492 S.W.2d 579 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1973). Insufficiency of theevidence
is another. Exparte Dantzler, 571 S.W.2d
536 (Tex. Cr. App. 1978); E.i parte
Easter, 615 S.W.2d 719 (Tex. Cr. App.
1981). However, a claim of no esidence
is cognizable. Er parte Moffett, 542
S.W.2d 184 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976). But sce
Exparre Willio~ns,
703 S.W 2d 674 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986) wherein the Court held that
sufficiency of the evidence could not he
attacked through habeas where the applicant had pled guilty, 111 spite of the fact that
his stipulation of evidence did not support
the guilty plea as to the crime for which
he was found guilty. His waiting until after
the court reporter's notes had been legally
destroyed appeared to he a factor in the

..

C O U R T

O F

C R I M I N A L

A P P E A L S

Lloyd Dale MARTIN, No. 896-84 -- On D's PDR: Aggravated Possession of Methamphetamine Conviction Reversed -- Opinion by Judge
McCormick: Concurring Opinion by Judge Duncan; 5/18/88.
Attorney:

Ronald H. Tonkin.

SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE -- AFFIRMATIVE LINK NOT PROVEN WHERE
OTHER REASONABLE HYPOTHESIS SHOWN.
Facts: Police had been investigating D and his wife for several months, when they received information from a confidential
informant that D was in possession of methamphetamine at his
house.
On executing a search warrant, the police entered D's
residence fifteen minutes after D and his wife arrived there. D
had departed on a motorcycle returning to the residence during
the search. The officers found a quantity of methamphetamine in
the wife's purse and, one and one-half hours later, found
methamphetamine and a large quantity of cash in a black bag on
the front seat of their car, which had been left unlocked with
the driver's window rolled down. The evidence established that D
and his wife had purchased the car several months earlier with
cash, and that D had been seen driving the vehicle several days
before the search. Ct. App. found the evidence sufficient to
sustain the conviction.
Held: There is no evidence whatsoever to connect D with the
methamphetamine contained in his wife's purse', nor is there any
evidence demonstrating an affirmative link of D to the black bag
in the car. When the theory of prosecution is that the accused
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and a n o t h e r a c t e d t o g e t h e r i n p o s s e s s i n g a n a r c o t i c d r u g , t h e
evidence must a f f i r m a t i v e l y l i n k t h e accused t o t h e contraband i n
such a manner t h a t it can be concluded t h a t he had knowledge o f
t h e contraband a s w e l l a s c o n t r o l over i t . Mere p r e s e n c e a l o n e
a t a p l a c e where t h e contraband i s being used o r possessed by
o t h e r s does n o t j u s t i f y a f i n d i n g of j o i n t p o s s e s s i o n , o r c o n s t i t u t e one a p a r t y t o an o f f e n s e . H e r e t h e r e was no evidence t h a t
t h e black bag was i n t h e c a r when t h e D a r r i v e d .
A rational
t r i e r o f f a c t could have concluded t h a t t h e D was unaware of t h e
black bag o r d i d n o t know what was i n i t . Where t h e r e is a r e a s o n a b l e h y p o t h e s i s o t h e r t h a n t h e g u i l t o f t h e accused, it cannot
be s a i d t h a t g u i l t h a s been shown beyond a r e a s o n a b l e doubt.
T h i s o p i n i o n u n d e r s c o r e s t h e continued
v i a b i l i t y of the affirmative l i n k litmus test f o r
Ct.
s u f f i c i e n c y o f t h e evidence i n p o s s e s s i o n c a s e s .
Crim.
App. was v i r t u a l l y unanimous on t h i s i s s u e .
Counsel should be c a r e f u l t o f a s h i o n a r e c o r d i n such
c a s e s which demonstrates as many a l t e r n a t i v e r e a s o n a b l e
hypotheses a s p o s s i b l e .
COMMENT :

Armando H i l a r i o R U I Z , No. 0658-85 -- On S t a t e ' s PDR;
Conviction Reversed -- Opinion by Judge C l i n t o n ; 05/18/88.
Attorney:

Murder

Terrence A . Gaiser.

J U R Y CHARGE ERROR -- COBARUBBIO ERROR I S EGREGIOUS WHERE SUDDEN
PASSION I S NOT MERELY AN INCIDENTAL THEORY I N CASE.

D s h o t and k i l l e d v i c t i m d u r i n g barroom d i s p u t e .
Facts:
Evidence s u f f i c i e n t l y r a i s e d i s s u e of sudden p a s s i o n .
Without
o b j e c t i o n , t r i a l c o u r t charged t h e j u r y on t h e law of murder and
v o l u n t a r y manslaughter, b u t f a i l e d t o r e q u i r e t h e j u r y t o f i n d a
l a c k o f sudden p a s s i o n i n t h e murder paragraph (Cobarubbio
e r r o r ) . No self d e f e n s e i n s t r u c t i o n was r e q u e s t e d . D 1 s c o u n s e l
d i d n o t emphasize v o l u n t a r y manslaughter i n argument t o j u r y ,
i n s t e a d u r g i n g j u r y t o a c q u i t on l a c k of evidence on i n t e n t and
i d e n t i t y . J u r y communications t o c o u r t d u r i n g d e l i b e r a t i o n i n d i ct. App. found
c a t e d c o n f u s i o n over sudden p a s s i o n i s s u e .
unassigned e r r o r i n t h e murder i n s t r u c t i o n and concluded t h e
e r r o r was e g r e g i o u s l y harmful, r e v e r s i n g t h e c o n v i c t i o n .

Held: C t . App. a f f i r m e d . Although Cobarubbio e r r o r i s subject t o t h e Almanza test f o r e g r e g i o u s harm, such harm i s c l e a r l y
demonstrated where sudden p a s s i o n i s n o t merely an i n c i d e n t a l
theory i n t h e case,
t h e evidence on sudden p a s s i o n i s
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ownership.
Held: Ct. App, reversed. Under the Penal Code, one can be
alleged and proved as an "owner" even if he has no Legal ownership right in the property. It is enough that he have at least a
right to actual care, custody, control or management.
The
"greater right to possession" theory is unlimited in application
and is not restricted to joint ownership/corporate ownership
situations. The Ct. App. was erroneous in summarily reversing
simply because the alleged owner was not a joint or corporate
"owner." The case is remanded to Ct. App. for a sufficiency
assessment under the "greater right" theory, to determine whether
the evidence proved that the alleged owner had some right to
actual care, custody, control or management at the time of the
offense

.

COMMENT: Ct. Crim. App. seems almost apologetic about
its conclusion here, conceding that the Penal Code definition of ownership is "paradoxical," and that arguments
against this legal fiction are valid in a policy sense.
The Court makes clear that it is constrained to apply
the "greater right" theory in this unrestricted fashion
because the legislative intent mandates that it do so.
Judge Clinton, in his dissenting opinion, would refuse
to apply the theory where the alleged owner has
possessory interest cognizable at law in the property in
question. The majority, however, does not appear to be
so holding; rather, it has merely held that a person may
be an "owner" if he has at least some right to actual
care, custody, control or management at the time of the
offense which is greater than any such right of the D.

Ex Parte BYRD, No. 70012 --- Opinion by Judge Clinton;

Post Conviction Writ; Relief Denied
05/25/88.

Prose
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL -- SECOND ATTEMPT AT PROBATION REVOCATION
BASED UPON VIOLATION OF SAME CONDITION NOT BARRED IF BASED ON
ADDITIONAL FACTS.
Facts: One of the conditions of D's probation was that he
participate in a community treatment center program and follow
all its guidelines and instructions until discharged by the center or the court. State filed a first motion to revoke probation
alleging a new offense and a violation of the treatment center
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substantial, and jury communications reveal that sudden passion
was a pivotal issue in deliberations. Harm appears especially
acute where self defense is not submitted and argued, thereby
making sudden passion the primary defensive issue for the jury.
COMMENT: In a footnote here, Ct.
Crim. App.
revealed
"serious reservations" concerning the validity of the standard instruction authorizing the jury to convict on voluntary
manslaughter should it believe the accused to be guilty of
either murder or voluntary manslaughter but cannot decide
between them. As the Court noted in a previous case, it is
at least theoretically possible that a jury could find itself
unable to resolve its reasonable doubt as to the presence or
absence of sudden passion. Since a finding of sudden passiz
is necessary to convict for murder, and the absence of sudden
passion
is
necessary
for
conviction
on
voluntary
manslaughter, a jury in this predicament should acquit the
accused of both offenses, even though it found the D
intentionally or knowingly caused the death of the victim.
In appropriate cases, counsel should object to such language
and request an alternative instruction requiring the jury to
acquit if it cannot decide between the two offenses.

George Ray ALEXANDER, NO. 269-86 -- On State's PDR; Attempted
Burglary Conviction Affirmed and Remanded -- Opinion by Judge
White; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton; 05/18/88.
Attorney:

S. Michael McColloch.

OWNERSHIP -- GREATER RIGHT TO POSSESSION THEORY NOT RESTRICTED TO
JOINT OWNERSHIP AND SPECIAL (CORPORATE) OWNERSHIP SITUATIONS.
In this attempted burglary of a habitation
Facts :
prosecution, the D was charged with attempting to enter a window
on the side of a duplex. The person alleged as the "owner," however, was actually the resident of the adjoining duplex, i e.,
the next door neighbor.
While both residents were sometimes
given access to the other's habitations, and the alleged "owner"
watched over the burglarized premises when the resident thereof
was away, the opinion does not reflect whether the evidence
showed any actual right to possession of the burglarized
habitation at the time of the offense. Ct. App. had held the
evidence insufficient to prove ownership, holding that the
"greater right to possession" theory applies only to cases where
both the owner and the defendant had a joint interest in the
property or in cases involving allegations of corporate

.
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c o n d i t i o n by v i r t u e of D l s having l e f t t h e c e n t e r without i t s
permission o r permission of t h e Court. A f t e r h e a r i n g t h e c o u r t
denied t h e motion t o revoke f o r t h e S t a t e ' s f a i l u r e t o prove t h e
o f f e n s e and f a i l u r e t o prove a l a c k of permission by t h e t r e a t ment c e n t e r .
L a t e r t h a t day t h e S t a t e f i l e d another motion t o
revoke, r e - a l l e g i n g t h e same o f f e n s e and t e c h n i c a l v i o l a t i o n , b u t
t h i s t i m e adding t o t h e l a t t e r a d d i t i o n a l f a c t u a l a l l e g a t i o n s
i n v o l v i n g D ' s n o t r e t u r n i n g t o t h e c e n t e r a f t e r l e a v i n g and being
u n s u c c e s s f u l l y discharged from t h e c e n t e r , i n v i o l a t i o n of t h e
same c o n d i t i o n o f p r o b a t i o n . This t i m e t h e t r i a l c o u r t found f o r
t h e S t a t e and revoked, over o b j e c t i o n t h a t t h e S t a t e should n o t
be allowed t o l i t i g a t e t h e same b a s i c f a c t u a l i s s u e t h a t it
f a i l e d t o meet its burden on a t t h e f i r s t h e a r i n g .
Held:
Although double jeopardy p r i n c i p l e s do n o t p r e v e n t a
second a t t e m p t t o revoke p r o b a t i o n based upon t h e same a l l e g e d
v i o l a t i o n s a s t h o s e found n o t t r u e i n an e a r l i e r r e v o c a t i o n
h e a r i n g , under t h e d o c t r i n e of c o l l a t e r a l e s t o p p e l t h e S t a t e i s
precluded from o b t a i n i n g a c r i m i n a l c o n v i c t i o n o r a p r o b a t i o n
r e v o c a t i o n f o r any f a c t u a l i s s u e found a g a i n s t it a t a p r e v i o u s
C t . C r i m . App. holds h e r e , however, t h a t t h e S t a t e ' s
hearing.
i n c l u s i o n o f a d d i t i o n a l f a c t u a l i s s u e s i n s u p p o r t of r e v o c a t i o n
i n t h e second motion permitted t h e judge, upon proper p r o o f , t o
revoke a t t h e second h e a r i n g , s i n c e t h e new f a c t u a l i s s u e s had
n o t been l i t i g a t e d a t t h e f i r s t h e a r i n g . T h i s is s o d e s p i t e t h e
f a c t t h a t t h e r e v o c a t i o n was f o r v i o l a t i o n o f t h e same c o n d i t i o n
l i t i g a t e d a t t h e h e a r i n g on t h e f i r s t motion.
While denying
relief i n upholding t h e r e v o c a t i o n o r d e r . C t . C r i m . App. d i d
o r d e r r e f e r e n c e t o t h e subsequent o f f e n s e d e l e t e d from t h e o r d e r
revoking p r o b a t i o n , s i n c e t h e f a c t u a l a l l e g a t i o n s i n v o l v i n g t h e
new o f f e n s e were decided a g a i n s t t h e S t a t e a t t h e f i r s t h e a r i n g .

Robert P r e s t o n GADDIS, No. 995-86 -- On S t a t e ' s PDR;
App. Reversed -- Opinion by Judge Davis; 05/25/88.
Attorney:

DWI;

Ct.

Wayne T . H i l l .

J U R Y ARGUMENT -- I N DWI REFUSAL CASES, NOT IMPROPER FOR STATE TO
ARGUE D REFUSED BREATH TEST BECAUSE HE WAS INTOXICATED.

Facts :
The evidence a t D 1 s DWI t r i a l revealed t h a t h e
D t e s t i f i e d t h a t he
r e f u s e d t o t a k e a b r e a t h test when asked.
t o l d t h e o f f i c e r s h e would n o t t a k e t h e test without t h e b e n e f i t
o f having an a t t o r n e y p r e s e n t .
The S t a t e proved i n t o x i c a t i o n
through evidence of behavior i n c l u d i n g s l u r r e d speech, smell o f
a l c o h o l on b r e a t h , bloodshot eyes, e t c . During f i n a l argument t o
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t h e jury, the prosecutor
b r e a t h test a s follows:

commented on D ' s

refusal

t o take a

H e does t h i s .
H e does
Prosecutor:
What's he do?
this.
"I r e f u s e .
I refuse.
I refuse t o take the
I refuse."
You know why he r e f u s e s ?
breath test.
Because i f he blows i n t h e machine, t h e game is over.
D ' s c o u n s e l o b j e c t e d t o t h i s argument a s i n j e c t i n g f a c t s o u t s i d e
t h e record.
Ct. ~ p p . reversed, holding t h a t t h e prosecutor's
a s s e r t i o n o f a blood a l c o h o l c o n t e n t o f a t l e a s t . l o % i n j e c t e d
7 1 4 S.W.
new f a c t s harmful t o t h e accused i n t o t h e proceeding.
2d 458 (Tex. App. - Houston [ l s t D i s t . ] 1 9 8 6 ) .

C t . App. r e v e r s e d .
Where a D 1 s r e f u s a l t o t a k e a
Held:
b r e a t h t e s t is p r o p e r l y admitted i n t o evidence, t h e s t a t e is p e r m i t t e d t o draw any l e g i t i m a t e i n f e r e n c e from t h a t f a c t i n i t s
argument t o t h e j u r y .
Arguing t h a t a D r e f u s e d because h e was
It would, however, be
i n t o x i c a t e d is a l e g i t i m a t e i n f e r e n c e .
improper f o r t h e p r o s e c u t o r t o a s s e r t a s f a c t t h a t t h e r e f u s a l
was due t o a c t u a l i n t o x i c a t i o n a t a l e v e l o f .lo% o r h i g h e r ,
s i n c e i n s u c h cases t h e r e i n no evidence o f any measured l e v e l o f
blood a l c o h o l c o n t e n t .

Raymond Edmond LaPOINT, No. 227-86 -- On S t a t e ' s M. Reh.;
Burglary Conviction Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge Teague;
05/04/68.
Attorney:

John H. Hagler.

INSTRUCTIONS -- IMPROPER COMMENT ON WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE
INSTRUCTION ON PRESUMPTION OF INTENT TO COMMIT THEFT BY
NIGHTTIME ENTRY HARMLESS WHERE OTHER EVIDENCE OF SUCH INTENT
INTRODUCED.
JURY

--

D was c o n v i c t e d of b u r g l a r y a s a p a r t y f o r h i s r o l e
Facts:
as d r i v e r o f a p p a r e n t getaway v e h i c l e . D dropped h i s accomplice
o f f a t a pharmacy a t n i g h t when it was n o t open f o r b u s i n e s s , and
drove away b u t was apprehended moments la'ter and brought back t o

t h e s c e n e , where h i s accomplice was d i s c o v e r e d i n s i d e t h e
pharmacy.
The van D was d r i v i n g was equipped w i t h s o p h i s t i c a t e d
communications d e v i c e s c a p a b l e of i n t e r c e p t i n g p o l i c e b r o a d c a s t s
and had t r a n s p o r t e d t h e accomplice t o t h e s c e n e w i t h a v a r i e t y of
T r . C t . i n s t r u c t e d j u r y t h a t a c t of
typical burglar's tools.
b r e a k i n g and e n t e r i n g a b u i l d i n g a t n i g h t t i m e r a i s e s a
presumption t h a t t h e a c t was done w i t h i n t e n t t o commit t h e f t .
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Ct. App. reversed, holding the instruction erroneous as improper
comment on weight of evidence and as harmful to D.
I

i
I
I

Held: Ct. App. reversed. Although the giving of such an
instruction, not expressly authorized by the Penal Code, constitutes an impermissible comment upon the weight of evidence, there
is no harm where the jury was provided with other, substantial
evidence from which D t s intent could be inferred.
Reviewing
court must also look at whether the instruction authorized
inferences which would not otherwise have been available to the
jury, the extent to which the instruction unduly emphasized the
weight to be given selected evidence, and the manner or degree to
which the instruction was exploited during final argument by the
prosecutor. Here D suffered no actual harm as a consequence of
the erroneous presumption instruction.

Dale Louis HOLLOWAY, No. 988-85 -- On D'S PDR: Aggravated Sexual
Assault Conviction Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge White: Judges
Onion, Clinton, and Duncan Concurring in Result; Dissenting
Opinion by Judge Teague; 05/04/88.
Attorneys:

Glen 0. Lewis and Louis E. Sturns.

Ct. App. Decision:
1985).

695 S.W. 2d 112 (Tex. App.

--

Fort Worth

EVIDENCE -- COMPLAINANT'S PRIOR SEXUAL CONDUCT -- TESTIMONY THAT
COMPLAINANT HAD ENGAGED IN PROSTITUTION AND HAD REPUTATION AS A
COMMON PROSTITUTE.
Facts: D was charged with the aggravated sexual abuse and
raised the defense of consent. In support of this defense, D
offered the testimony of a witness that she and complainant had
engaged in acts of prostitution together and testimony of a witness who knew the complainant's reputation as a common
prostitute. The trial court, on the authority of Tex. Penal Code
Ann. 1 21.13 (a) and (b) [now Tex. R. Crirn. Evid. Rule 4121,
refused to admit the evidence.
Held: Prior sexual conduct of a compalining witness must be
both material and its probative value must outweigh its
prejudicial effect.
Evidence of a complainantts prior
prostitution is no more material than other sexual activity in
terms of showing consent. Because the evidence did not involve
prior acts with the D and there was substantial evidence showing
violence and rebutting consent, the trial court thus did not
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abuse its discretion by excluding the testimony.

* * * * *

Roger CANADA, No. 69,704 -- Post-Conviction Relief Granted;
Opinion by Judge Duncan; Judge Teague Concurs; 05/11/88.
POST CONVICTION WRIT -- TIME CREDITS -- TEXAS CONSTITUTION
REQUIRES THAT INMATE RECEIVE CREDIT FOR TIME INCARCERATED PENDING
A PAROLE REVOCATION HEARING.
Facts: The D was incarcerated twice on pre-revocation hearing, parole violator warrants, once for 74 days and then later
for 54 days. He claimed that he should have received flat-time
credit against his sentence for these time periods awaiting
parole revocation hearings. To obtain this credit he filed an
11.07 writ.
Held: As to the first period of incarceration, D was already
receiving credit for it, and thus relief was denied. However, as
to the second detention, the Court found that the denial of
credit by the Board of Pardons and Paroles for that prerevocation incarceration pursuant to Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann.
art. 42.18, 5 15(a), was violative of due course of law under
Tex. Const. art. I,
19.
The violation occurs because by
permitting the Board to deny credit for time served while
awaiting a parole revocation hearing, art. 42.18, § 15(a), chills
the parolee's decision to exercise his right to a revocation
hearing since by waiving a hearing he can immediately begin
receiving credit on his sentence.

Alvin A. JEFFERSON, No. 327-85 -- On States PDR:
Theft
Conviction Affirmed -- Opinion by Presiding Judge Onion; Judges
McCormick and White Concur; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Duncan,
joined by Judges Clinton, Teague and Campbell; 05/11/88.
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Attorney:

William R. Copeland

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT -- HOLDING ON UNCONSTITUTIONALITY OF SPEEDY
TRIAL A m APPLIED RETROACTIVELY TO REINSTATE CONVICTION REVERSED
BY COURT OF APPEALS
Facts: Prior to trial, the D moved to dismiss his felony
theft prosecution under the Speedy Trial Act, Tex. Code Crim.
Ann, art. 32A.02, and it was denied.
The El Paso Court of
Appeals reversed, holding that the speedy trial motion should
have been granted.
Despite the fact that the State never
attacked the constitutionality in the Court of Appeals, PDR was
granted on that basis.
Held:
Meshell, 739 S.W. 2d 246 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987),
declared the Speedy Trial Act unconstitutional in its entirety
due to a perceived violation of the separation of powers
doctrine. Because an unconstitutional statute is void ab initio,
it cannot provide any basis for relief, and thus, the-court
of
Appeals erred in reversing based upon the act.
Note:

The dissenters appear to make a good point about
the failure of the State to raise the issue of
unconstitutionality before the PDR stage.
Given
the fact that defendants are regularly denied
review of issues not raised in the Court of
Appeals, the State should have been estopped by its
procedural default from attacking the Court of
Appeals decision on this basis.

Bobby Aralan OWENBY, No. 69,707 -- On post-Conviction Writ:
Relief Granted -- Opinion by Judge McCormick; Judge White
Dissents
UNCONSTITUTIONAL RANGE OF PUNISHMENT
FINE AMOUNT VOIDS SENTENCE

-- CONSIDERATION OF ILLEGAL

Facts: D was convicted of possession of methamphetamine with
intent to deliver.
His punishment was assessed at 20 years
imprisonment. He attacks his sentence as being based upon an
unconstitutional range of punishment.
Held: Under Crisp, 661 S.W. 2d 944 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983),
the 1981 amendments to the Controlled Substances Act were
declared unconstitutional due to a defective caption. The pun-
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ishment range under t h e i n v a l i d amendment was t h e same a s p r i o r
law except t h a t it added an o p t i o n a l f i n e of up t o $20,000.
Although no f i n e was assessed a g a i n s t t h e D, t h e Court was unable
t o say t h a t t h e T r i a l Court d i d n o t t a k e t h e u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l
f i n e amount i n t o account i n sentencing.
Accordingly, t h e sent e n c e i s s e t a s i d e and t h e c a s e remanded i o r resentencing.
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CALIFORNIA V . GREENWOOD. No. 86-684 -- Opinion by Justice
White; Dissenting Opinion by Justice Brennan, joined by Justice
Marshall: [Justice Kennedy Abstaining]; May 16, 1988; Reversing
and Remanding.
SEARCH 8 SEIZURE -- NO EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY IN GARBAGE PLACED
CURBSIDE IN SEALED BAGS FOR PICK-UP:
FACTS:
Investigator from Laguna Beach Police Dept receives
info that criminal suspect has told DEA agent a truck filled with
drugs was en route to D's houses additionally D's neighbor had
complained of late-night heavy traffic in front of D's single
family home. with some vehicles staying only moments.
Investigator begins surveillance -- sees several vehicles
make brief stops during late night and early morning hours;
follows truck from D's house to residence "that had previously
been under investigation as a narcotics trafficking location".
Investigator asked regular trash collector to pick up
plastic garbage bags that D had left on curb in front of his
house and +o turn them over to her w/o mixing their contents with
garbage'from other houses.
Search
through rubbish revealed "items indicative of
narcotics use". This formed basis of search warrant affidavit.
During execution of warrant, quantities of
hashish found. D arrested but makes bail.

cocaine and

Police continue to receive reports of many late-night
A second "search" of garbage revealed
visitors to D's house.
more evidence of narcotics use.
Second search warrant secured based on info from 2nd trash
search. Once again, when warrant was executed, police found more
narcotics and evidence of drug trafficking.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY:
State court dismissed charges based on
California decision holding that warrantless trash searches
violate 4th Amendment and California constitution.
California
Ct/App affirmed dismissal on federal grounds [See NOTE, below];
California S.Ct. denied St's petition for review.
NOTE:

Since 1982 California (by state constitutional
amendment) has barred suppression of evidence
seized in violation of Calif. law but not
federal law.
Texas does not have a similar provision.

See.
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Art. 38.23. CCP.
However. TCA has indicated
that it will not interpret search and seizure
provisions of Tex. Const. (Art. I, Sec. 9) more
broadly than 4th Amendment.
Osban. 726//107
(TCA 19861, a 6-3 decision, favorably quoted
from earlier Brown plurality opinlon. 657//797
(TCA 1983) holding:
"...CTlhis
Court has opted to interpret our
Constitution in harmony with the Supreme Court's
opinions lnterpretlng the Fourth Amendment.
We
shall conttnue on this path until such time as
we are statutorily or constitutionally mandated
to do otherwise."
D urged: that he had and exhibited an expecD'S ARGUMENT:
-- i .e., it
tatlon of privacy in the trash that was searched
was placed in street in opaque bags for collection at a flxed
time, and the garbage collector was expected to pick it up and
mingle it with the trash of others, depositing it at dump.

HELD:
Even If D did not expect that the contents of his
garbage would become known to police or other members of the
public, thls is not an expectation of privacy society will accept
as objectively reasonable:
"It is common knowledge that plastlc garbage bags left
on or at the side of a public street are readily accessible to animals, children, scavengers, snoops, and
other members of the public."
To support this view of society's expectatlons, SCt cited to
newspaper columnist's suggesting hunts for discarded cents-off
coupons, and 1975 incldent where Henry Kissinger's garbage was
seized by weekly tabloid reporter.
NOTE:

When listing state court decisions holding
may
conduct
warrantless
that
police
searches and searches of garbage discarded
in public areas, SCt cited Willis. 518//
247 (TCA 1975).

DISSENT: "A single bag of trash, Ilke a search of
the bedrooom, can relate intimate details about
sexual practices, health, and personal hygiene.
Like rifling through desk drawers or intercepting
phone calls, rummaging through trash can divulge
the target's financial and professional status,
political affiliations and inclinations, private
thoughts, personal relationships, and romantic
interests.
It cannot be doubted that a sealed
trash bag harbors telllng evidence of the 'inti-
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mate actlvlty assoclated with the "sanctity of a
man's
home and the privacies of life"' which the
Fourth Amendment is deslgned to protect."
*

*

*

*

I

HUDDLESTON V. UNITED STATES, No. 87-6
Justice Rehnquist; May 2. 1988; Affirming

--

Opinion by

Chief

EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES -- WHAT TYPE OF PRELIMINARY SHOWING MUST BE
MADE UNDER FED.R.EVID. 404(b) TO ALLOW INTRODUCTION OF "SIMILAR
-- MUST TRIAL JUDGE FIRST DETERMINE THAT "SIMILAR ACT"
ACT"
HAS BEEN PROVED BY PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE BEFORE ALLOWING JURY
Unanimous SCt answers "no".
TO RECEIVE EVIDENCE ?
HELD:
T/J does
have to make a preliminary findinq that
D in fact committed the "similar act" prosecution intends to
introduce under Fed.R.Evid. 404(b). f / J need only determine that
there is sufficient evidence to support a finding by the jury
that D committed the act.
NOTE:

The Texas version of the federal rule is
found in Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 404(b).
The pertinent language is identical, except that
the Texas rule adds:
"provided.
upon timely request by the
accused, reasonable notice is given in
advance of trial of intent to introduce in
the State's case in chief such evidence
other than that arising in the same transaction."
The addition of this notice requirement
has no bearing on the issue here. However,
Huddleston only involved interpretation of
federal rules of evidence, and is not
binding on Texas courts.
Prior to this
opinion there was a conflict in the federal
Courts of Appeals over the need for a preliminary finding.

WHEAT V. UNITED STATES, No. 87-4 -- Opinion by Chief Justice
Rehnquist: Dissenting Opinion by Justice Marshall, joined by
Justice Brennan; Dissenting Opinion by Justice Stevens, joined by
Justice Blackrnun; May 23, 1988: Affirminq
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RIGHT TO COUNSEL -- CONFLICT OF INTEREST FROM JOINT REPRESENTA-- DOES T/J ABUSE DISCRETION IN NOT ALLOWING D'S REQUEST
TION
FOR REPRESENTATION BY ATTORNEY REPRESENTING CO-Ds?
5-Justlce
majority says "no".
FACTS:
D charged with numerous co-Ds with participation In
far-flung drug distrlbution conspiracy over several year period.
-- receiving and
D's role was primary that of intermediary
storing marijuana in home and then distributing to customers in
region.
Co-Ds X and Y were represented by Atty Z. X was tried first
X did offer to plead
and acquitt.ed of charges overlapping D's.
on tax evasion 8 illegal importation of illegal merchandise but
plea had not been accepted at time of D's trial. Y pled guilty.
2 days prior to trial D moved to substitute Atty Z.
Gov't
(1)
X
objected on grounds that serious conflict of interest:
could withdraw plea if rejected by T/C, at later trial D was
(2) Y had been offered modification of Govt's
likely witness;
position at sentencing in exchange for testimony against D.

D arqued his right to have counsel of choice and willingness
of X 8 Y and D to waive right to conflict-free counsel.
T/J found that irreconcilable confllct existed which
not be waived, and denied M/Substitute.

could

HELD:
SCt rejected argument that waiver by all affected
defendants cures any problems of multiple representation.
T/J must be allowed "substantial latitude" in refusing
waivers of conflict of interest -- even when that conflict is
"potential".
Although SCt recognized 6th Amendment presumption in favor
of D's attorney of choice, "that presumption may be overcome not
only by a demonstration o f actual conflict but by a showing of a
serious potential for conflict."

No. 86-6284
-Opinion by Justice
SATTERWHITE V. TEXAS,
O'Connor; Concurring Opinion by Justice Marshall, joined by
Justice Brennan and in part by Justice Blackmun; Concurring
Opinion by Justice Blackrnun; [Justice Kennedy Abstaining]; May
31, 1988; Reversing Texas Capital Murder Conviction.
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NOTE:

Capital murder conviction affirmed on direct
appeal at 726//81.

-- VIOLATION OF ESTELLE V . SMIY [i.e.,
RIGHT TO COUNSEL
CAPITAL D'S RIGHT TO CONSULT WITH ATTORNEY BEFORE SUBMITTING TO
PSYCHIATRIC EXAM ON "FUTURE DANGEROUSNESS"]
IS SUBJECT TO
F'ARMLESS ERROR ANALYSIS.
BACKGROUND:

Estelle v. Smit&. 451 U.S. 454 (1981)held
that capital D had 6th Amendment right to
consult with counsel before submitting to
psychiatric exam intended to assess his
"future dangerousness" under the special
issues of Art. 37.071(b)(2), CCP.

FACTS:
D was examined by Dr. Grigson in Bexar County Jail
after he had been formally charged and obtained court-appointed
counsel. Counsel was not notified that exam would take place.
Dr. Grigson reported that D had "a severe antisocial
personality disorder and is extremely dangerous and will commit
future acts of violence". Grigson testified at trial that in his
opinion D presented a continuinq threat to society through acts
of criminal violence, was a 10 plus on a 10 scale, and was beyond
reach of psychiatric rehabilitation.
TCA recognized that Estelle v. Smith was violated. but
concluded error was harmless because an average jury would have
found the properly admitted evidence sufficient to sentence D to
death. Although acknowledging prior SCt decisions holding that a
6th
Amendment violation which taints the entire
criminal
proceeding can never be considered harmless, TCA reasoned that
Per se rule is inappropriate where error relates only to admission of particular evidence.
HELD: SCt 5-justice majority agrees with TCA that "harmless
error" is the proper standard,
but disagrees with
TCA's
application of that test.
Important to SCt's conclusions were facts that:
Grigson's
testimony was particularly damning, he was only psychiatrist to
testify on issue,
D.A.
place significant weight on this
testimony, and the testimony was strong and unequivocal.
NOTE:

Harmless error test is found in Chapman--v.
California,
386 U.S. 18 (1967).
As applied
-here, it would require reviewing court to conclude
"beyond
a reasonable
doubt"
that
Grigson's .expert testimony on D's future dangerousness
did not influence the jury in
answering the special issue.
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T E X A S

C O U R T S

O F

A P P E A L S

Craig Wayne SEUBERT,
Nos. 01-86-0057-CR and 01-86-0059-CR.
Houston [lst] Ct/App -- Opinion by Justice Cohen; Concurring
3pinion by Justice Hoyt; April 1 1 . 1988; Conviction Reversed.
ATTORNEY:

Brent Lledtke

Slip Opinion Service Date:

April 20, 1988.

JURY -- WHITE D SUCCESSFUL IN CHALLENGE TO JURY ON WHICH 3 OF 4
BLACK VENIREMEN WERE STRUCK:
FACTS:
D tried for agg. sex. assault and attempted agg.
4th Black was
kidnapping.
DA struck 3 of 4 Blacks on venire.
TDC guard and served on jury.
PROCEDURAL NOTE:
D moved to dismiss Jury and for
mistrial after State rested at guilt/innocence.
Case was tried before Batson [I06 S.Ct. 1712
(1986)l was decided.
For pre-Batson cases, this
method of challenge was considered timely. Henry.
729//732 (TCA 1987)
CAUTION:
Under either a true Batson challenge or
this type of attack, procedural method used here
would NO LONGER be timely.
DA testified and gave reasons for striking 2 of 3 Blacks.
Concerning 4th Black, no questions were asked and record shows DA
knew nothing about him except race.
HELD:
D has right not to have St deny him opporunity to be
Judged by jury representative of entire community.
Ct/App r-e.iects St's claim that D has no standing to complain
because he is White and struck veniremen were Black.
Ct
analogized to cases where men can complain of
systematic
exclusion of women, etc.
Batson was grounded on equal protection clause of 14th
Amendment.
Because D was White, he did not suffer equal
protection violation.
However, Ct/App found that D suffered due
process and 6th Amendment violations.
A
-

Altho Batson not directly applicable,
it provided "a
practical model to follow in this case". St was required to make
a racially neutral explanation of striking. Record did not rebut
inference that strike was made because of race.
Error was not
shown to be harmless by evidence that jury selected w a s fairly
representative.
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SUFF I C 1 ENCY
BURGLARY :

--

CIRCUMSTANTIAL

EVIDENCE lNSUFFICIENT TO

SHOW

Ct/App found following facts insufficient to connect D to
Neighbor saw car drive slowly down street
burglary of house:
after killing lights and park across from X's residence.
One of
2 of X's
garage doors were open. Neighbor saw man leave car and
start toward X's house; neighbor called police.
When off l cer
arrives he sees car and figure running down street; woman and
baby found in car [different name from D; no relationship given].
In X's backyard. wife's purse found and picnic bench is
Garage door
pushed against back fence -- which has been broken.
is open. No attempts are made to take fingerprints.
D was apprehended 3 blocks away standing waist deep in
hedge.
He was never identified as person entering or fleeing.
Ct/App held evidence only a strong suspicion or probablity of
gui It.

Forest Leon ETHINGTON,
No. 02-87-055-CR -- Ft. Worth Ct/App
-- Opinion by Justice Fender -- Conviction Reversed; April 6.
1988

ATTORNEYS:

John H . Hagler
Douslas D. Mulder

Slip Opinion Service Date:
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSE

--

April 13. 1988

NOT SUFFICIENTLY "SIMILAR":

FACTS:
CW killed during robbery of his coin shop.
X
testified that D planned robbery and acted as lookout while X and
Y commlted.
X also said that Y shot CW 3 times in head with D's
pistol which was fitted with silencer.
D was discovered in
possession of pistol, silencer and fruits of robbery.
Evidence was admitted on extraneous offense of armored car
Z had previously testified, to corroborate
robbery through 2 .
St's other evidence of D's involvement, that:
I. D looked at 2 coin shops while Z was traveling from
California to Tx with D and Y;
2. Z watched
0 build and test fire silencer attached to
his pistol;
3. D told Z the right way to rob a coin shop.
Evidence of the extraneous offense involved an armored truck
robbery committed by 2 . Y and D.
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CAUTION:

Ct/App noted that error could have been
harmless If St had shown, or Ct/App
could judicially notice, that desplte
St's
peremptory
challenges, Blacks
weren't
significantly underrepresented
on jury compared to their 7. in group
from which venire was drawn.

No. 01-87-00226-CR -- Houston Clst] Ct/App
Alton Curtis ADAMS,
-- Opinion by Justice Cohen; April 28, 1988; Conviction Reversed
ATTORNEY:

Fredla Lewis

Slip Opinlon Service Date:

May

4.

1988

CONFRONTATION -- DEAF DEFENDANT WHO DOES NOT KNOW SIGN LANGUAGE
OR LIP READING -- NEED FOR INTERPRETER!
FACTS:
D was deaf.
He did not "sign" and had 1 imited
ability
to read lips.
Prior to trial D-atty moved for
interpreter under Art. 38.31 CCP.
During trial, on direct exam handwritten questions were
given to D by his atty, and then answered orally.
Ct/App noted
D
that record showed only 2 other times when trial-atty gave
written explanations [i-e., waiving trial by jury and a written
summary of complainant's testimony].
D could not understand DA on cross-exam.
questions.

DA wrote out some

HELD:
Based
on state and fed.
constitutional
law
Ce.s.,
confrontation, assistinq in own defense; effective
assistance of counsel], t/c required to fashion remedy "suitable
to overcome a particular defendant's disability".
Ct/App recognized that the precise terms of Art. 38.31 do not authorize or
require simultaneous stenographic transcription; however, since
that was the only form of communication that would have helped D,
a obligation was found to exist outside statute.

Richard Cesario AVINA,
No. 02-87-140-CR -- Ft. Worth Ct/App
-- Opinion by Justice Farris; May 26, 1988; Conviction Reversed
ATTORNEY:

Abe Factor

Slip Opinion Service Date:

June 1 , 1988
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App. 1982).
Where the indictment mentioned possession of methaqualone when methaqualone
was noi on any list or schedule, the indictment was fundamentally defective. Ex
609 S.W.2d 540 (Tex. Cr.
pwte HOMWII,
App. 1980); Ex parte Tiptun, supra
(hashish); Moss I,. State, 617 S.W.2d268
(Tex. Cr. App. 1981) (secobarbital).
An indictment for possession of Lidocaine, a type of procaine that was not
named within the Dangerous Drugs Act,
failed Lo state that the possession was
without a valid prescription and thus was
fundamentally defective. fi-parte S111itl1,
692 S.W.2d 518 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985).
Prior to the addition of cocaine to the
schedules within the Controlled Substances
Act the failure of the indictment to allege
that the cocaine was an isomer of coca
leaves resulted in the indictment being fundamentally defective. Evpmte Wung, 612
S.W.2d 548 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981); Es
purte Perez, 618 S.W.2d 770 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1981).
For another example of an indictment
which would no longer be fundamentally
defective see Ellerbee s. State, 631
S.W.2d 480 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981) where
the indictment failed to allege that the THC
was "other than marihuana".
An obtaining controlled substances
through fraud indictment was fundamentally defective for failure to allege a
substance within the act as the substance
sought. E.xparte Everett, 635 S.W.2d 554
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982); Harrell 1'. Stnte,
643 S.W.2d 686 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983).

the defect was fundamental and relief was
ordered. fi parte Herrera, 608 S.W.2d
613 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980). But see Ev
parte McFarland, 632 S.W.2d 62 1 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1982) where the allegation of
"on or about" rendered the impossible
date April 3 1 , 1978, acceptable.
Where, on June 13, 1981, the statute
made criminal contact between the genitals
of the actor and the mouth or anus of the
victim, a definition later expanded to include the charged conduct, to-wit contact
between the victim's anus and a dildo held
by thc ;~pplicant,rclicfwar grontcil iluc 10
~ h certainty
c
of the d;w as ~llcgcdat wl~ich
time the act committed was not criminal.
Evpurte Hmikirrs, 722 S.W.2d 424 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
If the indictment alleges that the offense
occurred on a date beyond the statute of
limitations without alleging a reason for the
tolling of the statute, the indictment is fundamentally defective. E.7 par& Colo~ty,
601 S.W.2d 357 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
Witness Tampering
A prosecution under V.A.T.C., Penal
Code, Section 36.06 must be had pursuant
to an indictment which alleges "with intent to influence the witness." Er pnrte
P~rllin,608 S.W.2d 935 (Tex. Cr. App.
1980).
Gambling Offenses

In an attack on a probation revocation
the Court held that the failure to provide
the names of those persons to whom the
appellant provided the opportunity to
Escape
gamble rendered the charging instrument
In Es pnrte Walling, 605 S.W.2d 621 fundamentally defective. Odmn I,. State,
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980) the Court set out the 628 S.W.2d 804 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
See Evparte Heaner, 629 S.W.2d 756
elements of escape and held the indictn~ent
at issue fundamentally defective for failure (Tex. Cr. App. 1987) wherein the Court
to allege that the escape was froni held that where the applicant had been con"custody." However the phrase "escaped victed of "receiving and recording" a bet,
from his confinement in the Harris County the burden was on hini to show that
Detention Center" necessarily included the adverse collaterally consequences flowed
froni the "receiving" part of the indictstatutory phrase, "escaped from custody"
in Expf~rteCarroll,659 S.W.2d 437 (Tex. ment and not the "recording" portion. See
Adley 11. State, 718 S.W.2d682 (Tex. Cr.
Cr. App. 1983).
~ p p 1985).
]
In EY urrrte Elliott. No. 69.964
Cr.
. (Tex.
,
Date Problems
App. 1988) the Court was confronted with
Where the indictment alleged the dateof a charging instrument which alleged that
commission of the offense as the "10th day the applicant did "receive and record and
of November, 198", an impossible date, offer . . ." instead of "receive and record
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an offer . . ." to bet. The Court held that
such a charging instrument does nar allege
the offense of gambling promotion.
Theft
Perhaps the most important case in theft
prosecutions involving fundamentally
defective indictments is Reytrolds 1,. State,
547 S.W.2d 590 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976)
wherein the Court held that the failure to
allege that the taking was without the
owner's effective consent rendered the
indictment fundamentally defective. See
also Exparte Cl~ildress,606 S.W.2d 926
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980) wherein the prior
was bad due to a R e y ~ ~ l dindictment.
s
The case was remanded for resentencing
since the judge had originally assessed
punishment.
An indictment for theft of services must
allege an injured party or it is fundamentally defective. E.x parte M~moz,657
S.W.2d 105 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983).
In Ev purte Adanre, 632 S.W.2d 619
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982) the Court held that
a theft by receiving indictment was not
fundamentally defective for failure to
allege that the property was stolen "by
another" as long as the indictment did
allege that the applicant knew the property had been stolen.
In lvhitel~errd1,. State, No. 582-86 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1988) the Court held that a theft
indictment which depends on aggregation
of the amounts of money stoIen must state
within the indictment that the theft was a
part of a continuing scheme. Such allegation is an essential element of a theft
indictment which depends on aggregation.
Whether or not such would be cognizable
on habeas corpus has not been determined.
Attempts
An indictment for attempt need not be
as specific as an indictment for the attempted offense and need not allege the
elements of that attempted offense.
IVillian~s11. State, 544 S:W.Zd 428 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1976). hl the same vein an
attempt indictment need not allege the
intent required in the attempted felony.
Yorrr~gI,. State, 675 S.W.2d 770 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1984). The allegation of attempt
satisfies the need for a culpable mental
state as to the attempted felony. E.x pwte
Bailey, 600 S.W.2d 331 (Tex. Cr. App.

not bar retrial. 'Ilzo~npson11. State, 527 victim in fear or to cause some form of
injury. Exparte Bunch, 608 S.W.2d 641
S.W.2d 888 (Tex. Cr. App. 1975).
What effect the recent additions to (Tex. Cr. App. 1980); Ex patte County,
decision. Where an applicant dismissed his Anrcie 1.14, V.A.C.C.P. will have on the 577 S.W.2d 260 (Tex. Cr. App. 1979); Er
appeal in order to file an application pur- entire issue of fundamentally defective porle Luddington, 614 S.W.2d 427 (Tex.
suant to Article 11.07, he found that he had indictments is not known at this time. The Cr. App. 1981).
waived all of his evidentiary contentions. article plainly states that defects of form
Burglary
Expane Robitison, 639 S.W.2d 953 (Tex. or substance must be raised pretrial or
Cr. App. 1982).
they are waived. Obviously this provision
In EA patte Billey, 604 S.W.2d 193
will not have any effect on a case where
Areas of Habeas Relief
the statute was not in effect at the time of (Tex. Cr. App. 1980) the Court reviewed
the trial. However, given the time lag be- a burglary indictment from a conviction
The list of cases included herein cannot tween convictions and the filing of applica- used to enhance the primary conviction's
possibly cover every case wherein habeas tions seeking habeas relief, it is anticipated punishment and found it lacking for failure
relief was granted or denied, however, a that the answer will be forthcoming to allege "with intent to commit [any
felony] or theft." See also Ex parte
few highlights have been listed below by shortly.
general subject matter. I have elected to
Lighgoot, 612 S.W.2d 935 (Tex. Cr. App.
1981). Further, where the prosecution is
follow Mr. Walter Prentice's outline from
Constitutional Requirements
the Advanced Criminal Law Course, with
brought under V.T.C.A., Penal Code,
his permission, due to its logic and
In E1' parte Wantell, 606 S.W.2d 923 Section 30.02(a)(l), the indictment must
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980) the Court, upholding allege that the building (or any portion
simplicity.
long precedent, held that an indictment thereof) was "not then and there open to
which did not conclude with the phrase the public." E r parte Prestridge, 605
Jurisdictional Issues
"against the peace and dignity of the S.W.2d 922 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
Indictn~entsand Infornlations
State" was fundamentally defective. OmisA burglary indictment which alleges
sion of an essential element of the offense burglary of a trailer is not fundamentally
Lack ofjurisdiction may be raised at any can cause the conviction to fall. El palre defective. E.x parte Raleigh, 688 S.W.2d
time. In 1973 the Court of Criminal Ap- Fuqua, 548 S.W.2d 909 (Tex. Cr. App. 854 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985).
peals held that the applicant had waived the 1977); L 3 parte Cavitt, 580 S.W.2d 35
ability to challenge a defective indictment (Tex. Cr. App. 1979). And in Jones 12.
Possession of a Forged
by his failure to raise it at trial or on direct State, 622 S.W.2d 109 (Tex. Cr. App.
Driver's License
appeal. Exparre RO~CIYS,
502 S.W.2d 803 1981) the information was held to be
(Tex. Cr. App. 1973). However, in fundamentally defective because it did not
An essential element of the offense of
Standley v. State, 517 S.W.2d 538 (Tex. begin, "In the name and by authority of possession of a forged driver's license is
Cr. App. 1975) the Court reversed itself the State of Texas . . ."
that the possess~onbe with the intent to
and found that a collateral attack on a
"use, sell, circulate or pass the license."
defective indictment was authorized.
Robbery and Aggravated Robbery
The failure to allege the proper culpable
Roberts subsequently received relief. E.t
mental state renders the indictment funpot te Robetts, 522 S.W.2d 462 (Tex. Cr.
In Et purfe Snelson, 601 S.W.2d 358 damentally defective. Exparte Holbrook,
App. 1975). In Ex parte Oliver, 703 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980) the Court held that 606 S.W.2d 925 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
S.W.2d 205 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986) the a robbery indictment which failed to allege
Court held that a fundamentally defective that the action was taken "with intent to
Drug Offenses
indictment could be attacked collaterally obtain and maintain control of the propeven though the applicant had served his erty" was fundainentally defective. But in
An indictment charging delivery of
time and discharged his sentence. Keep in Marlitfez v. State, 644 S.W.2d 486 (Tex. marihuana must inclnde a culpable mental
mind that a lack of notice cannot be raised Cr. App. 1983) the Court held that use of state or it is fundatnentally defective. Es
on habeas. Erparte Ba~itness,739 S.W.2d the phrase "with Intent to appropriate parre Kwh)), 626 S.W.2d 533 (Tex. Cr.
51 (Tex. Cr. App. 1987).
App. 1981).
property" was an adequate substitute.
E.1' parte Santellano, 644 S.W.2d 33 1
Prosecutions involving controlled subSince Standley, supra, hundreds of
applications have been granted on the (Tex Cr. App. 1980) held that an aggra- stances or dangerous drugs require use of
proposition that the indictment was fun- vated robbery indictment must allege that the statutory desc~iptionor the indictment
damentally defective in that such an indict- the threatening or pIacing in fear was done is fundamentally defectwe. Exparte Tipment does not confer jurisdiction on the "knowingly" or "mtentionally." Thus, a ton, 617 S.W.2d 262 (Tex. Cr. App.
trial court. The reason that any particular robbery or aggravated robbery indictment 1981); ET parre Wong, 612 S.W.2d 548
indictment is fundainentally defective must include two culpable mental states, (Tex. Cr. App. 1980); Et pmte Bonsnl,
varies from case to case. Keep in mind that the intent to obtain and maintain control 623 S.W.2d356 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981); Et
a fitndamentally defective indictment does of the property and the intent to place the parte Ewrett, 635 S.W.2d 554 (Tex. Cr.
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Ct/App
writ.

noted that D was free to develop facts in post-conviction
PRACTICE GUIDE:

This opinion could have possible
negative
ramffications on attempts to develop
ineffective
assistance claim as ground for
granting new trial.
Although
such a claim is not expressly
listed in grounds for new trial
[See Rule 30, Tex.R.App.P.1. some
t/judges have been allowing a
record to be made via a MNT
hearing.

FROM OUR READERS
The attorney in the Ricky Lyn RODGERS' appeal [reported
March 1988 issue] was LEON HALEY.
[Conviction reversed
Issue: Finality of prior convictions alleged for enhancement
Is shock probation a final conviction?l

Concerning the
April 1988 issue],
comment [concerning
the exception to the

in
---

Francisco GONZALES decision [reported in
attorney ROBERT BASKETT suggests that the
the need for contemporaneous objections and
rule] stating:

"the theory underlying this 'exception' is that such
argument is so improper and so harmful that the trial
judge should know what is happening and take steps to
correct it"
is inaccurate.

He offers the following:

"The 'exception' applies when the error is so egregious
that
the trial court could
have cured
(or
'corrected') the harm, and would have had no choice but
to declare a mistrial.
If the error was in fact one
the trial court could have 'corrected,' then the
'exception' would p a apply, and contemporaneous objection would be required."
Mr. Baskett is still pursuing the appeal on M/Rehearing.
Mike Gibson were
the trial lawyers.

198R

He and

The attorney in the Elroy CHANDLER appeal [reported in March
issue] (reversal and acquittal) was MARK WOERNER.
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1980); Whitlow v. State, 609 S.W.2d 808
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980). See also Ex parte
Bartn~ess,739 S.W.2d51 (Tex. Cr. App.
1987) where the Court held that theallegation "attempt to cause the death"
substitutes for "intent to cause the death."
Such indictment alleges all of the elements
of the offense and thus is not fundamentally defective. The elements of an attempt
indictment are set out in McCrary v. State,
642 S.W.2d 450 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
Attempt provisions do apply to the Controlled Substances Act for crimes committed after May 2, 1979. Evparte Holbrook,
609 S.W.2d 541 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
Weapons Offenses

a five count indictment and an attachment
which applied only to two of the counts.
After the indictment had been returned
with the attachment it became separated.
An assistant D.A, attempted to attach a
copy but was found out. Then the two affected counts were dismissed on motion of
the state. Neither the loss of the attachment

Publications For Sale
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Purchase

By its own ternis V.A.T.C., Penal
Code, Section 46.04 requires inclusion of
a culpable mental state. E.xparte Vaughn,
643 S.W.2d 934 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
And a felon in possession indictment must
allege a prior conviction for a crime of
violence. Exparte Moses, 600 S.W.2d 936
(Tex. Cr. App. 1980).
Sexual Offenses
Under the old aggravated rape statute,
now repealed, the indictment had to allege
the harm was to be inminently inflicted or
it was fundanlentally defective. Relief was
granted after repeal of the statute. Hossie
1,. State, 667 S.W.2d 539 (Tex. Cr. App.
1984). Further under the old statute, an
aggravated rape indictment had to allege
a culpable mental state. E.v parte
634 S.W.2d 815 (Tex. Cr.
McWilliar~~s,
App. 1980); &parre Perez, 612 S.W.2d
612 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
In Go~grmagel11. State, No. 694-86 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1988), an indecent exposure
case, the Court held that the information
was fundamentally defective because it
failed to allege sufficient facts showing
why the act was reckless. Such a charging
instrument must inform the defendant of
"the nature of his alleged recklessness."
Miscellaneous Provisions
In a case that is interesting in its facts
the Court expounded on what actions can
make an indictment fundamentally defective. The case, Martinez v. State, 742
S.W.2d 687(Tex. Cr. App. 1987) involved

(which did not supply an element of the remaining three counts) nor the action of the
assistant D.A. (which the Court labeled a
"nullity") voided the three remaining
counts and they were not fundamentally
defective. If the missing attachment had
supplied an element of the counts then the
result would have been different.
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Effects of Fundamental
Defects in Charging
Instruments
If a conviction is based on a fundamentally defective charging instrument an applicant is entitled to relief even though he
may have entered into a plea bargain and
was precluded from appeal under the terms
of Article 44.02, V.A.C.C.P. Es pnrte
Barcello, 577 S.W.2d 499 (Tex. Cr. App.
1979). He is entitled to relief from his
primary conviction and incarceration if a
conviction used to enhance his punishment
was based on a fundamentally defective indictment. Wmnle)? 1,. State, 614 S.W.2d 834
(Tex. Cr. App. 1981). This case is interesting also for the reason that the Court
approved an application for habeas relief,
filed during the pendency of his direct appeal, as a pro se appellate brief and then
reversed, finding the prior to be bad for
failure to allege that the taking was without
the owner's effective consent. The failure
to object was of no moment since the error
was fundamental. In fact, fundamentally
defective indictments may be one of the
few remaining errors cognizable on habeas
corpus without an objection. E.r pmte
m i t e , 659 S.W.2d 434 (Tex. Cr. App.
1983); Hill v. State, 633 S.W.2d 520 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1982). See E.spnrteRidley, 658
S.W.2d 177 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983).
Does E x p a n e Renier, 734 S.W.2d 349
(Tex. Cr. App. 1987) change the rules for
habeas as they relate to relief from fundamentally defective charging instruments
in prior cases used to enhance? See Exporte W~ite,659 S.W.2d 434 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1983). The answer must be no if
there has been confinement under that conviction or the current one. "To condition
his entitlement to relief upon another conviction and confinement and then invocation of Article 11.07 is to deny constitutional protection . . ." E.v parte Renier,
supra. However, the applicant in E s p w t e
Retrier, supra, who had never suffered
confinement, had the legal avenue of
Article V, Section 8, Texas Constitution,
with its appurtenant appellate rights. See
E r parte Oliver, 703 S.W.2d 205 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986). However, see E.v pnrte
Rlissell, 738 S.W.2d 644 (Tex. Cr. App.
1987) wherein the Court held that while
a prior conviction used to enhance which
is based on a fundamentally defective
indictment can be attacked via habeas
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corpus, a similarly void conviction, used
only as a part of the applicant's prior
criminal history is waived by a failure to
object.
For those of you who have clients suffering confinement due to an invalid charging instrument in a prior conviction used
to enhance, 11.07 certainly offers a path
to relief. Otherwise the lack of an objection will preclude relief.

Other Jurisdictional Defects
Improper Waivers
of Charging Instruments

transfer order. Expane Allen, 618 S.W.2d
(Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
Where an indictment alleged that the
applicant was 16 years old when he committed the crime but the evidence showed
that he was really 17 years old at the time
of the commission of the offense he was
not entitled to relief. Ex parte Hunt, 613
S.W.2d 426 (Tex. Cr. App. 1981).
Where the applicant had been certified
as an adult but the charges were subsequently dismissed and he, after turning 17
years of age, was indicted, the Court
refused to grant relief since the failure to
hold an examining trial was mooted by the
dismissal and that earlier failure did not
affect the subsequent legal indictment. Ex
parre Thontus, 739 S.W.2d 363 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1987). Note that this case involves
an earlier juvenile system which allowed
indictment for an offense committed prior
to the defendant's seventeenth birthday as
long as the defendant was 17 at the time
of the indictment.

Conviction of a felony on information
without a valid waiver of the indictment
renders the conviction void. Ex parte
Snritlt, 650 S.W.2d 68 (Tex. Cr. App.
1983); S~IIIIIIOIIS
11. State, 629 S.W.2d 38
(Tex. Cr. App. 1981). However, a felony
information filed after such a valid waiver
need not be based upon a complaint. Chnppie 1'. State, 521 S.W.2d 280 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1975); E.r pnrte Eldridge, 572
Consanguinity and Other Conflicts
S.W.2d 716 (Tex. Cr. App. 1978). Of
course a complaint is not required for a
In what may qualify as one of the oddest
valid indictment. Clropple 18. Stute, supra; cases involving conflicts in recent years,
El-parte Hyert, 610 S.W.2d 787 (Tex. Cr. the Court held that where the applicant was
App. 1981).
related within the third degree to the trial
In E.v pnrte Collier, 614 S.W.2d 429 judge, unbeknownst to either, there is no
(Tex. Cr. App. 1981) the district attorney jurisdiction in the trial court and the confiled an unsigned jury waiver and kept the viction is null and void. Ex pnrte Visier,
signed one for his records. The transcript 699 S.W.2d 862 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985).
acknowledged that there was a signed
And where the judge who heard the
waiver. Relief was deuied in the absence Motion to Revoke Probation was the assisof a showing of h a m .
tant D.A. representing the state at the trial
where the applicant received the probation,
there was a conflict sufficient to warrant
reversal on habeas corpus. Evparte Miller,
Juveniles present unique problenls to the 696 S.W.2d 908 (Tex. Cr. App. 1985).
justice system, and, conceivably, can for
years to come even after the minbr attains
Parties
his or her majority. Even if a juvenile
deliberately lies about his or hcr age the
Of course the failure to allege a parties
adult conviction can be voided. E.rprirte relationship within the indictn~entdoes not
McC~rlloirgh,598 S.W.2d 272 (Tex. Cr. render the indictment fundamentally defecApp. 1980).
tive. Pitts 1,. Stare, 569 S.W.2d 898 (Tex.
An indictment of a juvenile is absolutely Cr. App. 1978). However, where the
void if he or she is not thereafter afforded applicant had been specifically pled within
an examining trial, absent a valid waiver. the indictment a s s party and the indictment
Ev prirte H~orter,581 S.W.2d 182 (Tex. alleged a culpable mental state as to the
Cr. App. 1979); El-parte 7ho1npsor1,641 primary actor only, the failure to allege
S.W.2d 239 (Tex. Cr. App. 1982).
that the applicant acted with a culpable
Further, ajuvenile may only be indicted mental state rendered the indictment funfor an offense arising from the conduct damentally defective. 7Ironrpso111,. State,
specified within the juvenile court's 697 S.W.2d 413 (Tex.Cr. App. 1985).

List of Granted Petitions for Discretionary Review
by John Jasuta

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision

Sirrce Jrrly 17, 1985 the ad~~rinistrativeprovisions violated by the use of a videostaff ottorrreys of tile Corrrt of Criminal tape?
Appeals have co~rrpiled,in the normal
PDR 0324-87 04/27/88, Travis Co, (A's
corrrse of bcrsiness, a list of cases and legal PDR), I1,jrrr-y lo a Clrild, Ronny Joe
issrrcs on nhich t11e Corrrt hm ggmntedpeti- Browr, Jr.: (1) (Granted on G.O.R. #3
lions for revie,w. Altlroaglr originnlly only) Whether Art. 37.07, Sec. 4(b), The
prepared for i~rternaluse on!,', tlre Corrrt Parole Instruction, was applied to appellant
Ifas arrtlrorized release of the list for retroactively so as to constitute an ex post
prrDlicatio~cand for rrse by the be11c11crnd facto violation when the offense was combar of Texas. nre issrres listed w e sron- mitted before the statute becameeffective.
rnaries as ~sordedby the st~ff,and do !rot (Granted given the grant in Alm'arndo,
necessnril)~reflect either tlie reasorring or 723//318, Austin, Pet. Granted 4/15/87).
PDR 0356-87 04/27/88, Trrrrmrt Co.
the phraseology used by /Ire parties or by
the Corr,?.
(S's PDR #2), Aggravated Se.vrm1 Assarclt
7he followirrg are tlre <:ases and issrres of n Clrild, Stephen P o ~ ~ r l (1)
l : When
on ~~11iclr
/Ire Corrrt of C h i r m l Appeals defendant presents n~otionfor change of
grarrted review but nhiclr tlre Corirt has not venue after pretrial hearings and few
yet deliwred a writte~ropinion:
minutes before voir dire, and trial court
finds it is untimely, is COA correct that
since state did not controvert the motion,
PDR 0241-87 04/27/88, Ddlas Co. (A's defendant is entitled to change of venue as
PDR), Brlrglary of a Vehicle, Ray Kennedy a matter of law. (2) Was COA correct that
Grifin: (1) Was thesustaining of a state's post trial hearing on motion for change of
objection to an arguable correct statement venue is not timely? Should harm analysis
of the law manifestly improper, harmful be done?
PDR 0357-87 04/27/88, Bexa~'Co. (A's
and prejudicial? (2) Did the COA apply an
incorrect standard for appellate review? PDRJ, D. W. I., Joe Dmid Neaws, 111: (1)
PDR 0267-87 04/27/88, Dallus Co. (A's (Granted on G.O.R. #I only) Whether a
PDR), Drivi~igWrile I,~to.vicated.T71or1ms finding by a municipal judge that appellant
Hicknecr~r:(I) Whether docunlent with a was not intoxicated for purposes of driver's
plea recommendation which corresponds license revocation precludes the state under
to defendant's punishment is sufficient to the Collateral Estoppel Doctrine from obshow existence of a plea bargain agree- taining a DWI conviction.
ment.
PDR 0405-87 04/27/88, Mila111Co. (A's
PDR 0288-87 04/27/88, Midland Co. PDR), Arson, Henry Bough: (1) Was the
(A's PDR), Aggravated Possessiorr of Co- evidence sufficient under O'Keefe, 68711
caine, P a d David Barro~$'s:(1) Whether 345, to support a conviction for arson?
a warrantless stop and arrest which led to
PDR 0418-87 04/27/88, Brnzos Co.
the discovery and seizure of illegal drugs (PDR #I SPA) (PDR #2 DA), Ta~npering.
were justified.
wit11 a Witness (errhmcced), Bobbie Gerre
PDR 0322-87 04/27/88, Harris Co. (A's Turner: (I) (SPA) Whether appellant
PDR), DWI, Edimrdo lgr~rrcioGarcia: (I) received ineffective assistance of courlsel
(In' six grounds for review) Was the ap- because counsel failed to invoke his speedy
pellant's right to counsel under various trial rights. (2) Whether the Court of Ap-

peals lacked jurisdiction to consider the
ineffective assistance of counsel claim on
appeal under Ev Pn,?e Errno., No.
69,418, delivered 11/6/85. (3) Whether the
"Law of the Case" doctrine was violated.
(1) (DA) Whether appellant received ineffective assistance of counsel because
cou~lselfailed to invoke his speedy trial
rights.
PDR 0437-87 04/27/88. Hwris Co. (A's
PDR), Aggravated Robber),, Keeri~ethRay
Matlrews: (1) Whether the case should
have been abated for a Botson hearing. (2)
Whether a Batsoer remand was appropriate.
PDR 0158-88 04/27/88, Harris Co. (S's
PDR #1) (A's PDR #2), Btrrglarg of a
Hrrbitation (enhn~rced),Daniel firken, Jr. :
(1) Is written notice required before a
special issue on defendant's use of DW can
be submitted? (2) Does submitting special
issue on use of DW at guilt stage require
reversal? (3) Parole Law Charge (obj.) (4)
Does issuance of new opinion under Rule
101 invalidate prior PDR?
PDR 0240-88 04/27/88, Bastrop Co.
(A 's PDR), Mrcrder, Tonja Jmu PadillaPagan: (1) Parole Law Charge (obj.)
PDR 0246-8804/27/88, Taylor Co. (S's
PDR), DWI, Ga)lle Lee Jones: (1) Did the
audio portion of the videotape go farther
than showing simple bookkeeping activity normally attendant to arrest and
custody? (2) Did the police officer taking
the videotape engage in "interrogation"?
(3) If those statements were the result of
interrogation, were those statements incriminating?
PDR 0285-87 04/13/88, Smith Co.
(PDR #I SPA) (PDR #2 DA), Urrflrrtlrorized Use of o Vehicle. Danny M ~ r Dirrgx
ler: (1) Do records of prior convictions,
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Ethics Notes
The Dreaded Dilemma
by Walter W Steele, Jr.
Unfortunately for them, many lawyers
confront the Dreaded Dilemma at some
point in their professional career. The
Dreaded Dilemma is this: during the
course of the representation the lawyer
learns that what the client has done will
likely result in harm to someone in the
future. Obviously, the dilemma is between
the lawyer's obligation as a professional
to maintain the client's confidences and the
lawyer's obligation as a reasoning human
being to inform the future victim of impending harm. The facility with w h ~ ha
lawyer can solve this dilemma depends
upon the answers to an interrelated group
of questions. Those questions are:
HARM: Will the victim suffer financial
harm; bodily injury; serious financial
harm; serious bodily injuries; or death?
CRIME: Was the penal code violated
by what the client did?
LAWYER'S INVOLVEMENT: Were
the lawyer's services involved when the
client committed the conduct in question?
TRIBUNAL: Was the client's misconduct committed before a tribunal?
CERTAINTY: To what extent is the
lawyer certain of the client's misconduct?
PREDICTABILITY: What is the measure of the likelihood of harm to others in
the future?
Answers to these questions create a
gauge; at the lowest and least formidable
level of this gauge the answers to the qnestions posed are: the lawyer is merely suspicious that the client, without involving
the lawyer, committed extrajudicial noncriminal misconduct which might cause a
person minor financial harm in the future.
At this lowest level the solution to the
dilemma is easy for most lawyers: the rule
of confidentiality prevails over the potential for harm in the future.
At the opposite end of our gauge the
answers to the questions are: the lawyer
has been told by the client that the client,
with the lawyer's unwitting involvement,
conimitted some form of criminal misconduct (e.g. perjury) during a trial and the
lawyer knows that this misconduct will
32 VOICEfor the Defense / June 1988

sions is both unfair to criminal lawyers and
far too generous to lawyers practicing certain other specialties.
To what extent are answers found in the
current Texas Code of Professional Responsibility? First, we find that the Code
expressly prohibits disclosure: "Except
when permitted nuder DR4-lOl(C), a
lawyer shall not knowingly: (1) rev&l a
confidence or secret of his client (2) use
a confidence or secret of his client to the
advantage of himself or of a third person,
unless the client consents afler full disclosure." The only exception that might
be applicable is DR4-101(C)(2): "A lawyer may reveal confidences or secrets
when permitted under Disciplinary Rules
or required by law or court order." In
turn, the reference to "Disciplinary
Rules" takes us to DR7-102@)(1): "A
Professor Walrer W. Steele, J,: (LL.B. lawyer who receives information clearly
SMU) (LL.M. U. T. Attstin) teaches establishing that his client has, in the
criminal law, crirninalprocedrtre andpro- course of the representation, perpetrated
fessional responsibility, among other sub- a fraud upon a person or tribunal shall
jects at Souther11 Methodist Unrversity promptly call upon his client to rectify the
same, and if his client refuses or is unable
School o f hiv.
to do so, he shall reveal the fraud to the
affected person or tribunal."
The language of DR7-102(B)(l) must he
result in death (e.g. by execution) of an in- analyzed very carefully. Note that the renocent person. At this end of the gauge quirement is that the misconduct must occhoosing the balance between confidential- cur "in the course of [i.e. not prior to] the
ity and future harm to others does not come representation," and note further that the
client must have "perpetrated a fraud."
easy for any lawyer.
Although it provides little solace, crim- What is a "fraud"? Although there is no
inal lawyers should realize that they are not definition in the Code, most authorities
alone with this Dreaded Dilemma. Crim- argue for a definition of conduct that
inal lawyers are often slandered by the con- requires intent to deceive-a definition
stant references to them and to their clients clearly broad enough to cover perjury,
whenever the Dreaded Dilemma is dis- submitting false evidence, etc.
Thus, it seems, there is an answer to
cussed. There is noreason to suppose that
the Dreaded Dilemma rests mostly with the the Dreaded Dilemma, at least for Texas
practice of criminal law, because examples lawyers. The answer is, according to
abound among practitioners of security law DR7-102(B) that a lawyer "shall" reveal
and corporate law, although seldom are the client's misconduct so as to avoid
security lawyers or corporate lawyers men- future harm if the client refuses to do so
tioned by the media when instances of the and if the misconduct occurs while the
Dreaded Dilemma are described. Suh- client was represented by the lawyer. As
jecting criminal lawyersalmost exclusively a lawyer and as a human being, I am comto all of the heat generated by these discus- fortable with that answer. Are you?
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are more Americans opting
to lease rather than buy
a new car?

I-----.

Experts cite three reasons: no
down payment and lower monthly
costs; the disappearing interest de- b
duction on income
tax; and the wisdom
of the business
adage that says if
something appreciates in value, buy it
- if it depreciates,
lease it.
Let the experienced staff of Roger
Beasley Professional Leasing help
you determine how
these reasons can
make better husiness sense for you.
As an independent leasing company, we represent
you. Not a particular dealership or finance company.
You can choose
from anv make or
model. We review with you the
types of vehicle in which you are
interested, the monthly payments
you want to make and the length
of time you wish to finance.

Then we go to work. With
over ten financial institutions to
work from, we carefully compare
terms and prices to
meet your exact
needs. We can negotiate lower prices
and arrange for
more favorable financing. With so
many options, you
may have the ability
to drive a luxury car
that might not have
been affordable with
a conventional loan.
And because we do
I the leework for vou -

From the Inside Out
"Hey, Look What They Done To My Time, Ma"
by William T. Habern
Part Ill
In the December 1987 edition of VOICE
FOR THE DEFENSE ran the first of a twopart article (with this printing a three-part
article) this writer prepared, dealing with
the alterations of good time, parole eligibility, and mandatory supervision entitled
"Hey, Look What They Done To My
Time, Ma." In part that article reprinted
a section of the Prison Management Act
(hereafter called PMA; the PMA sections
reprinted in that December article can be
found in that publication at p. LO). The sections of PMA printed were amended by the
last legislative session. Those new amendments became effective February 20,
1987. After that article was submitted and
published, the Court of Criminal Appeals
decided and published Ex Parte Retledge
(No. 69,914 dated 12-14-87 written by
McCormick with concurring opinion by
Clinton).
The Rutledge case affected the exceptions to the Prison Management Act that
should not be overlooked by those of us
who deal with clients in or headed to the
T.D.C. The following is a review of Ratledge that should be considered an addendum to the two sections of the article that
appeared in the December 1987 and
January 1988 editions of the VOICE.
Subsequent to Petitioner Rutledge being
incarcerated, the 70th Legislature amended
the Prison Management Act. The amendment enlarged the number of crimes excepted from the good time benefits of that
Act (referred to as the PMA). Rutledge
was convicted of possession of methamphetamine and sentenced to a prison term
of 13 years on the23rd day of June, 1986.
Under the terms of the PMA at the time
of his conviction Rutledge's crime would
have been one that would benefit from the
good time provisions of the PMA. Before
Rutledge was incarcerated the amendments
to the act became enforceable on February
20, 1987, and his crime was denied the
good time triggered by the PMA.
The Court noted in the opinion that ex
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him did not take effect until February of
1987. Moreover, on its face, the 1987
Amendment contains no savings clause
and purports to govern the disbursement
of good time to persons whose offenses
predate the effective date of the
Amendment.

The long and short of it is Rutledge does
get the credit on his sentence. This case
goes on to discuss a second question that
is suggested as a new trend in parole
consideration.
Last session the U.S. Suoreme Court
I decided Miller v. Florida. 167 S.Ct. 2446
(1987). This case dealt with the issue of
ex post facto law as applied to the Parole
Statute of Florida. It appears that Florida
amended or altered its oarole rules to extend the term of incarceration for Mr.
Bill Habenr is a graduate ofMidwesre171 Miller. Miller failed to appreciate any need
Universily (B.A.)and Tel-asTech Unrver- for his extended incarceration. Inmate
sity School of Lnw. He joined the T.D. C. Miller took issue with the application of
Staff Cororsel for Inmates in 1973 and in the parole law's change in extending his
1975 began his own privatepractice wlticli incarceration, and the result was that the
is generally li~niredto matters involving Supreme Court, Justice O'Conner writing,
criminal sentencing, prison problenrs, upheld the expost facto claim of the Petiparole and relaredpost cotiviction matters. tioner as to the fact situation only. The case
He has ofices in tlre Horrstorr and Hrorts- specifically calls the reader's attention to
ville, Te.vas areas.
the limitation of the Miller rule in that the
Mr. Habertl is a director of TCDLA, and case does not alter the current Federal law
chairtnan of the Corrections and Rel~u- (See Portley v. Grossman, 100 S.Ct. 714
bilitation Cornnlittee. He has been the [1980]). The rule in Texas is found in fico-arrtlior of the Parole Sectioti for the Parte Yates, 659 S.W.2d 840 (1983) and
Advanced CrirninalLnw Course sporisored generally it can be said that the parole
by the State Bar of Te.xas and has arrthored eligibility date of one convicted in this state
several articles on State and Federal is determined by the law of sentencing in
sentencing, prison, parole and related effect at the time of the conviction.
post convictioti tnatters. He is a fieqrtent
Judge McCormick, in Retledge, pointed
lectrrrer at Contirrrrirrg Legal Edrrcation out the recent developments involving the
seminars for TCDLA, t l ~ eState Bar of ex post facto clause by the Courts:
Te.sas, and Horrston area law sclrools.
. . . (T)he ex post facto clause has
been
held to forbid retrospective
p o s t f i ~ t oapplies and further pointed out:
"lenislation that ouerates to 'substantial
. . . It is clear that the PMA has been disa&antage9 of prisoners, whether or
retrospective applied to Applicant. He
not the legislation is 'technically an incommitted the offense in June of 1986,
crease in the punishment annexed to the
and the law which is being applied to
crime.' " Rodngrtezv.U.S. Parole Com-

mission. 629 F.2d 1040, (5th Cir. 1980); tide I section 16 is the state Constitutional
Weaver v Graham, 450 U.S. -;
U.S. prohibition dealing with exposr facfo. Furv. Ferri, 652 F.2d 325 (3rd Cir. 1981) ther, the Texas provision is broader in that
. . A law may be ex post facto it should protect every right, and notjust
regardless of whether or not it is rhesrricrproperryrightprotecrion afforded
in some technical sense part of the sen- by the case law of the Federal Consritutence. (citing Rodriguez and Weaver) tion. (Citing Millinger v. Ciry ofHousfon,
. . . Similarly in Greenfield v, Scafati, 68 Texas 37, 3 S.W. 249 at 253 (1887);
277 F.Supp. 644 (D.Mass. 1967), aff'd Tubbeville v. Gowdy, 272 S.W. 559, 561
390 U.S. 713 (1968), the court struck [4] (Tx. Civ. Ap.-Ft. Worth 1925).
down a statute depriving parole violators
The point, of course, is that if one has
of accumulated good time upon their a client who was convicted of one of the
return to prison, where applied to a additions to those crimes which the PMA
prisoner who had been sentenced before exempts from its good time benefits, and
the law went into effect. Since the possi- that person's conviction was prior to the
ble loss of good time for parole viola- effective date of the amended list of extion was in effect a potential lengthen- ceptions, (February 20,1987), then it aping of the sentence, the court held that pears that such person would be entitled
imposition of such a penalty was an im- to the benefits of the act under Rutledge.
permissible ex post facto law. The court
Further, regarding a matter called to my
declared: "(W)e see no distinction be- attention in January of 1988 after the same
tween depriving a prisoner of time to article had been submitted for publication
earn good conduct deductions and the (which appeared in the December and
right to qualify for, and hence earn, January volun~esof VOICB),Houston deparole. Each, to quotein re Medley, 10 fense lawyers have indicated that proseS.Ct. 384 . . ., 'materially alters the cutors are claiming that persons convicted
situation of the accused to his disadvan- of any crime that began prior to the Septage.' "
tember 1, 1987 date the new legislation
t -place may in fact be entitled to the
~h~ good time the case afforded ~ ~ took
%th
parole eligibility rule iftheir convicledge does not result in his being granted
tion
was
before the date the act came into
automatic parole, ~h~ good time only
makes him parole eligible, meaning he force (September 1, 1987). This theory is
~ ~ Y
the fact that a ~ a r t f a c r 0
now has the chance to be considered for S O U ~ basedon
~
"
l
applies
y
where
the newer law adverseparole. The Court concluded that both
ly
affects
the
defendant,
and not where the
elements of Weaver v. Graham (supra) had
been satisfied. The 1987amendment to the newer law could act to the benefit the
PMA is retrospective as the instantoffense defendant. To this argument this writer
occurred on J~~~ 23, 1986, rile 1987 reminds the reader that the new act spe~~~~d~~~~ appl;ed
offenSe did cifically has a section which prohibits
not take effect urttil February 20, 1987. retroactive application of the %th parole
Second, Rutledge was disadvantaged by ekibili@rule (See H.B.680 Section 7(a) 1.
the time hewould have to serve in prison In addition to the prohibition of retroacof being allowed tive application of the act, even if one is
instead ofthe
earlier the consideration of parole which, able to reach success on that argument for
if granted would allow him to go at liber- early Parole eligibility, the defense lawyer
a livelihood
the con. should be very careful to recognize that if
ty and
(
E
pa,.te
~
A
[
~ ~464
~ ; he
~ wins
,
the %th parole eligibility confines of
~ , ~ , 868
2 d[ T ~ . c ~ , c ~ ~ ~19711).
. A ~ ~ .stderation
,
for his client under the cir0fpa,.ticular note of interest to members cumstances above claimed posslble by the
of our organization is the
opin- unknown Honmn prosecutor^, and then
ionby clintonjoined by ill^^ and D ~ !f~ the
- client has some matter arise during
can, hi^ section ofthe opinion agrees that marcemtion that results in a denial of
at his parole effort, the
Rutledge has suffered the detriments of an pamle, or
exposrfactoviolation under both the state down side of falling under the new law is
and pderal constitution; however, it is that the new mandatory supervision seccalled to the additional consideration of the
readers that the Texas Constitution at Arro,8lbrted o , ~page 48
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Office Practice
Record Keeping
by Julie C. Howell
Your internal records and files are an
important part of your office practice. It
will pay you to establish a system of filing
and cross reference which enables you to
retrieve information or a case file with a
minimum of time and information.
You begin this process at the initial interview with the prospective client by
utilizing a file information sheet which will
be placed inside the front cover of your
case file folder for that client. You can get
an idea of what can be included from the
sample file form. I drafted this form by
reference to the various forms I am required to fill out in the course of a case,
adding other information that I have found
I will probably need somewhere down the
line. There is nothing magic or fixed abont
this form; I change it as necessary. The important thing is, it gets down in one place
the personal data about the defendant in a
form that makes this information readily
accessible with a minimum of effort later.
It also gives you a record of what has been
done in a case.
In addition to the file form, I use a simple 3 X 5 card, cross reference system
which enables me to find a file if I know
any one of three facts: defendant's name,
the type of charge against the defendant,
or the number of the file. The first card
will contain the defendant's name, file
number, cause of action, case number, address, and telephone number. This is filed
alphabetically, by the client's name. I also

Jrrlie C. Hondl is in private practice it1
Austin, Te.ws. She is a Phi Beta Kappcr
graduate of the U~~iversit),
of TP,I-asat
Aastitr, and a graduate of the Utiiversiv
of Texas Scltool of Low. She is at1
Associate Director oft/ie Te.ws Crinritml
Defense I m q e r s Associatiotr atrd chairtnan of the Deoth Watch Cotmnittee of
TCDLA.
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note all fee arrangements and payments on
the back of this card. The second card contains the same information omitting the address and telephone number. This card is
filed numerically, by your file number, and
will provide you a chronological review of
active files, oldest case first. The third card
contains the same information as the second card, rearranged to be filed alphabctically, by the type of cause. This has been
particularly useful for looking up something that comes up infrequently.
The first and second cards (those filed
by client's name and file number) are kept

LAWYER'S ASSISTANCE
COMMITTEE
Attorneys now have a ready source of
information and assistance-through the
Lawyers' Assistance Committee. When
you need help, please contact any of the
following members:
DISTRICT I:
Clifford Brown
1601 Broadway
Lubbock, TX 79401
(806) 763-9493
DISTRICT 2:
Jim Bobo
409 N. Texas
Odessa, TX 79761
(915) 332-0676

in an active status card file, as long as the
case itself is active. When the case is
closed, these two cards are pulled and filed
in their respective inactive card boxes. The
third card (type of case), is placed immediately in a permanent file, where it remains for future reference.
There is really no substitute for being
able to put your hands on the information
you need with a minimum of effort. Having all your client's personal data entered
in an organized fashion inside the front
cover of the file will speed your work and
simplify your record keeping.

DISTRICT 4:
Scrappy Holmes
P.O. Drawer 3267
Longview, TX 75606
(214) 758-2200
DISTRICT 5:
Ed Mallett
55 Waugh, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77007
(713) 526-1778
Douglas Tinker
622 S. Tancahua
Corpus Christi, TX 78403
(512) 882-4378
DISTRICT 6:
Robert Yzaguirre
821 Nolana
McAllen, TX 78501
(512) 682-4308

DISTRICT 3:
Tim Evans
115 W. 2nd St., Suite 202
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 332-3822

DISTRICT 7:
Gerald Goldstein (Chairman)
2900 Tower Life Bldg.
San Antonio, TX 78205
(512) 226-1463

Frank Jackson
2902 Maple Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 871-1122

DISTRICT 8:
Charles McDonald
P.O. Box 1672
Waco, TX 76703
(817) 754-7317

No.
Court:
Cause:

Arrest:
Release:
Bond:
Type:

Filed:
Disposition:

NoticelAppeal:
Result:

Date:

Date:

Date:
Mandate Executed:

Name:
Address:

008:
Age:
SS#:
TDL:

Ht.:
Wt.:
Eyes:
Hair:

Telephone:

Marital Status:
Name:
Address:

Employer:
Address:

Military:
Discharge:
Education:

Telephone:
Health:

Addiction:
Treatment:

Injuries:
Psych~atrist/Psychoioglst
Prior Charge:

Payment Agreement:

Date:

Where:

Sentence:

Conviction:

Appeal:

DWI Practice Gems
by J. Gary Trichter

tionid as they do nat reguire presemtian
of the Defendant's breath qncimen.

Driving while intoxfcatedcriminal cases
ate ripe with mnmmuri legal issues forthe
innovative peactitiamr, Aceording&, the
following is offeted m food far thought &
your practice. fn thii rqard, the author
n h invites your i n p i r i a sugg&ms and
winman&.

& BRANN
55 Wau& Diiva, Suite 9OOI
Houston. Texas 17007

MDTION TO DECLARE THE
W A S BREATH ALPXIDL
TESTING REOlB&TIONS AND
ABTICLE 67011-5, SECTIOES 3%)
AND @TO BE UNCONSTIITUTIONAL

.
I
.
Gum Trinr,feris a m a r in the $w

J. GARY TEICHTER
&aie Bar No. 20216500

TQ THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF
SAID COURT:
COMES NOW the Wendanf, by and
thrmgh his attorney in the abave-s@led
ad numbed cause, and moves this
Honureble Court to declare the T s m
D6partment of crfblic Safety's &mth
Alahol T a i n g kguiatiolm and Arftcle
67011-5,sections 3a) and (b) fo be unwnstitU6onal on the following ground%
I.
The Regulations and Arti~le67011-5,
d o n s (a) and @Iviolare Afticie I1 IIS of
the lbw bJtitariotl in that they b m h
the %pawtion of Fow~Doctrim

n.

ThB Re$platiom an@Aftide 6;r071-5,
~ectinn3Ca3 'end (bf vbiartrd due fltacess/
due mww oflaw hec;luse they fail tohjve
reas~aablen&w ss to their terns, are
vagup, and allow unbridbi diswion by
the Scilmtifie directar;

a1.

The R/egu1alions violate due pmessldue
course of law as ths-y fan to enswe either

witten man2 j m d arficle8 d ha#
@SM @&URO~ p8'0fesm @f
6 a ~
Smr6 T a m C~Elegsof &iv and rh?
Univershy of Hmar~anLaw Center.
Llriv& wkie f n t ~ z ~dmituil
~ e d -8s
ere r&e wlthw n e m s legal ismex&r the
utnoualhe pruaiftbar. Aoc@fdi&, fhe
&II~wingd8
assfmdfor rlou@ b
)row p&m. In thk regar& & author
U ~ ~OV & E ~Xlr
~ ~ ~ &Si4S
8@,0lfs, W
AGfis, 0811flp'BUtipm
BIZd botnmcnts,
@@?f

M m O M D U l v r OF LAW IN
SUPPORT OF DEPENDANT'S
MOTION TO DECLARE THE
TEXAS BREATH ALCOHOI.

I.
The Regulations and Attiole 67011-5,
seetieas %fa)and @I violate Article 11 at
ef the Tmas Gonsiitutution in that they
bra& the Sagara&m of P o r n Doctrine.
Article I1 41 of the Texas Csn82itation
IV.
A single, pmt driving, Intrtxiiyzef mlt provides:
k;m&f&ent evidence* as a master of kw,
to sustak a conviction under A M e
$1. Mvigfmof pwers+h e mpmrate
67Bl-l(%)@)ZB),
Tex.Rev,Civ.St.Anq.
departments; exercise of powex properly tMached to ofher departments.
v.
Sention 1. The powers of the G6vernThe R a & & m s and Aftiek 67011-5
ment of the Scam of Texas #hail be diviolate due procwddwa wume of law
vided INB three distnct &eparmeit&,
eack of which &dl be canFipd to a
under both the federal and stab omstitu-

separate body of magistracy, to wit:
Those which are Legislative to one,
those which are Executive to another,
and those which are Judicial to another;
and no person, or collection ofpersons,
being of one of these departments, shall
exercise any power properly aftached to
either of the others, except in the instances herein expressly permitted. (Emphasis added.)
The power to make law is vested by the
People through the Constitution in the
Legislature. Article Dl $1, Tex.Const., expressly provides that "[tlhe Legislative
power of this State shall be vested in a
Senate and House of Representatives
which together shall be styled '[tlhe Legislature of the State of Texas.' " See
also, Wheeler s State, 239 S.W.2d 105
(Tex.Cr.App. 1951) and Gross v. State,
308 S.W.2d 54 (Tex.Cr.App. 1957).
Clearly, it is only the Legislature that has
the constitutional power, withindueprocessldue course of law lin~its,to establish,
change or alter the rules of evidence.
Gross, 308 S.W.2d at 55.
Article 6701 1-5, sections 3(a) and (b),
Tex.Rev.Civ.St.Ann., when read together, purport to be a Legislative bequeath of power upon the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS), a branch of
the Executive Department (under Article
IV of the Texas Constitution) to establish,
change or alter the rules of evidence.
Specifically, Article 67011-5, section 3(a)
and (b) provide:
Sec. 3. (a) Upon the trial of any criminal action or proceeding arising out of
an offense under Subdivision (2), Subsection (a), Section 19.05, PenaI Code,
or an offense under Article 67011-1,
Revised Statutes, evidence of alcohol
concentration or presence of a controlled
substance or drug as shown by arialysis
of a specimen of the person's blood,
breath, urine, or any other bodily
substances taken at the request or order
of a peace officer, shall be admissible.
(b) Analysis of a specimen of the person's breath, to be considered valid
under the provisions of this section, must
be pefornied according to rules of the
Texas Deportment ofpublic Safety and
by an individual possessing a valid certificate issued by the Texas Department

of Public Safety for this purpose. R e
Texas Department of Public Safety is
authorized to establish rules approving
satisfactory techniques or methods, to
ascertain the qualifications arid cornpetence of indi~isualsto conduct such
analysis, and to issue certificates certifying such fact. These certificates shall
be subject to termination or revocation,
for cause, at the discretion of the Texas
Department of Public Safety. (Emphasis
added.)
Read together, sections (a) and @)mean
that an Executive agency, the Department
of Public Safety (DPS), bas the power to
declare what the rule for adnussion into
evidence of an analysis of a defendant's
breath specimen of alcohol concentration
will be at the trial of his criminal proceeding. Article 67011-5, sections 3(a) and
(b), Tex.Rev.Civ.St.Ann, are not simple
codifications of existing law as the "rules
of the Texas Department of Public Safety" and its "technique and methods" of
breath alcohol concentration analysis are
not stagnant but are always changing.
Moreover, sections 3(a) and (b) have no
limitations not to "abridge, enlarge, or
modify the substantive rights of a litigant."
Conipore H.B. No. 13, Acts 1985, 69th
Leg., Ch. 685, p. 5136, $8.5 (Rules of
Evidence in Criminal Cases can be promulgated by the Court of Criminal Appeals
within certain limits).
The Legislative breach of the Separation
of Powers Doctrine claimed herein is not
that it unconstitutionallydelegated authority under 6701 1-5, section 3(b), (only giving DPS authority to promulgate regulations for alcohol breath testing). See,
Lnngford v. Staie, 532 S.W.2d 91.93-95
(Tex.Cr.App. 1976). Rather, the breach
occurred when the Legislature, in passing
sections 3(a) arid (b) together, delegated
DPS authority to promulgate rules of evidence for admission of breath test aualysis-without regard to any limitation, due
process or otherwise, to prevent the DPS
from abridging, enlarging or modifying
any substantive rights of a litigant. See.
e.g., Regulations 5 9 . a ; 19.3(a);
19.4(f); 19.5(d); and, 19.7(c) and (d)(2)
as examples of DPS establishing roles of
evidence admission (the Regulations are attached hereto as Exhibit I).
This illegal delegation of power by the

Legislature to the DPS was not simply a
request to codify existing rules of evidence. Indeed, it was a wholesale approval
to invent, with the power to reinvent as the
DPS saw fit, admissibility rules of evidence for breath test analysis.
In the context of proper Article 11, $1,
constitutional analysis, it would be legal
to allow the DPS to establish breath testing
regulations, but, ilkgal to allow DPS,
through its Regulations, to establish "per
sewrules for admission of breath analysis
evidence at a criminal proceeding. Clearly, absent a doe processldue course of law
limitation, it is only theLegislatuffi which
can establish the rules of evidence.
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
has bad two occasions to recently speak on
the continuing validity of the Separation of
Powers Doctrine: Meshell v. State, 739
S.W.2d 246 (1987) (rehearing pending)
and Rose 11. State, - S.W.2d (1987). In Meshell, the Texas Speedy Trial
Act was declared violative of Article II,
51, as the Court determined it to be a legislative encroachment on the Executive. In
Rose, a Code of Criminal Procedure section requiring trial courts to instruct their
juries of the possible effect of parole on
a defendant's overall sentence was also
held to be a legislative encroachu~euton
the Executive.
Read together, Meshell and Rose stand
for the proposition that "any attempt by
one department of government to interfere
with [or delegate] its power to another
department of government is null and
void." Meshell at 252. Accordingly,
Article 6701 1-5, sections 3(a) and (b) are
unconstitutional as they violate Article I1
$1.
11.

The Regulations and Article 6701 1-5,
sections 3(a) and (b) violate due process1
due course of law because they fail to give
reasonable notice as to their terms, are
vague, and allow unbridled discretion by
the scientific director.
A. No Reasonable Notice arid Voidfor
Vagueness
Both Article 6701 1-5, sections 3(a) and
(b) and the Regulations fail to give reasonable due process notice as to their respective terms and meanings to the Texas
citizenry. For example, with reference to
the term "analysis" as used in sections
June 1988 1 VOICEfor the Defense 39

3(a) and (b), it is not defined anywhere in
Article 6701 1-5. The average man is not
put on notice that the "analysis" must be
a particular type or that it be scientifically
done. Indeed, from the reasonable person's
reading, sections 3(a) and (b) make no
promise that the undescribed analysis will
not be performed by palm reading, tarot
cards, crystal ball or by reading tea leaves.
CJ, Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville,
405 U S . 156, 92 S.Ct. 839 (1972).
At best, the sections only say that the
analysis, "to be considered valid.
must
be performed according to the rules of
DPS [and that it] is authorized to establish
N ~ approving
S
satisfactory techniques or
methods
to conduct such analysis
Again, however, the reasonable
Texan is given no notice as to what the
"techniques or methods" are, or will be,
that are utilized by the DPS use inconducting said statutory nndescribed analysis in
~&achrisrou.
The Regulations (Exhibit I), also fail to
~rovidethe average
" Texan with reasonable
due process notice of their terms. To illustrate, Regulation 519.3fa) provides:

..

. . . ."

...

[All] breath testing techniques, methods,
or programs to be used for evidentiary
purposes must have the approval of and
be certified by the scientific director.
Again, however, like the deficiency in
Article 67011-5, sections 3(a) and (b),
Regulation $19.3(a) does not describe or
define what are the "techniques, methods
or pmgrams" so as to provide reasonable
notice to the citizens of Texas. Cf , Palmer
v. City of Euclid, 402 US. 544, 91 S.Ct.
1563 (1971) and Ermornik I? Citj of Jacksonville, 422 U S . 205, 95 S.Ct. 2268
(1975).
The Regulations are replete with unconstitutionally vague provisions which,
on their face, give no notice whatsoever.
Such can be illustrated in the following
examples:
1) §19.1@)(1) provides in pertinent
part: "or any method approved by
the scientific director."
2) 919.1@)(3) provides in pertinent
part: "or such limits set by the scientific director."
3) 819.1(b)(5) provides in pertinent
part: "any other tests deemed necessary by the scientific director. . ."

.
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4) §19.3(~)(4) provides in pertinent
part: "for such limits as set by the
scientific director" and "as determined by the scientific director."
5) 819.3(c)(5) provides in pertinent
part: "or as stated by the scientific
director."
In none of the five above examples does
a reader have reasonable notice as to what
the particular regulation says or what it requires. Each regulation wholly fails to give
reasonable notice to its meaning. Indeed,
from a practical reading of the Regulations, it can be said that they simply mean
whatever the scientificdirector wants them
to mean-even if he wants to give meaning
to the terms in an ex-post facto sense, i.e.,
give subsequent approval to a methodltechnique which was not previously approved
but used to test a subject and render an invalid test valid. Clearly, such vagueness
renders both the Regulations and sections
3(a) and @) of Article 67011-5 unconstitutiooally void. See, e.g., Papachristou
and Palmer. See also, Gooding v. Wilson,
405 U.S. 518, 92 S.Ct. 1103 (1972).
B. Unbridled Discretion by the Scienfifc Director
As stated in the DPS Regulations
"authority" preamble, the DPS has created the office of Scientific Director, Alwhol Testing Program, as the responsible
"oflcer" to administer the enumerated
regulations and to establish qualifications
for program participants. However,
neither Article 67011-5 nor the Regulations provide limiting due process guidelines to the scientific director to prevent
him from exercising invidous and/or unbridled discretion in determining what the
Regulations should say or what the Alcohol
Testing Program should contain (or in effect what the mles for evidence admission
of a breath analysis will be).
Further, neither the statute nor the Regulations establish or set out for the scientific director his placement andlor rank in
thechain ofcommandofDPS. At best, the
Regulations "authority preamble provides
only that he is an officer . . ."
The Regulations and Article 6701 1-5 fail
to provide any guidance to the scientific
director as to how he is to administer his
responsibiiities. Granted, $19.1(a)(1)(2);
@)(I), (b)(3) and m(5); (c)(2); (e);
19.2(a)(l) and (a)(2): (c)(2); (e); 19.3(a);
(b); (c)(l), (c)(4); (c)(6), etc., etc., set out

.

some general duties of the scientific director. However, they provide absolutely no
guidance as to how he is to accomplish
them. Kolendre v. Lawson, 461 U.S.352,
103 S.Ct. 1855 (1983). Moreover, as the
Regulations are devoid of a paramilitary
rank designation for the scientific director
within the DPS chain of command, it cannot be assumed that he is a person outside
the other rank and file officers within the
department.
Accordingly, as it cannot be presumed
the scientific director is a command level
officer, he is required by due process constraints to administer the Breath Testing.
Program as per directives from DPS upper
echelon officers and he must not exereise
invidious or unbridled discretion. Palmer
v. City of Euclid, 402 U.S. 544,91 S.Ct.
1563 (1971). For example, in the DPS
roadblock cases of Meeks v. State, 692
S.W.2d 504 (Tex.Ct.Crim.App. 1985) and
Webb v. State, 739 S.W.2d 802
(Tex.Crim.App. 1987), the Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals said that the exercise
discretion by low-level officers must be
narrowly constrained by the directives of
their high-ranking supervisors. See, Coolmonwealth I!. McGeoghegan, 449 N.E.2d
(Mass. 1982); State v. Deskins, 673 P.2d
1174 (Kan. 1983); and Common~vealthv.
Tmntble, 483 N.E.2d 1102 (Mass. 1985).
Moreover, as noted above, the scientific
director is given the authority to define
what particular regulations mean to him
alone-even if the meaning is different
than that which might beunderstood by the
rest of the world, i.e., §19.1@)(1);
§19.l(b)(3); $19.l(b)(5); §19.3(~)(4);
519.3(c)(5) (as set out by, deemed necessary, determined by, stated by the Scientific Director). Such an arbitrary, unbridled and invidious ability to declare,
even in an ex-post facto setting, absent due
process discretionary constraints, is unconstitutional. Palmer v. City of Euclid,
and, c$ , Nebraska Press Assn. v. Stuart,
427 U S . 539; 96 S.Ct. 2791 (1986).
111.

The Regulations violate due procesddue
course of law as they fail to ensure either
the accuracy or reliability of Intoxilyzer
evidence (the result) on human defendants.
Article67011-1(a)(2)@), Tex.Rev.Civ.
Stat,Ann., provides that a DWI defendant
can be convicted of being intoxicated if he

has, at the time of driving, a . I0 or more
breath alcohol concentration. Implicit in
the statute is the promise that the instrumerlt utilized to determine a defendant's
alcohol concentration is required to be sci.
entifically appropriate to analyze a specimen of human breath. However, the DPS
Regulations fail to require that the instrument utilized be scientifically appropriate
andlor scientifically reliable to perform
analysis on a human breath specimen. State
v. Rolvell, 517 So.2d 799 (La. 1988).
Regulation §19.1@)(3) does not provide
that the instr~m~ent
be suitable to analyze
human breath. Rather, it states:

According to the Siipretne Court
The United States Supreme Court in
jacks or^ v. Virginia, 443 U S . 307, 99
S.Ct. 2781 (1979) held that due process requires that no person be made to suffer the
onus of a criminal conviction except upon
sufficient proof, defined as evidence necessary to convince a trier of fact beyond
a reasonable doubt of the existence of
every element of the offense. In "sufficiency of evidence" cases, the relevant
question is whether affer reviewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
prosecution, any rational trier of fact could
have found the essential elements of the
crime beyond a reasonable doubt. Jackson,
Ihe irrslrirrnerrt slrall analyze a reference 99 S.Ct. at 2789. See also, W i r k v. State,
saniple, such as headspace gas from a 693 S.W.2d 932 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985).
mixture of water and a known weight of
C. l7te Best Attack on the Into.~iIyzer:
alcohol held at a constant temperature, Insrrficienc)~of the Evidence
the result of which must agree with the
In California v. Trombena, 467 U S .
reference sample predicted value within 479, 104 S.Ct. 2528 (1984), it was held
f 0,01g/210L, or such limits as set by that due process was not offended under
the Scientific Director. (Emphasis the State of California Breath Test Proadded.)
gram where DWI breath samples were not
preserved for subsequent testing. In this
Accordingly, use of such an instrument regard, Justice Marshall in speaking for the
is violative of due process as the Regula- majority of the Court, stated:
tions do not guarantee andlor assure that
the inst~ument,whatever it is, is scienThe materiality of breath samples is
tifically appropriate for human breath
directly related to the reliability of the
testing. See e.g., State 1,. Bnrling, 400
Intoxilyzer itself. The degree to which
N.W.2d 872 (Neb. 1987).
preserved samples are material depends
on how reliable the Intoxilyzer is. This
correlation suggests that a more direct
IV.
A single, post driving, Intoxilyzer result
constitrrtional attack ntigl~tbe made on
is insufficient evidence, as a matter of law,
the srr@cietfcyof the evidence underlying
to sustain a conviction under Article
the State's case. Afer all, ifthe 61to.t-6701-l(a)(2)(B), Tex.Rev.Civ.Stat.Ann.
il)lzer were tr1i1y prone to erroneous
A. Factual Backgrorrnd
readingss,then 1nto.vilyzer resrrlts ~dthorrt
The breath test result of the defendant
tnore might be iruirficienr to esmblisli
herein was derived by the State through the
guilt beyond a reasonable dorrbt. 104
use of a device known as an Intoxilyzer,
S.Ct. at 2534, n.lO. (Emphasis added.)
Model 4011-ASA. The Intoxilyzer breath
(dicta)
analysis of the defendant's specimen of
alcohol concentration was performed rrfer
1. Insufficiency Reason 1: Delayed
a substantial period of time had elapsed rest.
from the time that he had been driving
In 1979, in a pre ".lo per se" DWI
and/or operating his motor vehicle. Ac- case, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
cordingly, the test result is only circirm- in acase styled Annis 1,. State, 578 S.W.2d
stantial evidence of guilt.
406 (Tex.Crim.App. 1979) implied that a
Only one specimen was taken and it was chemical breath test taken subsequent to
not preserved. Only one analysis was made driving would be, as a matter of law, inof the specimen. The defendant's intox- sufficient evidence of intoxication at the
ilyzer test was ostensibly verified through time of driving. Accord, Crawford v.
the use of one reference sample simulator. State, 643 S.W.2d 178 (Tex.App.-Tyler
B. 7he Rele~~attt
Question to Consider 1982) and McCflffert)~v. Store, -

S.W.2d - (Tex.App.-Houston [lst]
3/10188).
2. Insufficiency Reason 2: Nine Unsupported Assumptions for Validity.
The Intoxilyzer Model 4011-ASA is
calibrated on the basis that it is testing the
"exactly average" person. In this regard,
there are nine (9) assumptions which must
he made by the Intoxilyzer manufacturer
and by the testing law enforcement agency before a test result can be presumed
valid. In this regard, it must be remembered that the mere fact the Legislature
provided for the admissibility of breath test
analysis results, i.e., Article 67011-5, sections 3(a) and @), does not automatically
equate the result with sufficient evidence
of guilt. State v. Lowther, 740 P.2d 1017
(Ha. App. 1987).
No one person is exactly average and no
two Intoxilyzer tests are performed exactly alike-even if done on the same person.
An individual whose bodily functions are
not exactly average will receive an erroneous test result on the Intoxilyzer. Moreover, the Model 4011-ASA is no longer
produced by the manufacturer. It has been
replaced by a Model 5000. According to
the manufacturer, CMI, the new machine
has radio frequency interference and condensation interference detectors whereas
the Model 401 I-ASA did not. See. Smith,
Science, the h~toxil)~zer
and Texas BreathAlcohol Testing, Vol. 2, TEXAS DRUNK
DRIVING LAW (1988) and Trichter, and
Shelsy, Into.xil)zer Evidence: An Ewnlination of the Constitutional Stificiency of
Law ENforcernent's Test of Convenience,
Vol. 2, TEXAS DRUNK DRIVING LAW
(1988).
3. Insufficiency Reason 3: Improper
Simulator Use.
The failure to use tandem reference sample simulators to check the accuracy of the
Intoxilyzer result renders any result therefrom scientifically void. Indeed, such use
has been described as "forensically indefensible, especially at the critical 0.10"
alcohol concentration per se DWI offense
borderline. Dubowski, Breath-Alcohol
Sin~rtlfltors:Scientific Basis and Actual
Perfortnance, Vol. 3, Journal of Analytical Toxicology, page 177 (Sept.lOct.
1979). See also, Horrell v. State, 725
S.W.2d 208 (Tex.Cr. App. 1986) (proper
simulator use is critical to accuracy of
Intoxilyzer).
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4. The Texas Circumstantial Evidence
Test Applied to a Rationale Finder of Fact.
Notwithstanding the above, a single
chemical test performed subsequent to
driving, after a substantial period of time
had elapsed, results in three possible correlations to the actual breath alcohol concentration of a DWI subject at the time he
was actually driving. Specifically, a subsequent test can show that the alcohol concentration of the driver was lower at the
time of test than the time of driving, or,
the alcohol concentration was the same at
the time of the test and the time of driving, or, the alcohol concentration was
higher at the time of the test than the time
of driving (See Exhibit B: Figure 7, from
the Texas Breath Alcohol Testing Program
Operator Manual, Revised 5/87).
Mathematically speaking, the possibility exists that on any given post driving test
there is an equal possibility of guilt as there
is innocence because the test cannot accurately be related back to the time of driving. Garrett 1,. State, 682 S.W.2d 301, 304
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984) ("if the evidence supports an inference other than guilt of the
[defendant], then a finding of guilt beyond
a reasonable doubt is not a rational finding). As such, the measure of proof by a
sole subsequent breath test is not only less
than proof beyond a reasonable doubt, but
also, less than a preponderance of the
evidence.
Moreover, under federal and state constitutional and statutory principles, such a
single, subsequent test result should be
precluded from the jury's consideration as
it, because of the three possible correlations with driving, would clearly tend to
confuse and mislead the jury. See also, R.
403, Tex.R.Cr.Evid. (even probative evidence is to be precluded from admission
where its value is outweighed by risk of
unfair prejudice).
Accordingly, as the State's proof under
the .10 statute, Article 67011-l(a)(2)(B),
can never get beyond preponderance of the
evidence in this case, let enough not get
over proof beyond a reasonable doubt, this
Court should dismiss the . I 0 paragraph
within the State's charging information.
C j , Best I. District of Colrratbia, 291 U S .
41 1 (1934).

v.
The Regulations and Article 67011-5
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and did not argue said destruction
violate due processldue course of law
prevented him from presenting direct
under both the federal and state constituevidence of his innocence.
tional as they do not require preservation
of the Defendant's breath specimen.
Texas Alcohol Breath Teslbig:
Due process also is violated, under the
1. Intoxilyzer 401 I-ASA is capable of
Texas Breath Alcohol Testing Program,
preserving the exact same breath
because breath alcohol specimens are not
sample tested by the instrunlent.
preserved even though the DPS can pre2. Only one breath sample of a defenserve such samples. Weatherman, Alvin,
dant is taken.
and Edmiston, Brian, "In Vitro Results of
3. Intoxilyzer not required by statuteor
Replicate Silica Gel Analyses," Soetlrregulation to be calibrated on periwestern Associatio~~
of Forensic Scientists
odic basis.
Jortrrral (Sept. 1987) and Wilkinson,
4. The defendant, as per regulation, is
D. R., "TheTrapping, Storing, and Subdenied access to the Intoxilyzer to
sequent Analysis of Ethan01 in Vitro
test its accuracy.
Samples Previously Analyzed by a Non5. Reference sample solutions are not
Destructive Technique," 26 Jorrrnal of
preserved for defense inspection.
Forerisic Scie~rces671 (Oct. 1981).
6. As per regulation, access to D.P.S.
Lastly, the Texas Department of Public
Intoxilyzer information or citizen
Safety's Breath Testing Program and Regtraining is precluded unless the indiulations does not provide the same due
vidual is going to work for the State.
process guarantees of accuracy and relia7. Texas DWI prosecutions are based
bility as mandated by the United States
on a "per se" statute and not a
Supreme Court in California a Tronrbetta.
presumption statute.
In Tronibetta, it must be recalled that the
8. It is the manufacturer's policy to not
Court ti~undduc proccs.; was not offc~ldcd
make any Intoxilyzer 401 1 ASA sales
bv Cdlifornin's failure to oreservc breath
or provide information to anyone in
specimens because its alcohol testing proTexas except those connected with
gram, through its guarantees of accuracy
law enforcement.
and reliability, provided due process protection. The California program is disIn this case the breath specimen of the
tinguished from the Texas Program as Accused was absolutely exculpatory.
follows:
Computation by the Defense of the number
of alcoholic drinks consumed by the
Defendant, over the same time period as
California:
1. did not preserve 'same breath as occurred prior to his arrest, demonstrates
an alcohol concentration less than . I 0 at
tested by Intoxilyzer;
2. breath sample preserved by Field the time of vehicle operation.
Accordingly, the Regulations' and Art.
Crimper-Indium Tube Encapsulation
6701 1-5, sections 3(a) and (b)'s failure to
Kit;
3. two samples taken from each defen- require preservation of the Defendant's
dant and a test is performed on each breath specimen violated his rights to due
sample-test results of the samples processldue course of law as guaranteed
must be within .02% of each other him under the federal and state constitutions.
to be admissible;
4. Intoxilyzer calibrated weekly;
Respectfully submitted,
5. defendant allowed access to Intoxilyzer for inspection;
MALLETT, TRICHTER
6. defendant allowed access to Intox& BRANN
ilyzer calibration results and breath
55 Waugh Drive, Suite 900
samples used in the calibrations;
Houston, Texas 77007
7. California prosecutions were based
(713) 868-1010
on "presumption" statute rather than
"per sew statute; and
8. defendant complained that dcstrucJ. GARY TRICHTER
tion of breath sample thwarted his
State Bar No. 20216.500.
ability to impeach Intoxilyzer result

TCDLA Committee Update
by Jeffrey Hinkley
This month's column features the
Amicus Curiae Committee and the Death
Watch Committee Of all the TCDLA
committees, these two committees provide
some of the most fertile grounds for involvement and participation by the membership. In fact, the chairmen of both
committees actively seek general membership involvement.

Amicus Curiae Committee
Walter C. Prentice, the Chairman of the
Amicus Curiae Committee, is of counsel
to the law firm of Gray & Becker in
Austin, Texas. He received his bachelor's
degree from tlie University of Iowa m
1969, and after three years in the United
States Arny, received his law degree from
St. Mary's University in 1975. He served
as a briefing attorney, research assistant,
staff attorney and chief staffattorney at the
Court of Criminal Appeals. Between positions at the Court of Criminal Appeals, he
spent several years as an Assistant Attorney General of Texas in the Law Enforcement Division. Walter Prentice is a Board
Certified Specialist in Criminal Law, and
is a member of both the Criminal Law Advisory Committee and the Criminal Law
Exam Commission. He is currently a Lt.
Colonel in the Judge Advocate General
Corps, Texas Army National Guard, and
is a certified military judge.
The purpose of the Amicus Curiae Committee is to provide Associat~oninput into
pending criminal appellate cases that involve significant legal issues. All committee members are volunteers and receive no
compensation for their research, writing
and consultation efforts. For this reason,
the issue must be significant to the Association. Further, the focus of the Committee's
efforts is on cases pending in the Court of
Criminal Appeals. The Committee will, of
course, consider filing a brief or statement
of support in a court of appeals if there is
a really significant, novel issue involved.
Only in the rarest of instances will the
Committee, because of constraints of resources, be able to provide assistance at

the trial court level.
Any member of the Association who
feels he has a case with a significant legal
issue, and would like to request assistance
from the Amicus Curiae Committee,
should feel free to contact the Chairman
at the following address:
Walter C. Prentice
Chairman
TCDLA Amicus Curiae Committee
323 Congress. Suite 300

come an important area of criminal appellate litigation.
Any Association members that would
like to volunteer to serve on the Amicus
Curiae Committee will be welcome. All
that is necessary is a letter of interest and
a sample of a recent brief. Any members
that have briefed novel issues and wish to
submit a copy for the Committee's files
will be very much appreciated.

Death Watch Committee
To request assistance, please submit,
along with your request, copies of all briefs
already filed in the case, and any opinions
that have been rendered in the case by a
court of appeals.
In addition to filing formal amicus curiae
briefs, the Committee will also file statements in support of petitions for discretionary review if the Committee feels an
issue is significant and that a statement of
support would be helpful in securing
review by the Court of Criminal Appeals.
The Cot~unitteeisparticularlyinterested
in two areas at the present time. The first
concerns cases where the trial court has
made a ruling that is within its jurisdiction
in favor of a criminal defendant and the
state is seeking to set that decision aside
by Writ of Mandamus in the Court of
Criminal Appeals. This type of case gives
the Association a real opportunity to support trial judges who have the integrity and
moral courage to make difficult and controversial decisions. In cases of this nature,
early input is critically important.
The second area that the Committee is
particularly interested in involves cases
where the state is appealing rulings pursuant to Article 44.01, V.A.C.C.P. The
first round of cases in the courts of appeal
and in the Court of Criminal Appeals under
Article44.01 will profoundly shapejurisprudence in this area for many years to
come. While the issue of whether the state
should have the right to appeal was controversial with many of the Association
members, it is now in place and will be-

The Death Watch Committee is chaired
by Julie C. Howell, a solo practitioner in
Austin, Texas. Ms. Howell graduated
from the University of Texas in 1977, Phi
Beta Kappa, and the University of Texas
School of Law in 1981. She served on
the Board of the Texas Coalition Against
the Death Penalty from 1975 through
1979. Ms. Howell has been a member of
TCDLA since 1980, and is presently an
Associate Director.
The Death Watch Committee has been
undergoing a change of focus during the
past year. The following areas are now being explored for conmlittee activity:
-Monitoring representation of those on
death row
-Monitoring promising legal issues in
capital murder cases
-Establishing a capital murder brief
bank
-Lobbying for capital murder legal
issues
-Developing a bibliography/list of resources on capital murder issues
-Publicizing and coordinating all of the
above
Pursuant to carrying out these goals,
Ms. Howell would appreciate any newsclippings, legal article citations, etc., that
members feel others would find helpful. Please forward such materials to the
TCDLA home office in Austin, c/o Death
Watch Committee. Ms. Howell sends her
thanks to those who came forward with
suggestions for the work of this Committee.
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Appellate Developments
Appeal Information Package to Send to Your Client
by Jan Morrow

Catherine Burnett and I put together the
following format of information for the
numerous indigent clients we were appointed to represent in Harris County.
Most of the time we did not even meet
these clients; they had already given notice
of appeal and been taken off to TDC. They
had also never met us, because the trial
judges here commonly appoint a different
attorney on appeal from the one appointed
at trial. You can alter the format and the
content for someone you represented at
trial or a retained client; the important
thing is that the client have this information and that you be able to show that he
had it. The information is also designed for
appellants who entered a plea of not guilty
and were tried by the court or a jury. You
may wish in a particular case, or in every
case, to ask theclient to indicate what option h e wants to pursue, or at least to let
you know if he wants to limit his appeal
in some way.
Sending this information immediately
after your appointment or providing it during employn~entdiscussions can solve a lot
of problems and answer questions that
might not get asked otherwise.
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New Client
Appeal Information
WHATIS AN APPEAL? An appeal is a
review by a court of appeals of the trial
court proceedings to see that they were carried out according to law. The review by
the court is based entirely upon written
records of the trial court proceedings.
There is no new trial in the appellate court
and it accepts no new evidence. The attorneys present most of their arguments in
writing and the defendant, who is known
as the "appellant," does not appear before
thecourt. The attorneys appear briefly, to
orally argue the case, or not at all.
The appellate court does not decide
whether a defendant is guilty or innocent.
It merely considers whether the trial court
proceedings were conducted legally. If
they were, the judgment is affirmed. If
they were not, the case is sent back to the
trial court, usually for a retrial. On fewer
occasions, where the law prohibits further
prosecution, (for example, if speedy trial
r~ghtswere violated, the defendant was
subjected to double jeopardy, o r the evidence was insufficient) a case will be reversed with directions to dismiss it, and the
defendant cannot be tried again for that
offense.
THE RECORD IN YOUR CASE. An appeal is started by the filing of a notice of
appeal with the clerk of the court in which
your case was tried, within 30 days of
sentencmg, or within 90 days if a Motion
for New Trial was filed. In Texas there are
two types of courts of review: the Courts
of Appeals and the Court of Criminal Appeals. Except in death penalty cases in
which death is assessed, all appeals are to
a Court of Appeals. Once a Court of Appeals has decided an appeal, if the lawyer
for either the appellant or the prosecution

believes that there are possible grounds for
doing so, he may file a petition for discretionary review in the Court of Criminal
Appeals. (This is discussed later.)
The next step after filing the notice of
appeal is preparing the record. This consists of the reporter's transcripts (usually
called "the statement of facts"), which is
the word-for-word record of all proceedings before, during and after trial and the
clerk's transcripts (composed of written
pleadings, court orders, and jury instructions). The transcription of the court
reporter's notes is filed with the Court of
Appeals. It is done within 60 days of sentencing, or, 100 days if a Motion for New
Trial was filed. Sometimes extensions are
required; if this becomes necessary in your
case I will obtain an affidavit from the
court reporter setting out his or her reasons
for the delay, and will submit that affidavit
together with a request for extension to the
Court of Appeals. Adding to the record
may be required in some cases in which
the record filed with the District Court is
inadequate.
FILING OF BRIEFS. Our brief is due
30 days after the record is filed in the Court
of Appeals. Although extensions of time
are to be avoided as much as possible, they
are sometimes necessary. Before the Court
of Appeals will grant such an extension of
time to file a brief, however, it requires
the attorney to show why the delay is
necessary.
The appellant's brief is a written argument stating the rea'sons why the trial
court's decision should be reversed. As 1
explained before, the brief is based on the
record and can't contain arguments which
are based on statements, documents, or
events which are not included in the record
of the trial or the sentencing.
The brief contains the points of error and

argument, stating reasons why the conviction should be reversed, together with the
factual and legal authorities supporting our
reasons. The final section of the brief will
he the conclusion. This contains a spec~fic
statement as to the relief we are seeking
from the appellate court.
Following the filing of your brief, the
prosecution prepares its reply brief. The
assistant district attorney assigned to the
case has 30 days to prepare and file the
brief. In many cases the assistant district
attorney will ask for and be given extra
time to file the brief. This brief, like yours,
must be based solely on the record, hut its
arguments support the trial court's action.
ORAL ARGUMENTS. Once all the
briefs in the case are filed, the appellate
court may set a date for oral argument. On
that date, the assistant district attorney and
I appear before judges of the Court of Appeals and argue the case. You will not be
brought to the court for the oral arguments;
there are no witnesses; and the court does
not hear any new ev~dence.Usually argument is not requested unless some new
opinion relevant to the case has been decided since the briefs were filed, or unless
a broad policy issue is raised in the briefs.
THE OPINION. After the judges of the
Court of Appeals have read the briefs and
have heardbial argument (if there was oral
argument in the case), they decide whether
the case should be affirmed, reversed, or
modified in some way. Once their decision
is reached, a judge is assigned the case to
write an opinion stating the court's decision and the reasons for it.
The Court of Appeals will mail copies
of its opinion to me and I will forward a
copy to you. An opinion may be expected
from two weeks after oral argument. If the
decision is against us and affirms the conviction, a decision must be made whether
or not to file a petition for a rehearing
within 15 days of the date of the opinion.
Ordinarily, a rehearing is not requested
unless the appellate court obviously made
a mistake in the facts or the law. If no petition for rehearing is filed, a petition for
discretionary review in the Court of Criminal Appeals should be considered. Such
a petition must be filed within 30 days after
the decision or denial of rehearing.
The Supreme Court and the Court of
Criminal Appeals have ruled that an iodigent defendant has no Sixth Amendment

right to counsel in a discretionary review
proceeding in state court. This has created
some problems for defense attorneys who
think there may be a ground for review but
who cannot afford to do a petition for free.
Our office policy is this: if I think you have
a chance for getting review based on the
limited grounds for review set out in the
rules, as applied to the particular facts of
your case, I will file one at no cost to you.
However, unless in my professional judgment there is a legitimate ground for seeking review I will not do so. I will, however, advise you of the procedures to
follow to file such a petition on your own.
If we win a reversal in the Court of Appeals, the State may petition the Court of
Criminal Appeals for discretionary review.
If they do however, you are eligible for
release on bond during that time no matter how many years your sentence is (except capital cases). The Court of Criminal
Appeals, not the trial court, sets the bail
amount in such cases.
TIME CREDITS. You may be kept here
in the county for some time rather than at
TDC pending the outcome of your appeal.
You do receive good-time credit on your
sentence for all this time. As soon as you
arrive at TDC and get a number this goodtime will be computed by officials there.

The staff at the Rehab and the County Jail
do not compute this time for you, but you
are earning it. If you were sentenced to ten
years or less and want to be transferred to
TDC for some reason while your appeal
is pending, you may request a transfer.
(The only consequence of this is that you
cannot bond out on appeal after y,ou have
been transferred by request.) You do not
have to take your case off appeal to be
transferred.
Please do not withdraw your appeal
without speaking to me first. Once' you
have all the information, you may decide
to withdraw the appeal, hut you need to
consider it carefully because once you do
withdraw it you cannot put your case back
on appeal. If you are on appeal bond you
will not receive credit for time on the street
pending appeal, hut you are credited with
all your actual jail time.
Please write to keep me informed about
any transfer so I can keep you informed
about your appeal.
Although you are encouraged to communicate with me in complete candor, you
should never discuss your case with anyone else. IF YOU DIVULGE INCRIMINATING INFORMATION TO YOUR F E L
LOWPRISONERS OR TO GUARDS, AND
I'M ABLE TO GET A DISMISSAL OF

SENTENCING REFORM:
Investigations and Alternatives
Our full range of c o n s u l t a t i o n a n d report s e r v i c e s :
I n t e g r a t e s t h e old and new s e n t e n c i n g s y s t e m s including preparation of t h e new g u i d e l i n e w o r k s h e e t s for calculation of
sentence.
D e v e l o p s s t r a t e g i e s for mitigation of s e n t e n c e at a n y point from
pre-indictment t h r o u g h s e n t e n c i n g .
Provides b a c k g r o u n d information on a d e f e n d a n t t h a t s u p p o r t s
t h e useof sentencingalternativesanddecisionsat t h e bottom of
or b e l o w t h e g u i d e l i n e range.

Sentencing and Post-Conviction Consultants
National Legal S e r v i c e s 0 710 L a k e View A v e n u e NE
Atlanta, GA 30308 0 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 4 1 -0095
M a r c i a G. S h e i n , President a n d Founder
Free attorney information packet upon request.
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YOUR CASE, YOU MAY FIND THESE
PEOPLE AS WIiWESSESAGAINST YOU
AT A RETRIAL.
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER REVERSAL?
If you d o "win" on appeal, there are different things that could happen; some you
can control and some you cannot. As stated
above, if the court of appeals reverses your
case based on some point that will prevent
retrial or prevent introduction of a key
piece of evidence or testimony at a retrial,
you are in good shape. You might get a
dismissal or you might be able to negotiate
a plea bargain that is very advantageous.
Otherwise, you need to consider very carefully some of the possibilities and pitfalls
of retrial:
I) Punishnreta Error Only. It used to be
that if a jury assessed your punishnient and
on appeal there was an error only in the
punishment phase of trial, you still got an
entirely new trial, with the second chance
for a finding of not guilty. In other words
the conviction arid sentence were reversed.
That is no longer true. The legislature
passed a new statute, Art. 44.29 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, saying you
get an entirely new trial only if there was
an error in the guiltlinnocence part of the
trial, or at both guiltlinnocence and punishment. Now, if there is only an error in
punishment you only get a new trial on
punishment. The judge starts out the new
trial as if there had already been a verdict
of guilt returned, and proceeds directly to
the punishnient phase. If you want a jury
to assess the punishment, the State and
your lawyer can introduce evidence to
show the jury the circumstances of the offense, as well as the usual punishnient evidence. This jury would also have the full
range of punishment open to them, and
would trot be limited by what the first jury

b. 5 6661.
(1) Reasonable cause for understatement.
(2) Taxpayer acted in good faith.

H. Thou shalt not represent a client you
do not or cannot control.
I. Thou shalt reduce to writing your fee
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gave you. You could elect to have the trial dictiveness was to show some action on the
court assess punishment but if the court did defendant's part occurring after the conit the first time, there would not usually viction and before the second trial, that
be a chance he would assess a lower pun- would justify an increased sentence. Now
h e can do so by pointing out new objecishment the second time.
2) Danger of Irrcreased P~inishtneti~ tive facts that turn up at the new trial.
So, you can no longer absolutely protect
After Retrial. As you can see from the
above information there can be risks in- yourself from a higher sentence on retrial
volved in retrial. Again, changes in the law just by going to the judge for punishment
have affected what can happen to you in if you are convicted a second time. He is
no longer limited by what the first sentence
the way of increased punishment.
One thing has not changed. If a jury was. This is an important strategy considfound you guilty and set your punishment eration that you can judge better once we
at the first trial and you get a reversal, a see what the points of error on appeal look
second jury could find you guilty and like, but it is a matter you need to know
assess a greater punishment. They could about now.
Of course there are various unpreassess a lower punishment, too, so if you
have a better case (new evidence, or some dictable factors involved in the appeal,
piece of damaging evidence made unavail- even if we are successful. The punishnlent
able by the ruling on appeal) you will want possibilities are numerous, and can be used
to consider that. The thing to remember in negotiations if there is a reversal. There
is that the new jury has the full range of may be a new prosecutor; the witnesses
punishnient open to them, and they are not who are available and willing to testify
limited by what the first jury gave you. might be different (both for the Stale and
What has changed is what the trialjudge for you); there might be a dismissal or a
can do to you on retrial by increasing your good plea offer; there might be a retrial
sentence. After the U S . Supreme Court that is beneficial by way of an acquittal,
case of Tesas v. McCdlorrgh, the trial a conviction for a lesser offense or reduced
court, if that is who you choose to assess punishment.
If the dangers of retrial seem to you to
your punishment, can give you a greater
sentence as long as he shows on the record be great in your case, you could pursue an
his action is based on relevant information appeal only as to those matters that would
not known to the first sentencing author- require acquittal and dismissal of the
ity, such as new testimony or new evidence charges, or would eliminate a piece of evinot presented at the first trial. Before the dence that would almost certainly prevent
McCullough case, the trial court who a successful retrial. This of course would
raised the punishment at a retrial was greatly reduce your chances of reversal,
presumed to be "vindictive" toward the since you would be eliminating, possibly,
defendant for winning a reversal on appeal; some potential reversible errors, but it
it was presumed he was punishing him not would remove the risk of a higher sentence
just for the offense but for exercising his because there would be no new trial.
So, you can pursue a full appeal, raisright to appeal. The only way the trial
judge could refute this presumption of vin- ing all possible grounds, with a retrial being possible, or limit your appeal as above,
or decide not to appeal at all. Again, do
agreement and a general description of the
nature and scope of your representation of not withdraw your appeal without consulting me, please.
any client before the IRS.
I will be completely open and honest
1. Request retainers in most civil cases.
with you in my legal opinion of the issues
2. Demand retainers in all criminal
raised in our brief. You should understand
cases.
that the appellate courts are generally
J. Thou shalt associate, or be associated reluctant to reverse a case, and relatively
with, competent professionals with whom few appeals are successfd. Nevertheless,
you can counsel concerning all, the in- I will make every effort to obtain a revertricacies that can arise in connection with sal. But whatever the result, you will
a civil tax examination or a criminal tax receive aggressive and diligent representation.
investigation.

In and Around Texas
by John Boston
This month's column will be devoted to
parole revocation hearings. I hope Bill
Habern, who has written so much and so
well on the subject of corrections will be
patient with these efforts.
Even convicts and probationers have a
right to some due process, and in both
parole revocation and probation proceedings in which a loss of liberty may
result, the U S . Supreme Court has held
that parole revocation is not a stage of
a criminal prosecution, but since it can
result in a loss of liberty, probationers and
parolees are entitled to aprelir?rittary a~ld
a final revocation hearing, under the
conditions specified in Morrissey v.
Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972) (my emphasis: paraphrase is from Gagriort v.
Scatpelli, 411 U.S.778,782 [1973]). The
Morrissey decision says that the parole
revocation process should be conducted in If you are familiar with administrative
two stages: one a probable cause hearing hearings under the Administrative Proto determine whether the parolee has vio- cedure and Texas Register Act, (APTR)
lated the terms and conditions of his Art. 6252-13a V.A.C.S., forget that too,
parole, and the second hearing before a for the due process protections afforded
personoragency withauthority todismiss there do not, for the most part, apply.
the charges or take other appropriate ac- What does?
tion. Morrissey further sets forth rininnsn
Morrissey, supra, and Gagrton, supra,
standards of due process for parole revoca- set the federal constitutional minimum
lion, which include: (1) written notice of standards for conducting parole revocation
the alleged violation; (2) disclosure of the hearings (and as to the latter, probation
evidence against the parolee; (3) the op- too, although not considered here).
portunity for the parolee to present However, as noted in the quote from
witnesses and documentary evidence and Gagnon, the parolee is entitled to a prethe right to appear in person; (4) the op- liminary hearing and a final revocation
portunity to confront and cross-examine hearing. ("Parolee" is used hereafter
witness unless there is a finding of good interchangeably with administrative recause to deny such confrontation; (5) the leasee.) The Texas Board of Pardons and
right to a neutral and detached hearing Paroles (Board) does not conduct two hearbody such as the parole board or a trained ings as required by Morrissey and Gagnon.
corrections professional and (6) a written John Jasuta in his excellent article on
statement by the finderls of fact of the Texas law of parole revocation, prepared
evidence relied on in reaching the decision for the Texas Young Lawyers' Parole
to revoke parole.
Revocation Practice Manual, does not
If you are hired, or more likely, ap- unequivocally agree that the Board is
pointed to represent a parolee or ad- violating due process by its failure to conministrative releasee, as defined by the duct two hearings in the parole revocation
Rules of Texas Board of Pardons and process; this writer believes otherwise. In
Paroles, you will find many of the rriles Will~atns v. State, 738 S.W 2d 257
applicable in criminal trials to be non- (Ct.Cr.App. 1987) the Court held that
existent in the parole revocation hearing. there was a requirement for two hearings

(also see Marti~rez11. Slcrte, 742 S.W.2d
289 [Ct.Cr.App.]) and the Board appealed
to the Fifth Circuit, but Williams was
released, which mooted the appeal. So
when the Board and its hearing officers
conduct only one revocation hearing, they
are presumed to he acting in accordance
with the law. However, Bill Habern offers
a practice tip which he recently followed
by filing a motlon, moving the Board to
conduct the second hearing as required by
Mortissey; the Board did enter an order
(unfavorable), but they did not read the
record of the hearing officer.
In the real world of TDC parole, the best
interest of the parolee controls. Often he
will not want to file a Motion to Reopen
(the revocation hearing) or file a writ under
Art. 11.07 CCP if he loses, for fear of
alienatinrr the Board and the hearine officer
thus haiing an adverse effect on his
chances for reparole in the future.
Therefore, full disclosure and discussion
with the parolee is essential. The old saw
of criminal defense tactics applies-it's
him that does the time, not the lawyer.

,.

ON-SITE PAROLE REVOCATION
HEARING-AN EDITORIAL
COMMENT
The biggest obstacle to overcome in
representing a parolee accused of violating
the conditions of his parole will be, in most
cases, dealing with (coping may be a better word) the attitude of the Board of Pardons and Paroles as manifested by the
hearing officers. These well-meaning, but
authoritarian, employees of the Board
seem to view themselves more as neutral
and detached weighers of the facts and
Board Rules.
Hearing officers at parole revocation
proceedings have been known to refuse to
deiay a hearing to allow the parolee's
lawyer to arrange for attendance of
witnesses with evidence favorable to the
parolee.
One hearing officer in an owsite hearing refused to recess the hearing for lunch
even after being informed that the
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parolee's attorney was a diabetic and to
skip a meal could cause serious medical
complications.
Some lawyers from Wichita County, and
elsewhere, have refused to take appointments from the State Bar's Center for Correctional Services to represent indigent
parolees because of such high-handed tactics by Board hearing officers.
A lawyer, recently in private practice
after employment in a Texas district attorney's office, was appointed to represent
an indigent parolee. The hearing officer
recommended that his client's parole be
revoked, after which the lawyer compared
the proceedings to a "kangaroo court" and
made a statement to the effect that the hearing officer could not do what he had done
in a court of law. The lawyer further stated
that as a former prosecutor, he was not
especially fond of convicts, but if the
Board is going to take away a parolee's
liberty, there ought to be some semblance
of due process. After these remarks, the

lawyer left, but the hearing officer fol- system generally, the parole revocation
lowed him into the hall and demanded that system would be a place to start for the
he return and apologize on the record. This Seventy-first Legislature in January 1989.
request was refused in no uncertain terms. Write or call your legislator.
The Center for Correctional Services,
THE ANNUAL MEETINGS
which has responsibility for appointing
lawyers to represent indigent parolees,
The annual meeting of the State Bar and
received a complaint from the Board that
the lawyer in question should not be used TCDLA is this month, and by the time you
in the future, since his remarks tended to read this, those meetings should be pleasundermine the "authority" of the Board. ant memories, and Edward Mallett will
Such is the insecurity of the Board and at now be the new president of TCDLA.
The new TCDLA membership directory
least one of its hearing officers.
Some members of the State Bar have has gone to press and should be out by the
contended that the Center for Correctional time you read this. Let the home office
Services as a State Bar grant should not know when you have a change of address.
appoint lawyers in parole revocation cases As of the first week of May a few of the
since that puts the imprimatur of the State members who were in good standing in
Bar on proceedings which arguably deny 1987 had not renewed. We'd like to have
due process under Morrissey and Gagnott, them all back to join the over 1,200
thus giving the impression of fairness members now in good standing; let's
recruit some of the old and some new
where little or none actually exists.
With the overcrowding of TDC and the members and shoot for 1,500 by the end
problems with the Texas criminal justice of 1988.

From the Inside Out

thirty days of credit, the Governor's office routine of the T.D.C. and Parole Board
provided T.D.C. with some (to me) un- policy.
It is the belief of this writer that it is safe
known formula holding that Rutledge was
only entitled to three incidents of benefits to predict that each inmate will have to
based on the fact that only three of the six fight his own battle for additional time
were emergency. Thus, instead of one under the PMS, unless the Staff Counsel
hundred eighty days of credit, the inmate or we in the T.C.D.L.A. come up with
received only ninety days of credit. Could some means to mass produce these writs.
this be an effort by the State to get Riitledge We should all keep our eyes on this case
and if anyone has any ideas on the matter
back into court? Well, time will tell.
If the cases that follow Rutledge stand, suggestions are appreciated.
H
it is the belief of this writer that there are
several potential areas of litigation in the
new acts dealing with parole eligibility,
mandatory supervision, and good time. In
time I feel if we, the criminal defense bar,
do not litigate in these areas when the
chance is available, then the inmates will, certified by the TDC, need to show the cerand as in the case of Rutledge, there are tification by the district clerk of the county
those times when our clients, once in- also?
carcerated, learn more about post convicPDR 0326-87 04/13/88, Maverick Co.
tion and corrections law (an area of law (S's PDRJ, Sexrial Assotdt, Arturo Batres:
most of us never heard of in law school) (1) Was the jury's minimal discussion of
than any of us imagined existed. I, for one, the defendant's failure to testify sufficient
am not ashamed to admit I have learned to warrant reversal?
PDR 0327-87 04/13/88, El Paso Co.
a reasonable amount of law and legal
theory from my associations and corre- (S's PDR), Murder, Encarnnciott Caspondence with incarcerated "writ writ- ~ m c h o :(1) Does Art. 38.27 require a
ers" as they are called. I anticipate that we denial of a "signature" when appellant
will all be learning more as this set of new denied the writing although there was no
legislation works its way into the regular signature for him to deny?
W

conri,rard fro,, page 35

lion of the law would very much work to
the detriment of his client as the client
would not receive mandatory supervision,
and would be required to discharge the
sentence day for day. (See "Hey, Look
What They Done T o My Time, Ma"
VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE, January,
1988).
If one is convicted for an offense involving one of the crimes added to the PMA
as crimes removed from the benefits of that
act prior to February 20, 1987, then that
person appears entitled to PMA benefits
under Rutledge, (infra).
Now, there are additional considerations
as to Riitledge. In Rutledge there was a
spht within the administration of T.D.C.
as to whether an additional appeal should
be requested. At the time, the decision was
made to not appeal. Thereafter, the administration reversed itself, so one can expect that in the future those cases coming
after, but based on Rutledge will be subject to serious litigation in an effort to
reverse that decision. Secondly, while Rutledge claims he should benefit from six
separate incidents of benefits each being
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A View from the Bench
Of Torts, Crime, and Ranulf Glanvill
by Judge May Bacon
338th District Court
In less than a decade there has been a
major change in the treatment of victims
of crime by the criminal justice system.
From my position on the bench, I can see
the increased numbers of victims who are
accompanied to the court by members of
victims' groups or by representatives of the
district attorhey's office. In Texas, of
coum, they have been afforded the protections and assurances of Chapter 56,
C.C.P., Rights of Crime Victims, and
Article 8309-1, V.A.T.S., Crimevictims
Compensation ~ c tlegislation
,
similar to
that which has been enacted in nearly every
state. Our legislation, like that of other
states, while oratorically hard hitting, is
essentially precatory rather than mndatory. No right to sue the judge or theprosecutor for damages for their failing to live
up to the rights enumerated has been created anywhere, so far as I can tell at this
time.
An integral part of this expansion of vietims' rights has been the increased emphasis on restitution, whether or not there
is any realistic possibility of the victim's
being made whole by a convicted defendant. There are persons on probation for
theft out of thecourt where1 am thejudge
who are expected to pay back the equivalent of a very nice house over a period of
ten years, and persons in prison who have
had imposed upon them as a term of parole
the price of a small car, or at least a used
Volkswagen. Unless this brings about even
more disillusionment with the criminal
justice system than has existed before
among those who feel victimized, it can
hardly be criticized.
What has particularly interested me
about these developments is how these increased rights for victims appear to be
eroding the line between tort law and
criminal law. Reparations had long been
largely confined to tort cases. Now prosecutors spend a lot of time working out
restitution figures, even when a minimal
amount does not necessarily justify the
delay and theincreased court-appointed attomeys' fees, and despite the fact that they
do not have the power, either statutorily

I
or ethically, to fdea civil suit forjudgment
upon which a wrongedperson might claim
the property of the wrongdoer sometime
in the future. Like personal injury lawyers
in a civil courtroom, moreover, Harris
County prosecutors, dmpite the restrictions
of the Rougeau case,' continually refer,
without objection, to "my client, Mr. Victim" and to "my clients, Ms. Victim's
family," to elicit sympathy in the courtroom.
Other states have gone further in encouraging victims to become a party to the
case, and thus have moved closer to tort
law than Texas. In California, forinstance,
victims have a right of all~cution.~
While
their pain and suffering may not be recompensed in dollars, the intent of the law is
that the judge will provide some psychological reparations by more punitive sentenc~ng.VnAlabama the victim is considered a party to the suit and may sit at
counsel table with the prosecutor, just as
a plaintiff may in apersonal liability suit.'
In the interest of judicial and human
economy from both sides of the bar, why
should not all the issues arising fmm a controversy, however painful, he resolved in
one courtroom (with mote than one jury,
if you wish)? Our Anglo-Saxon predecessors, before the Conquest, did essentially
treat violent crime as a tort and exacted

money damages from the transgressor.
There was an appropriate sum for every
injury, half as much for a toe as for a
finger, for example. If the wrongdoer had
no money, then kin of the victim could step
in and begin a blood feud, which might
well end in death not only for the wrongdoer but for others as well. If the sum was
paid, the Crown could act against those
who persisted in the blood feud.5 Thadeath
penalty was invoked for those who could
not pay or who, presumably, had no kin
to wreak mwnee. William the Conoueror.
in his mercy, gbolished the dwth dena~ty
and substituted mutilation. It was thought
that if a man's life was spared, taking his
hand or his upper lip was a lesser punishment. Gradually the concept of money
damages to the wronged person became
fines payable to the king or other nobles.
Thesemoney payments "made the bulkof
the nation into tillers of the lands of
lords. "6
In the reign of Henry 11, who was a
reformer king, Ranulf Glanvill, sheriff of
Yorkshire, sheriff of Lancashii, and then
chief justiciar, "prime minister, we may
say"? wrote the first treatise on English
law.' In one sentence of that treatise he
dogmatically mandated that every plea
must be either civil or criminal. He then
went off to Acre on a crusade with
Richard I and died, leaving us for the next
eight hundred years with the dichotomy
between civil and criminal pleadings in our
law. France, not chained by the ohdqracy
of a Glanvill, has a flexible system in
which a victim may bring a civil action,
or intervene in a criminal action and seek
damages, or by bringing a civil action in
a criminal court force public prosecution.g
In Texas, however, Glanvill reigns.
Restitution, whether for property or bodily injury, should properly remain a part of
our criminal law. Prosecutors, however,
represent the State of Texas and not individuals. In Rougeau Judge Teaguc found
that the trial judge's reasoning in finding
otherwise was "~ophistic"'~and that he
clearly erred. Thecourt fiuther found that,
in stating that they represented the family
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of the victim, the prosecutors consciously
distorted the truth. They only represent the
State of Texas in the prosecution. The
court continued to scold, saying that "the
prosecutors' remarks were extremely improper, and remarks that the prosecuting
attorney represents the family of the
deceased in the prosecution of the accused
should never again beuttered by any prosecuting attorney of this State . . .""
Having thus criticized the prosecutors,
the court nevertheless could not conclude
that the prosecutors' remarks were of such
a nature as to have deprived appellant of
a fair and impartial trial. The judgment of
conviction and sentence of death were affirmed. The continuation of the practice
may well, however, result in reversible
error in a different context.
Where are we? W e are in a systetil of
law more rigidly
- . divided than Glanvill
could ever have contemplated in his throwaway line, because of our strong ~~~~i~~~
separation
the
of public prosecutors and that of defense attorneys.
Locally, our practice is even more rigid

President's Column

holding readings for the first show of their
regular fall season, Samuel Beckett's Wailing for Godor. I was runner-up at the
readings, and understudied for the role of
"The Boy." I attended every rehearsal and
performance. Over the next six weeks
most of the play got memorized. Though
I hardly understood this abstract dramatization of the human condition, some
speeches come back, from time to time,
in my daydreams. Toward the end of the
play, a main character, Vladimir, hears the
plea of Pozzo, a despot that whipped his
manservant in the first Act, but is now
blind. Vladimir responds to Pozzo's call
for help:
Let us not waste our time in idle discourse. Let us do something, while we
have the chance!
It is not every day that we are needed.
Not indeed that we personally are
needed. Others would meet the case
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because of the divisions among criminal,
family, juvenile and civil courts. We
could, if we wanted to, simplify the ordealby-multiple-lawsuit for everyone: victims,
plaintiffs, defendants, and the State of
Texas. Constitutional rights do not necessarily depend upon procedural complexity
brought about by a 12th century treatise on
English law.

I H u q w u I . jhm. 738 S.W.2d 651 (Irt.Cr
App 1987) ludgc'l'cague wthorcd the irpmion, ir
whwh Judwes
ll
- (:liNm. Mc('urmiik. C m ~ b ~and
Duncan concurred in the result. In Rougeart, members
of the jury panel %,ereinformed by the prosecutors
that they wauld be representing thc Statc of Texas
"and the family of A. C. Wilkins in the prasecutian-"; that "the law doesn't put the burden on the
family to hire an individual attorney, the burden falls
on the District Attorney's Office." The trial ludgc
overruled amellant's obiections. The Court in
Rougeart inferred fmrnthe &cord that the trialludge's
reasoning in overmling appellant's objection was that
"because Article 2.01, V.A.C.C.P., provides in pan
that the 'District Attorney shall represent the Statc
in ,II criminal C,S~S; and, be^,,,^, the statute does
not 'say who (spffitically) they represent,' the statute

equally well, if not better. To all mankind they were addressed, those cries for
help still ringing in our ears! But at this
place, at this moment of time, all mankind is us, whether we like it or not.
Let us make the most of it, before it is
too late!
The TCDLA is composed of fine, voluntary lawyers, committed to the proposition
that "in unity there is strength." It is a part
of our tradition that no lawyer, representing the accused or condemned, should ever
stand alone. When lawyers are under unfair attack by ambitious prosecutors, we
are there; we go before the smallest judges
to defend the Constitutions; we provide
Texas citizens the best trained defense
lawyers in the world; we speak the truth
before the legislature. We have much to
gain, in making a living, by mutual support. We respect and protect one another,
we learn together, and we are open to all
who will join our common cause. Thank
you for inviting me to share the coming
year with you. Please get in touch, and let
me know what plans you have for us.

was surely meant to includeall personsof this State;
thus, lpso Facto, the prosecuting atlorneys in this
cause could properly advise the panel members that
they reprcscnted the family of the deceased in the
prosecution of this case and that the law did not require the family to go and employ private counsel
because that burden fell on the District Attorney's
Office. We find that such reasoning is sophistry at
its besl."
2. Cal.Pen. Sec. 679.02 (a) (3).
3. Boori8 may proscribe some limils on inflammatory testimony. Boorh >r Maryiarrd, 107 S.Ct.
2529, 96 L.Ed.2d 440. (1987).
4. Alabama: Crime Victims' Court Attendance
Act (1983). 5 15-14-53.
5. Edward lnnd Crintiml Zmv. Theodore F. T.
Plucknes. Cambridge at the University Press, l9M),
Chapter One.
6. 77ce Hislor). of Englisi8 Dlw before dze rime of
E d ~ r d l Sir
. Frederick Pollack and Frederick William Maitlend. 2d Ed., Lawyers' Literary Club.
Washington. D.C. 1959. (Originally published in
1895.) Page 46.
7. Pollack and Maitland, p. 163.
8. Or maybe hedidn't. PollackandMaillandsuggest that although the treatisebears his name, it may
have bcen wriltcn by his clerk, Hubert Walter, who
subsequently bccame chiefjusticiar as well. It appears
that Ranulf Olanvill may also have became Ranulf
de Olanville as his fonuncs impravcd.
9. Josephine Gittler, I 1 Pepperdine 117.
179-180. Expanding the Role of the Viclim in a
Criminal Action: An Overview of Issues and Problems. (1983).
10. "that which appears to be plausible and is nat."
Webaler's Third International Dictionary. Rorrgeorr,
at 657.
11. Ror,genrc, at 658.

Gag Orders
cmrrirwedJiont pnge 25

1369-70, 8 L.Ed.2d 569 (1962); Corroil t'. P m i derrrnnd Co,nn~issio,tersofPri,tcess Arwe. 393 U.S.
175, 183-84.89 S.Ct. 347,352-53,21 L.Ed.2d 325
(1968); 61 re Hnlkin, 598 F.2d 176. 193-94 (D.C.Cir.
1979); and Nebmrko Press Assorialior~a Srwn, 427
U.S. 539, 563, 96 S.Ct. 2791, 2804, 49 L. Ed.2d
683 (1976).
196. See supra notes 112-1 17 and accompanying
text far a full discussion of the Ledm court's suggested malificalions of the ordcr.
197. Othcr cases which haveused the "serious and
imminent threat" standard, or the comparable "clear
and present dangcr" standard include Unired Sfnres
v. Mnrcmo Garcia. 456 F.SUDD.1354 (D.C. Pueno
Rico 1978); and Slnle e.7 r i i ~ t l g e i;'. IVoodni~l,
555P.2d 501 (Mont. 1976).
198. Lvirre. 764 F.2d at 598.
199. 764 F.2d at 598, ciring CBS, bzc. L,. Unircd
Srorrs Disrrirr Corm, 729 F.2d 1174. 1179-82 (9th
Cir. 1984); and Assorinred Press v. Uttired Srnres
Disrrirr Corm, 705 F.2d 1143, 1146 (9th Cir. 1983).
200. lev in^, 764 F.2d at 598.
201. Seesr<ppmnotes 112-1 17 and accompanying
text.
202. See Levine. 764 F.2d at 601.

Fourteenth Annual Advanced Criminal Law Course
Monday-Friday, July 25-29, 1988-Austin-Stouffer

Hotel

Tentative Program
hlonday, July 25:
Registration
Moderator:
Honorable Roben D. Jones, Austin,
Course Director
Judge, 167th District Court
Welcoming Remarks:
Honorable Sam Houston Clrnton,
Austm
Judge, Coun of Criminal Appeals
Ronald D. Earle, Austin
District Attorney
~ r & i sCounty

.

Pretrial hGtion P r a c t i c e S t a t e and
Federal
Terrence W. McDonald (to be emf,)
-breakIndictments
Marvin Collins, Fort Worth
U.S. Attorncy
Northern District
Guilty Pleas-State and Federal
Michael P. Heiskell (to be conf.)
-LunchJury Instructions-State and
Federal
Ronald L. Goransan, Dallas
Milner & Goransan
-breakDefenses
Keith E. Jagmin, Dallas
Attorney a t L w
Litigating Multiple Defendant
Cases-Joinder and Severance
Gerald H. Goldsteiu, San Antonio
Goldstein, Goldstein & Hilley

Tuesday, July 2&
8:45
Privileges
F. R. "Buck" Files, Jr., Tyler
Bain, Files, Ailcn & Caldsell
930
Preserving the Reeord
C. Chris Marshall, Fon Worth
Assistant District Attorncy
10:W
-break10:20
Hearsay and Business Records
Randolph L. Schaffer, Houston
Schaffer, Lambright & Odorn

11:20

Witnesses, Opinion Testimony,
Relevancy
Jeffrey A. Kearney, Fort Worth
Zachry, Kearney, Hill, Beatty
& Butcher

12:W
130

-LunchSearch and Seizure
lack J. Rawitscher, Houston
Smith, Schulman, Rawitscher
& Carnahan

230

-break-

230

Confessions
Roy Q. Mintan, Aunin
Minton. Bunan, Foster & Collins

3:35

Enhancement
Catherine G. Burnett, Houston
Attorney at Law
Jury Argument
lack V. Strickland, lr., Fort Wonh
Strickland, Lane & Mwre
-Adjourn-

420

5:W

Wednesday, July 27:
State Appeals
Kerry P. FitzGeraid, Dallas
Attorney at Law
Habeas Corpus and Original Writs
Walter C. Prcntice, Austin
Gray & Becker
-breakFederal Appeals
Sidney Powell, Dallas
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Federal Bail Reform
Tim Evans, Fort Worth
Evans, Gandy & Daniel
-LunchFederal Crimes
1. A. "Tony" Canaies, CarpusChristi
Law Oftices of Tony Canalea
Federal Parole
Wade French (to be conf.)
-breakFederal Sentencing
Honorable Walter S. Smith, Waco
U.S. District Court, Western District
Adjourn-

Thursday, July 28:
Stale Sentencing
1. A. "Jim" Boba, Odessa
Boba & Jordan
State Parole
John 0. Jasuta, Austin
Staff Attorney, Court of Criminal
Appeals
-breakGrand Jury Practice
Edward A. Mallett, Houston
Mailett, Triehtcr & Brann
Ethics a n d C o n t ~ m p t
Richard A. Anderson, Dallas
Attorney at Law
-LunchRecent Decisions
Honorable M. P. "Rusty"
Duncan 111, Austin
Judge, Court of Criminal Appeals
Forfeitures
William A. White, Austin
While & Allison
-breakJuvenile Crimes
Eiizabeth Godwin, Houston
Assistant District Attorney
Juvenile Division
Disclosure of Exculpatory Evidence
lack B. Zimmcrmnnn, Houston
Zimniermann & Lavine
-AdjournFriday, July 29:
8:45
Driving While lntaxiratcd
David Chapman, Fort Worth
Assistant District Attorney
930
Sexual Omnses Involving Children
E. Gerry Morris, Auslin
Smith & Morris
10:lO
-break1030
Jeopardy and Collateral Estoppel
Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes,
Langviow
The Holmes Law Firm
tl:20
Jury Selection
Alan L. Levy, Fort Worth
Director, Criminal Division
District Attorney's Oflice
i2:W
-Adjourn-
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